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Abstract
This thesis presents a novel approach of using haptic sensing technology combined with virtual
environment (VE) for the thermal management of Micro-Electro-Mechanical-Systems (MEMS)
design. The goal is to reduce the development cycle by avoiding the costly iterative prototyping
procedure. In this regard, we use haptic feedback with virtual prototyping along with an immersing
environment. We also aim to improve the productivity and capability of the designer to better grasp
the phenomena operating at the micro-scale level, as well as to augment computational steering
through haptic channels.
To validate the concept of haptic thermal management, we have implemented a demonstrator with
a user friendly interface which allows to intuitively "feel" the temperature field through our concept
of haptic texturing. The temperature field in a simple MEMS component is modeled using finite
element methods (FEM) or finite difference method (FDM) and the user is able to feel thermal
expansion using a combination of different haptic feedback.
In haptic application, the force rendering loop needs to be updated at a frequency of 1Khz in order
to maintain continuity in the user perception. When using FEM or FDM for our three-dimensional
model, the computational cost increases rapidly as the mesh size is reduced to ensure accuracy.
Hence, it constrains the complexity of the physical model to approximate temperature or stress
field solution. It would also be difficult to generate or refine the mesh in real time for CAD
process.
In order to circumvent the limitations due to the use of conventional mesh-based techniques and
to avoid the bothersome task of generating and refining the mesh, we investigate the potential of
meshfree methods in the context of our haptic application.
We review and compare the different meshfree formulations against FEM mesh based technique.
We have implemented the different methods for benchmarking thermal conduction and elastic
problems. The main work of this thesis is to determine the relevance of the meshfree option in
terms of flexibility of design and computational charge for haptic physical model.
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Chapter 1 Introduction
The global market for MEMS devices and production equipment was worth $12.8 billion in 2015.
This market is growing fast and is expected to reach $21.9 billion by 2020. Over the last 3 decades,
many fabrication processes and techniques for building Microsystems, such as dry anisotropic
etching for bulk and surface micro-machining, double-sided lithography and PDMS soft lithog-
raphy, have been developed. From accelerometers for airbag systems, pressure sensors, humidity
sensors to microfluidics for embedded diagnosis system and DNA detection platforms; the range
of applications continues to grow, constantly driving the need for new technology and design so-
lutions.
Although macroscopic and microscopic worlds are governed by the same physical laws, the rela-
tive importance of individual physical effects is greatly affected by scaling. Designing Microsys-
tems is more than just miniaturising macroscopic systems. On top of the scaling effects such as
the predominance of magnetic force over relative weight due the mass, micro-scale effects such as
Brownian noise, surface tension or Casimir effect have to be considered from the design process.
Microsystems often involve more than one energy domain. Mechanics and electrical effects are
usually the cornerstone of many sensors and actuators but many other effects such as thermal,
fluidic, optics and even biology can be involved. An understanding of the interactions between the
effects of the different domains operating on the whole microsystems is key in the design process.
Due to the complexity of the analysis of such problems, designers are often looking for simpler
models or macromodels [256], that preserve the relationship between the macroscopic parameters
and allow for optimisation and prediction of failures while speeding up the design process.
Nowadays, component and system design relies on the use of Computer-Aided Design (CAD)
tools. It is estimated that the market for CAE is in the $1-$2 billion range and CAD is in the
$5-$10 billion range [126]. Dedicated software for MEMS design such as ConventorWare [69],
IntelliSuite, SESES [94], CFD-ACE+ [79], MEMS Xplorer [266], are able to handle multiple
energy domains in the analysis.
The use of CAD tools has helped to reduce the cost and time for product development along with
speeding up device optimisation right from the prototyping stage. The simulation of fabrication
processes and device behaviour as a logical loops (see figure 1.1), enables us to prepare, run,
optimise and analyse experiments, which helps the development of optimal manufacturing recipes
and device targets.
Numerical methods such as Finite Element Method (FEM) and Boundary Element Method (BEM)
are key in the performance of CAD tools. They rely on mesh to carry out the analysis process. In
the design flow, engineers model their design using the CAD interface, whereby a preprocessor
will automatically generate the mesh required to carry out the analysis stage. Before the analysis
can be done, what is solved is actually a complex discretization problem through the meshing of
the CAD model. This meshing requires insight from engineers to decide on a sensible accuracy
during the analysis stage. If the analysis finds faults, the process will go back to the modelling
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at the CAD environment stage. This iterative design process is time consuming and has to be
repeated if the prototype of the final product fails at the test phase.
Figure 1.1: Product development cycle
Due to the rising cost of well-trained engineers and the decreasing cost of computation resources
and CPU time, companies are increasingly concerned about the man-hours engineers spend on
a project. The industry is seeking for solutions to reduce the whole design iterative process and
the cost associated with repetitive prototyping (figure 1.1). In that regard, haptic-based design
combined with virtual prototyping has garnered interest because it has the potential to decrease
design time, which will help reduce the engineering process costs [53, 84].
1.1 Motivation
The aim of this project is to use haptic sensing technology and virtual prototyping as a new op-
timised way of designing MEMS. We look to haptic technology for increasing computational
steering which is a valuable mechanism for scientific investigation in which the parameters of a
running computer program can be altered and the results visualized immediately [286, 297]. The
combination of haptic sensing technology and virtual environment immersion has been proven to
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provide tangible costs benefits, in terms of reduced manufacturing time and cycles [84]. By fully
immersing the designer in a virtual MEMS world, the goal is to bring back to the macro-world,
microscopic forces that are hard to assess. Predominance of magnetic field or thermal effects over
mass of object can be integrated through haptic feedback channels to assist naturally designer
choices.
This thesis deals with the prospecting of solutions for implementing a haptic tool for the thermal
management of MEMS and their packaging at the design stage. Thermal effects such as Peltier,
are commonly used in MEMS sensors and actuators. Heat also has a direct impact on the overall
performance, reliability and efficiency of MEMS devices. Thermal stress is a recurrent problem
encountered in fabrication and packaging of MEMS. It can lead to several failures like cracks,
fracture and delamination problems, which increases the complexity of the analysis and simulation
of the design.
In haptic applications, heavy computation is needed for graphical display and to render interactions
such as collision detection and the forces feedback. Hence it limits the resources for computation
of the model’s physics such as temperature or deformation.
In many practical haptic applications, the physical behaviour is built over a geometric model for
simplicity. The response of the system can also be pre-characterised and stored in look-up ta-
bles to ensure real-time computation of the forces and effects to render through the user haptic
interface. These techniques do not apply well for our use of haptic technology and virtual model
for design and simulation of MEMS. Contrary to pure graphical applications with geometric only
deformations, our project requires the accurate simulation of the model physics.
Physics based models that use numerical methods such as FEM are preferred for that matter.
To achieve good accuracy, a varying density of elements is used to model complex geometry
problems or localised strong gradient of the field function. This adaptivity feature in the design
and simulation process is essential but requires re-meshing or refinement of the mesh as the model
shape is modified by the designer. For three-dimensional applications, the computational cost
grows rapidly as the mesh size is reduced, making it difficult to generate an optimum mesh during
the real time CAE process. Thus the demand for extreme computational efficiency for haptic
applications limits the complexity of the computational models used for MEMS simulation.
In this regard, this thesis focuses on investigating the potential ability of meshfree methods to
circumvent the limitations of mesh-based method for our haptic application. The absence of the
requirement for mesh appears as a very attractive feature. For haptic design, building approxima-
tion of field solutions using only the nodes would provide an easy solution to the problem linked
to re-meshing as well as facilitate the modification of the geometry of the system without the need
for the mesh update and refinement process that is computationally expensive.
1.2 Contribution
The contributions of the thesis are the following:
• Demonstrate the benefits of haptic sensing technology for MEMS design and simulation.
• Review the key features for the successful development and implementation of a haptic
thermal management design tools for MEMS.
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• Review and find suitable methods for modelling MEMS components as well as environmen-
tal impact on fabrication and packaging.
• Implement a user friendly demonstrator for haptic thermal prospecting of a simple compo-
nent.
• Highlight the problematic of the limitations of mesh-based methods in the simulation of the
thermal and mechanical physics for the MEMS component in real-time.
• Propose and assess haptic texturing as a rendering method for thermal feedback.
• Investigate the potential of meshfree mehods for modelling MEMS for implementation
within the haptic environment. Present a well-rounded analysis of the advantages and draw-
backs of the meshfree methods through the application of series of test problems.
• Produce a series of meshfree codes for basic problems related to the thermal management
of MEMS design. This involves elastic problems for beam problems, linear and non-linear
thermal conduction problems in 2D and 3D. These codes are implemented in a Matlab and
C++ format for future applications and implementation in the OPENHAPTIC framework.
1.3 Thesis outline
The layout and purpose of this thesis is presented schematically in figure 1.2 p 6. The outline of
the thesis is as follows:
Chapter 2 presents the haptic technology and the potential benefits for MEMS design. A review
of haptic technology is presented as well as the necessary conditions to implement it. We anal-
yse several key aspects particularly important for haptic implementation. We present how human
physiology and visual perception accuracy condition the VE’s complexity for an optimal haptic
thermal rendering. The different types of haptic interactions with 3D objects in VE are described
along with collision detection methods. Lastly the different methods for haptic rendering and re-
lated issues are presented. Characteristic features of the different methods as well as potential
issues are addressed.
Chapter 3 presents the implementation of a haptic thermal management demonstrator. We review
the different methods for modelling MEMS components in VE. Haptic texturing is presented and
tested as a solution for the thermal rendering. The tests using mesh based FDM and FEM for the
physical model highlights the difficulty in using mesh based model for our application.
Chapter 4 is an introduction and overview of meshfree methods. We present the different tech-
niques for building shape functions over a scattered set of data which is the cornerstone of mesh-
free formulation. From the Smooth Particle Hydrodynamic (SPH) method, the Reproducing Ker-
nel Method (RPKM) and Moving Least Square (MLS) method are derived and introduced. Radial
Basis functions (RBFs) along with the Radial Point Interpolation Method (RPIM) are also de-
tailed. We study MLS and RPIM shape functions for scatter data fitting problems, to assess the
range of optimal parameter values that should be used for benchmark tests.
Chapter 5 details the implementation procedure of the meshfree methods based on Galerkin weak
formulation such as the Element Free Galerkin Method (EFGM). EFGM, RPIM as well as the local
formulation Meshless Local Petrov Galerkin Method (MLPG) are introduced. Implementations
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for a microswitch simplified as a cantilever model is carried out in Matlab code and C++. Compar-
ison with regular FEM is done for assessing the general performance of the methods. The chapter
also addresses the issue in the implementation of the method such as multi material or geometry
discontinuities and the integration issue for weak formulated based methods.
Chapter 6 focuses on the implementation of meshfree weak based methods for different thermal
and mechanical benchmark problems. Linear and non-linear heat conduction for 2D and 3D prob-
lems are covered. Thermal effects are widely used in actuators and sensors. They are also of
primary importance as many of the MEMS fabrication involve thermal processes such as baking,
cooling, curing and exposition to radiation.
Beams are another very common structure met in MEMS sensors. Their study is a good bench-
mark choice as both static, dynamic vibration characterisation are involved in designing MEMS
structures. Comparison with our own standard FEM code is carried out.
Chapter 7 introduces the methods based on collocation formulation as a good way to alleviate
the cost of integration of weak based methods. The methods are implemented in Matlab code and
C++ for several problems in order to compare their performances with the previous methods. Pros
and cons of the methods are highlighted.
Chapter 8 presents the conclusion on the potential of meshfree methods for haptic thermal man-
agement of MEMS design application. Based on the work of this thesis, we present ideas for future
developments and new direction of research that could solve the issues and limitations encountered
through the work of this thesis.
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Chapter 2 Haptic sensing for MEMS design
"Haptic" relates to the action of sensing and manipulating objects through touch [267]. The aim of
haptic technologies is to immerse the user in a virtual reality environment (VRE) by displaying and
rendering forces through a dedicated device in response to the user interaction. It involves tactile
cues such as surface textures and vibrations. Haptic also includes kinesthesia (proprioception),
the ability to perceive one’s body position, movement, shape, inertia and weight [111]. VRE
or virtual environment (VE) is a interactive computer-generated 3D synthesised environment in
which the user is immersed. Haptic devices are used as interfaces and add new ways of tactile
interaction with virtual reality simulations. The general requirements for haptic interaction can be
summarised as follows:
• The VE must be constructed naturally.
• The user should manipulate virtual objects freely, and in real-time.
• The user should feel immersion. Concept of "enveloping environment" and degree of in-
volvement and integration of the user into the VE, is often referred to as the degree of
presence (DOP) [279].
The DOP is a concept describing more than immersion but "a mental state in which a user feels
physically present within the VE". In a haptic interface, the user moves the haptic device, which
will react by generating a force feedback if an object is encountered in the VE. This process
of generating an appropriate force feedback is called haptic rendering. The research in haptic
modelling and simulation focuses on the development off haptic interfaces for the interaction of
the designer with the VE and numerical methods to render the physics within the VE.
2.1 Haptic for MEMS design and simulation
The development of CAD has followed the rise of computer technology to become a key step in
any modern engineering design. In micro-engineering, CAD is understood as the exploration, by
means of simulation, of fabrication processes and micro-device behaviour. The development of
computer programs called simulators, starts with the understanding of physical phenomena and
their modelling, mapped onto mathematical representations which can be handled by calculating
machines. CAD tools (see [296] for an exhaustive list) help to improve existing technologies
and simultaneously reduce research and development time, which has a direct impact on cost
reduction. Modern CAD tools aims to
• Increase the quality of products or processes,
• Accelerate the design cycle while lowering the cost of development,
• Enhance the control over fabrication process,
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• Predict and control the life-cycle of the product by incorporating robust error estimate and
also risk assessment control point.
Nowadays CAD environment possess tools for each step of the product life cycle management,
from conception to manufacture as shown in figure 2.1.
Figure 2.1: Computer aided design
MEMS technology is still based on traditional design tools borrowed from microelectronics design
and the traditional product development cycle design-build-test approach. The fabrication process
still relies heavily on the trial and error approach (figure 1.1 p.2). In this process a draft design is
produced through CAD then a prototype for manufacturing and testing is created. In the case that
specifications are not met, the design has to be revised and a new prototype will be generated again
then tested. This iteration procedure is repeated until the specifications are met. This approach is
time consuming due to the different micro-engineering processes involved. Prototypes in MEMS
become costly through repetitive iteration as many resources for MEMS building process such as
material like silver, copper, Si or wafer are expensive.
For this reason a simulation driven product development cycle (figure 2.2) to avoid iteration of pro-
totyping is highly sought for by the industry [53]. The challenge is to merge the whole prototyping
and testing within the VE.
The idea is to use a virtual platform in order to fully digitises the entire process from conception
and production to maintenance and recycling, using a common, constantly-updated digital mock-
up. This guarantees reduced development cycles and tooling/prototyping costs, improves quality
and virtually eliminates assembly and rework issues.
The combination of haptic sensing technology and virtual environment immersion (figure1.1)has
been proven to provide tangible costs benefits, in terms of reduced manufacturing time and cycles
[84]. Figure 2.3 illustrates the benefits of using virtual prototyping for the design cycle of footwear.
Other successful application of this approach has been made by Dassault Systèmes with their
Product Lifecycle Management (PLM) solution package for the development of the Falcon 7X
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Figure 2.2: Simulation driven product development cycle
[71]. They introduced a virtual development platform to the aviation industry allowing partners
and suppliers from around the world to design a new product, concurrently and in real time without
physically leaving their workplace. The system is based on advanced 3D tools such as CATIA
V5/V6 and Enovia PLM. Their unified data management approach made it possible to apply "zero
mock-up" and "zero prototype" concepts. The first plane built was directly delivered to their
customer after a flight test.
Haptic research is an evolution in digital tools that combines physical and digital modelling. The
main advantage of haptic technologies is the user’s ability to fully interact wither virtual prototype
through the sense of touch. The main idea in using haptic technology in design is to rely more
on creative idea than pure mathematical approach by directly modelling this idea through haptic
interface into a 3D virtual prototype. Obviously this can only be achieved by well designed in-
terface that match and transfer information efficiently and reliably with high bandwidth between
the human sensory and the machine data. Another requirement is a powerful solution for the vir-
tual model in order to assists the designer in the materialisation of his idea. Thus the detailed
simulation of the physics behaviour of component is necessary.
Haptic technology increases the information flow i.e. bandwidth between the computer and the
user which can "touch" and manipulate object in the VE in real time. This type of human com-
puter interaction (HCI) is much similar to our natural way of interaction with objects in our real
world. 3D manipulation techniques have a great impact on designer’s efficiency, due to the bet-
ter understanding of manipulation techniques and relevant design issues. Another benefit of this
more natural way of interaction is the sense of comfort which convey more productivity [53]. In
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Figure 2.3: Benefit of virtual prototyping with haptic design free form for product development
cycle time
MEMS design, haptic sensing brings back to the macro-world microscopic forces that are hard
to assess by the designer or the predominance of magnetic field or thermal effects over mass of
object. The haptic technology can also increase the data feedback due to the augmented channels.
Effects such as stiction and vibration can be used for this purpose. The haptic environment should
not be seen as a standalone module but truly embedded in the CAD and CAE framework in or-
der to offer a new level of productive collaborative tool. Haptic devices are also useful for tasks
where visual information is not sufficient and may induce unacceptable manipulation errors, for
example during assembly process. An overview of the advantages of using haptic technology in
VE is shown in table 2.1 p.11. The idea is to have the design and prototyping processes of MEMS
be more straightforward and instinctive by using surface effects rendering (stiffness, hardness,
friction, stiction) and force-momentum rendering. Thus, designers can experience these effects in
real-time through the simulation process and interact directly with their prototype.
2.2 Physiology criteria for efficient haptic interface
Haptic technology is based on the use of the physiology of the sense of touch. Displaying and
rendering force feedback for user interaction necessitates a good understanding of the human
sensory and motor physiology. The cortex sensory area in the brain processes information from
mechanoreceptors from the fingers tip [239]. The result is the feel of touch, pressure stretching
and motion [138]. Understanding this chain is key in optimizing the human interaction and relia-
bility while minimizing the risk for the user. The VE should be designed with the aim to immerse
the user into the VRE without perception of system’s limitations. The transparency defining how
well the user actions are transformed into the VE, and the realism of the VE are critical in enhanc-
ing human performance efficiency. To achieve this, the haptic interface and rendering algorithm
must address the limitations of human sensory systems. The features which govern our haptic
application is the human fingertip physiology and the mechanism of human visual perception.
2.2.1 Human physiology for contact and force perception
Humans perceive force simultaneously through
• The sense of touch such as the perception of the various skin stimuli e.g. roughness, vibra-
tion, temperature
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Application Needs Benefits of Haptic
CAD
Assistance and guidance Manufacturing of mould at
for assembly process. micro-scales for LIGA processes.
Sense surface,
Conception. shape of components,
deformation.
Perception of dominant effect
Tolerance. at micro and meso-scales.
Virtual prototyping
Replacement of physical prototype. Perception of the physics
of the digital modelling.
Enhance productivity. Designers assistance through
movement and force feedback.
Improvement of
manufacturing time.
Increase data information flow
between user and computer.
Visualization
Analyses of any parts of the system. Improve understanding of the
local comportment of model.
Ergonomic environment. Scale-up or down of
the designer POV
by immersive environment.
Maintenance
Verification. Security (VE).
Diagnosis. Unified Data system.
Computational steering
for fastest analysis of default.
Training
Simulation procedure scenario Force-feedback.
to improve understanding. Sense of gravity inertia.
immersive for critical
environment e.g.
Application for manipulation. non invasive surgery [276],
wire bonding.
Motion of components.
Table 2.1: Benefit of haptic technologies for PLM
• Kinesthesia deals with movement and force perceived through the muscle structure. Exte-
roception is the sensitiveness to stimuli outside the body such as mass, roughness of foreign
object. Proprioception deal with self position awareness. The sensory system within mus-
cles conveys positional information to the brain.
First the touch receptors provide information about the surface geometry and texture. Then, as the
application force increases, kinesthesia will join in the loop by treating the information relative to
the position, motion of the different limbs and the magnitude of forces applied. In our application,
we are primarily interested in the sensory receptors channel located in the human hand such as the
mechanoreceptors, thermo-receptors, nocioreceptors and proprioreceptors. The mechanoreceptors
are involved when there is an interaction between objects and the skin. They are responsible for the
treatment of the spatial, temporal and strength information of the force applied. We are interested
in tactile feedback such as vibration, stiffness, roughness, fluttering and stroking. The receptors
involved are the Meissner, Merkel disks and Pacinian corpuscles. For our haptic interface, the key
perceptual cues are:
• Force sensing under quasi-static and dynamic conditions.
• Pressure perception.
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• Position sensing resolution.
• The level of stiffness required for rigidity simulation.
In term of performances the main issues are:
• The maximum force humans can produce through the haptic chain.
• The precision with which humans can control a force.
• The control bandwidth of force.
• The ergonomic and comfort.
For the user to perceive the forces displayed by the device smoothly and to provide a meaningful
tactile-feedback, the force display resolution of the device should match or exceed the human
sensing resolution. Effective scaling system must provide high transparency to convey the most
of what can be sensed by humans and minimise noise. It must have a large dynamic range since
human motor and contact sensors deal with 4 to 5 orders of magnitude. They must have wide
bandwidth since the haptic capabilities cover from Dc to about 1 kHz. The dynamic range is
related to the force resolution of the interface. It quantifies the ratio of the largest to the smallest
forces that can be commanded, and thus sensed, through the interface. Bandwidth refers to the
capacity of the interface to convey mechanical signals over a large frequency range, in order to
render complex phenomena, such as Brownian motion.
Overall, the fingertip information capacity is 102 bts/sec with 5ms of temporal acuity. Compared
to the eye which has up to a 109 bits/sec capacity, the fingertip has a smaller capacity. However
the temporal acuity of the eyes is only 25 ms resulting in more latency in signal treatment than the
one for the touch.
For the successful implementation of our haptic solution for design and optimizing the rendering
cue, there needs to be proper characterization of the bandwidth, threshold, period and intensity of
the signal that has to be perceived by the mechanoreceptors of the hand. In the following section,
description of the bandwidth and threshold for those chains of receptors are studied.
2.2.1.1 Bandwidths of sensory receptors
Human receptor bandwidth defines the resolution and sensitivity of the sensors and their spatial
features of processing. For meaningful fingertips perception the minimum kinesthetic bandwidth
is estimated to be in the range 20-30 Hz [263].
The tactile bandwidth is much larger with a range of 10Hz to 10KHz. This is equivalent to the
skin vibration bandwidth for meaningful manipulative tasks. The human control bandwidth, 5 to
10 Hz, is similar to the time for the human to move his limbs or fingers comfortably in response to
stimulus. However the response is correlated to state of comfort or type of stimuli. For uncomfort-
able signals, the control bandwidth will be in the range of 1 to 2 Hz whereas for repetitive patterns
and tasks(periodic signal), the bandwidth will be from 2 to 5 Hz. In the case of reflex it can be up
to 10Hz.
Mechanoreceptors such as the Merkel discs possess a larger bandwidth of 5 to 15 Hz. Hence,
humans are sensitive to texture but are slow to adapt to it. Meissner’s corpuscles bandwidth is
30-40Hz enabling fast adaptation to the stimulus. The Pacinian corpuscles bandwidth is unclear
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as literature gives a variety of different range. A safe estimate one is 60 to 400 Hz, showing that
human process touch and vibration with a fast adaptation to the stimuli [139].
2.2.1.2 Spatial and temporal resolution of the skin
Feeling granularity or surface topology is part of the interest in Haptic rendering. Spatial fre-
quency or the capability of the human fingertip to identify variations of surface asperity is an
important parameter for such applications. Research has shown that the fingertip can detect a dot
of height 1-3 µm on a smooth glass surface [131]. Fingertip can identify two consecutive tactile
feedbacks of 1ms duration separated by 5.5 ms at a single location [222]. Perception of stiffness
is another important feature for Haptic interface. The stiffness threshold can determine when the
user can feel an object surface and is use to categorise the type of object. For instance, under
25 N, objects are considered soft. In the literature, the Just-Noticeable-Difference (JND) of the
proximal-interPhalangeal (PIP) and the MetaCarpal-Phalangeal (MCP) is about 2.5◦ [277]. The
average JND for wrist, elbow and shoulder are respectively 2.0, 2.0 and 0.8◦.
2.2.2 Human visual system (HVS)
Psychophysical research has proven that human eyes are relatively insensitive to information pre-
sented by colours compared to luminance e.g. brightness. In fact the retina is composed of 7×106
cones and 120× 106 rods receptors. Cones are sensitive to colour and high spatial details whereas
the latter to movement. Rods also operate at low light levels and are prone to colour insensitivity.
Modern compression standards such as JPEG and MPEG are based on this feature of the HVS. A
similar strategy can be used in haptic interfaces to render the VE in the display loop by using data
redundancy or irrelevancy. Irrelevancy is linked to the perception of the VEs by human viewing.
Redundancy is related to the statistical properties of data such as spatial correlation, spectral corre-
lation e.g. RGB related to bit-depth, temporal correlation (figure 2.4) e.g. frame-to-frame or noise
and the level of details (LOD) [12]. The relative sensitivity of the HVS decreases when the spatial
frequency increases and is more sensitive in bright light than in dim light. Figure 2.4 highlights
the higher sensitivity of the HVS for low temporal and spatial frequency. In applications where
a head-mounted display (HMD) is used, often the field of view (FOV) is reduced due to the fact
that it conceals the perception in the peripheral vision. Average HMDs possess a FOV between
70 to 120◦. The feeling of immersion is increased by augmenting the FOV. However the result-
ing decrease in the resolution of the projected images will contribute to the sensation of motion
sickness [243, 268].
2.2.3 Ergonomics, comfort and security
How exposure to VE affects the user is a very important concern. This topic is beyond the scope
of the thesis but is an active topic of research involving, human performance efficiency, health
and safety and social implication studies. Successful application of haptic sensing technologies
should maximise the comfort of the users and avoid any risk of harm of injuries for the users.
Maximizing comfort is certainly a key in improving the performance of the interface but is also a
cause of fatigue which is an important issue, especially for exoskeletal devices.
There are several concerns about the impact of VE exposure for health and safety. Many effects
have been observed. The most frequent macroscopic effect is cyber-sickness or motion sickness.
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Figure 2.4: Temporal frequency response of HVS
The reduction of the FOV is one of the causes of such cyber sickness. It can also result from
sensory conflicts between the visual and vestibular cues reaching the brain. Consequences in
terms of perceptive effects can vary from headaches to nausea. Usually it is caused when the user
perceives a time delay between his physical motion and the resulting movement in the VE.
Another issue is the one related to the visual cue and the use of HMD apparatus which imposes
abnormal stress on the human vision much more than a regular display. Whether it uses a 3D effect
or not, human eyes are closely coupled with the system which can result in strain of the human
vision chain [243]. A poor adjustment of the HMD can generate flicker, glare or distortions. A
much serious problem is the impact of HMD exposure on the potential increase of pre-existing
ocular symptoms such as unstable or reduced vision acuity.
Other effects can result from the adaptation of human to their environment, in this case the VE
immersive environment. After a long period of use, hangover of various time intervals can ap-
pear. The return to the real world require the brain to readjust certain of his perceptive cues. An
uncomfortable feeling can be experienced during this period such as disorientation with reduced
hand-eye coordination and vestibular disturbance. These wide range of effects are not so well
understood and need to be studied in order to define safe regulation standards.
2.3 Haptic devices
From flight simulators, robotic gloves to surgery training tool, the family of haptic devices is very
large and most of these device designs have been studied and explored to fit special particular
applications. General survey of selected devices which are the most commonly encountered can
be found in [53, 111, 283]. Devices are characterised by
• Their levels of degree of freedom (DOF),
• The force rendered,
• Maximum stiffness,
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• Position resolution,
• The size of their workspaces and range of motion,
• The footprint,
• Their transparency.
Important features are maximum achievable stiffness and position resolution. The latter refers to
the global system resolution and not just the encoder’s resolution at the motor which ignores lost
motion and compliance in the mechanism. Backdrive static friction is a very important specifi-
cation for impedance-type haptic devices. Friction is caused by mechanical effects in bearings,
cables, and motor brushes. Admittance device have zero static friction.
Another important attribute is the perceived mass(inertia) at the user end. Having a low perceived
mass mostly determines how the device feels when moving rapidly through free space. Perceived
mass is much important during interaction with VE when feeling contact events with rigid and
flexible objects.
Devices can be ground or body-based (glove, suits) as shown on figure 2.5. The issue with body-
based devices is the total absence of space tracking. To obtain the position of the device in the
virtual space these systems have to be coupled with an optic tracking or inertial system. An-
other issue can be discomfort due to the weight of the apparatus. Haptic devices can be divided
Figure 2.5: Body-based device haptic gloves (left) vs ground-based Omni device (right)
into two different classes [283]: Impedance or admittance controlled devices. Table 2.2 shows a
comparison of their different features.
Control type Advantages Drawbacks
Impedance
Light weight, small. No able to render:
Can render mass and light friction high force,
high mass,
stiffness.
Admittance
Can render high stiffness and Difficult to render low mass
absolute zero friction Big footprint
High transparency for motion feeling
Table 2.2: Comparison of control types for haptic devices
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The haptic interface used in our project is the PHANTOM R©OMNI device manufactured by Sens-
able [253] technologies (figure 2.5). This device belong to the "pen" type where the force and
torque are rendered by a 6 degrees of freedom (DOFs) robotic arm controlled by electrical motors.
The pen or stylus is located at the end of the arm allowing the user to interact with virtual environ-
ment. It allow a much realistic interaction than the simple 3DOF which is limited to point-object
interaction with no torque rendered [284]. The primary reason for the choice of this device is its
low cost, ease of use and ergonomics. Impedance device is suitable for our application because
high force feedback is not needed for the design process. The position accuracy provided by such
Haptic tools is≈ 0.055 mm which sufficient for our current needs. The workspace of the interface
is 160 width ×120 high×120 depth mm. The maximum force that can be rendered is 3.3 N with
a frequency of 1Khz. Back-drivable-friction is less 0.26 N. This is clearly not optimal for a tool
dedicated to CAD of MEMS but is sufficient for the thermal prospecting application we target in
this thesis. It allows the interchangeability of handles and adding a 7th grasping DOF, to suited
different applications.
Haptic devices are usually coupled with immersive vision apparatus such as 3D screen, or 3D
goggle or helmets. They can also be used within highly immersive environments such as the
CAVE (figure 2.6) where walls and floors are display systems in order to completely immerse the
user in a virtual world. There is some research devoted to the use of such devices for immersive
collaborative work. Most of the applications revolve around scientific data visualization [195]. At
Figure 2.6: The CAVE
the nano and micro scales, the mechanical behaviour of objects is no longer dominated by gravity
and friction. At short range, forces including electrostatic, capillary, and Van Der Waals forces are
predominant [89]. As a result, the physics of the micro/nanoscale differs completely from that of
the macro-scale and are not accessible to human sensory and motor capabilities. Haptic devices
can be employed to magnify interaction between objects at a macro-scale at which humans are
naturally effective. Most haptic devices fail to match the human sensorimotor capacity and thus
act as an obstacle between the hand and the phenomenon that could be accessed. Conventional
interfaces are subjected to inherent friction and/or high inertia that affect the interface transparency,
dynamic range, and bandwidth. At the micro/nano scales, three issues arise in term of interface
design [110].
In past years, many haptic interfaces have been proposed to deal with interaction with small
objects. They enhance human interaction capabilities at the micro-scale using either electrody-
namic transducers [119,127], or single stage systems based on conventional robotic architectures,
see [87], among several other examples. Such interfaces are subjected to inherent friction and high
inertia, which contribute spurious forces that mask the mechanical signals to be felt by the users.
With single stage systems, sacrifices must be made regarding transparency, dynamic range, or the
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bandwidth in favour of other factors such as maximum force.
Dual-stage haptic device [185] designs are suitable to address the needs of interactions at the
micro/nano scales. A large, proximal motor provides power and the small distal motor reproduces
the transient forces. The two stages are connected to each other by a passive viscous coupler based
on Foucault currents. Such a device allows good transparency and should be preferred for final
implementation for haptic MEMS design.
2.4 General haptic architecture
The main challenge of a computer-haptic application is the real-time constraint. A large body of
literature details the requirements and the basic architecture for a haptic system [20, 38, 114, 175,
244]. The physical properties of the model have to be updated at the rate of 1KHz to ensure a
continuous haptic feedback. Figure 2.7 shows how haptic systems can be divided in two loops.
The haptic loop needs to be updated at the rate of 1 KHz in order to provide continuous force
feedback perception by the user over time and avoid discontinuity or artefacts. The graphics loop
is updated at the rate of 30 Hz minimum to maintain a continuous display of the scene. Both
Figure 2.7: Haptic system architecture
loops are running concurrently when the user is moving the haptic interface e.g. the stylus of
the phantom device in our case. The position of the stylus is read continuously by the haptic
interface and used within the collision detection algorithm to access the model information from
the database. When collision is detected the database is updated if necessary and physical forces
response, physics of model computed. Information is then converted by the haptic interface to
produce force feedback. Figure 2.8 describes the typical software-hardware architecture for a
haptic application. The computation load necessary for rendering the scene in 3D represents a
significant part of the algorithm. It makes the integration of the collision detection more difficult.
One of the challenges of haptic force rendering is not only to assure a continuity of the feedback
over time but also through space. This contributes to the complexity of collision detection.
2.5 Geometry
The first step in all design or engineering simulations is the creation of the geometry describing
the shape of the region of the problem to be analysed. Computational geometry deals with rep-
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Figure 2.8: Haptic interaction [240]
resenting geometry through the use of computer resources [35, 78, 96, 149, 232]. Rendering the
geometry of an 3D object requires the creation and storage of different elements (figure 2.9) such
as
• Vertices represent a position along with colour, normal vector and texture coordinates.
• Edges are the connection between two vertices
• Faces are surfaces defined and enclosed by four edges.
• Polygon or volume defines a set of faces.
Figure 2.9: Geometry decomposition
Methods for 3D object model in VE are categorized into polygonal and non-polygonal ones (figure
2.10). Among non-polygonal model, constructive solid geometry (CSG) and surfaces geometry
are the most used. In CSG, objects are defined as a combination of primitives shapes such as
bricks, spheres and cylinders such as rectangular blocks and cylinders associated with operators
[233]. Usually in CSG, the combination is expressed as a "CSG" tree in which the non-terminal
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Figure 2.10: 3D object representation methods
nodes are operators and leaves are primitives [149, 150, 225]. Rendering 3D object can be done
by convex envelop of points, curve and surface with Non-uniform rational B-spline (NURBS).
Procedures for creating such geometries in computer graphics follow either a bottoms-up approach
where vertices are created first, then connected with the edges to form faces then volumes or the
top-down approach.
Mathematically a polygonal mesh may be considered as an unstructured grid or undirected graph,
with additional properties of geometry, shape and topology. These geometry elements can be
regrouped into different object entities created and manage by CAD softwares [213]. Usually,
mesh connectivity structures do not require storage of all these objects. Mesh generator for 2D or
3D computer graphics application can generate some objects structure from others, like polygons
from vertices, edge and faces. Most of the mesh generators or renderers nowadays can construct
polygons from a set of triangle meshes or vice-versa.
The choice of the modelling methods for 3D virtual MEMS objects in haptic application depends
highly on the application. Required accuracy, complexity of the collision detection method, need
for dynamic deformable objects and finally computational cost resulting from data storage are the
primary criteria of choice. How 3D virtual objects are modelled within the VE have a great impact
on the collision detection algorithm efficiency [116].
For simple models with no deformations, CSG can be used. Haptic interaction can be associated
with geometric primitive shapes. In the case of deformations or complex shapes, mesh is preferred
to render complex interactions.
2.6 Haptic rendering
Haptic rendering is the process of displaying and rendering forces in response to user interactions
with the VE. The process of haptic rendering can be separated in two parts: a collision detection
and a collision response algorithms as shown on figure 2.8.
2.6.1 Type of haptic interaction
The first parameter affecting the computational cost of the haptic rendering algorithm is the type
of interactions with 3D objects allowed by the system. In our case it corresponds to the model used
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to represent the stylus in the VRE. There is globally 3 types of possible models (figure 2.11) [20].
The simplest model is the point-based or point-object interaction where only the end(virtual point)
Figure 2.11: Different model for stylus interaction with 3D components in the VE.
of the stylus is modelled in the VE and can interact with MEMS virtual components [114]. During
each cycle of the haptic loop, the collision detection algorithm will check if this virtual point is
inside any virtual object. The collision detection is the fastest for this type of model as the check is
done with only one point resulting in minimum data manipulation through the pipeline interface.
If collision is detected, the penetration depth is computed using the difference between the current
virtual point position of the probe and the projected point by the normal on the penetrated surface.
We will use this type of model for our test as it allows point application for heat source.
The second type of interaction is the ray-based model which represents the probe as an oriented
line [19, 116]. Another solution is to represent the probe as a set of connected segment [115].
This method of interaction is slower than the point-based technique. Ray based models introduce
segment-edge and line segment-polygon interaction. The last method is to model the probe as
an object in the VE. This method is referred to as object-object and produces complex interac-
tions. Both ray-based and object-object models allow collisions with more than a single object
and multiple layers at a time. In this case the haptic rendering and collision detection is much
more computational expensive. Depending on the type of application, we have to make a trade-off
between the realism of the interaction with the VE and computational cost.
2.6.2 Collision detection methods
The role of collision detection (CD) is to detect any geometric contact between the user virtual end
and the component present in the VE [20]. Collision detection methods can be classified according
the virtual object modelling methods used
• The surface representation based model or volumetric based model. The most popular meth-
ods are the constrained-based method and the implicit surface based method.
• Volumetric methods available are Bounding box, hybrid hierarchical representation (H-
collide) and voxel based methods.
2.6.2.1 Penalty methods
The penalty method was one of the earliest collision detection algorithms. It is based on Point-
Object model. In this method the volume is subdivided and each sub-volume is associated with a
surface (figure 2.12) [114]. A force vector is associated to each sub-volume with its length propor-
tional to the interpenetration. In this model the force feedback is determined directly from the pen-
etration depth. This method works well for simple shapes but presents several limitations [238].
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Figure 2.12: Illustration of the penalty method
The first one is the force discontinuity that can arise when the probe is crossing the boundaries of
sub-volumes (figure 2.13, a). A second issue with this method is the lack of locality. As shown
Figure 2.13: Penalty issues: a) force discontinuity l; b) lack of locality ; c) pop-thru effect
on figure 2.13.b, it can be difficult to determine which exterior surface should be considered when
the stylus is within the object. The last problem that can arise is the pop-thru effect that is caused
by an insufficient internal volume of the penetrated object (figure 2.13,c).
2.6.2.2 Constrained based method
Similarly to the penalty method, constrained based methods are a Point-Object type of interaction
and are based on the surface of the geometry. In this method, the idea is to keep track of the stylus,
also called the Haptic Interface Point (HIP), during the haptic interaction by storing its path history.
This allows to overcome the issue generated by the penalty method. The method consists in letting
the HIP penetrate the object and constrain the virtual location, also called virtual proxy [238] or
Ideal Haptic Interface Point (IHIP), of the haptic interface to remain at the closest point on the
surface (figure 2.14). In our case the HIP is the stylus’s end point. The position of the IHIP is
computed using Lagrange multipliers [308]. When the HIP collides with an object in the VE, the
Figure 2.14: Constrained-based method
force feedback is generated using Hooke’s law F = k∆x with k being the stiffness coefficient
and ∆x the penetration depth. Low values of stiffness coefficient will generate perception of soft
objects whereas large coefficients will generate perception of rigid surface. For realism purpose, a
damping coefficient b is usually added and such as F = k∆x+ bv. Big stiffness coefficient often
generates unstable interactions and undesirable vibrations. The force at the entry is large and
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when the HIP is moving out of the body, the damping coefficient becomes 0 to avoid the stiction
effect. The procedure is illustrated in figure 2.15. In the case of free space with no collisions,
Figure 2.15: Constrained-based method principle
the real position of the stylus (blue) and the IHIP (red) are the same (figure 2.15.a). When the
HIP penetrates an object in the VE, the IHIP remains on the surface (figure 2.15 b and c). In the
event the stylus is passing through the object (figure 2.15 d), the IHIP remains at the surface entry
point. At each iteration a check is executed to determine if the HIP is still inside the object by
constructing the vector passing by the IHIP to HIP [308]. If the dot product is negative then the
HIP is outside of the object. On the other hand if the product is positive, the HIP is still inside and
the feedback force can be generated using both the penetration depth and the constructed vector.
2.6.2.3 Implicit surface
Implicit surface representation of the objects in VE can be used for collision detection [135, 241].
The external surface is described by a function of the form S =
{
p(x, y, z) ∈ R3|f(p) = 0},
where S is the surface of the object and p the location of the Stylus. This provides an efficient
way to detect whether the stylus is inside or outside the surface similarly as would do a distance
signed function. If S(p) < 0, the stylus location p is within the object otherwise if S(p) > 0
or S(p) = 0 the stylus end point in VE is located respectively on outside the surface and on the
surface. Surface normal n is computed using the Gradient of the implicit function
n =
∇f
‖∇f‖ (2.1)
One problem with implicit surfaces is the difficulty in determining which point on the surface
should be used to render force feedback during collision. Usually in order to increase the smooth-
ness of the surface, the normal is computed by interpolating the gradient of its neighbours around
the contact point. Projection technique can be used to interpolate an approximate point on the
surface [241].
2.6.2.4 Bounding volumes
Spatial partitioning method i.e. Bounding volumes is an efficient and simple method for simple
VE objects. The method uses either an Axis aligned Bounding Box (AABB) or Oriented Bounding
box (OBB)(figure 2.16). The AABB is built by simply taking the maximum and minimum coor-
dinates of the objects in the VE along the x, y, z coordinates to create an encapsulating Bounding
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Figure 2.16: AABB (a) vs OBB (b)
Box (BB). It can be used to determined collision between objects in VE. A collision is detected
if the three orthogonal projections of the BB of two objects overlap in the xy, yz and zx planes.
In our case, we consider the stylus as point P (x, y, z). First the algorithm computes the BB of
the close objects and then checks if the point P is simply inside the box. If collision is detected,
the algorithm proceeds to local collision detection. OBB is also a rectangular box is oriented in
such a way that it captures the shape of the object more efficiently. Figure 2.16 demonstrates how
OBB are superior in enclosing more accurately shapes. AABB and OBB are used with AABBTree
and OBBTree for hierarchical structures for the VE scene. [98] demonstrated the use of OBBTree
algorithm for VE with complex objects composed of large number of polygons and even polygon
soup. It also permits close proximity of objects and multiple contacts with good accuracy. It uses
an axial projection of the BB onto axis in space and compares the interval of each box on the axis
to determine potential collision if an overlap occurs. Ho and Basdogan [114] proposed a neigh-
bourhood connectivity hierarchical tree database for each object in the VE, to be used to performs
local searches of subsequent contact. Other type of Trees i.e. hierarchical structure such as k-d
trees, octrees [242] or sphere trees [121] can be used. BB is an efficient technique to perform col-
lision detection between rigid objects but has proven to be rather difficult for non-rigid deformable
objects.
2.6.2.5 Voxel-based
This method partitions the VE into voxels and checks its content at the stylus position. Grid par-
titioning for constant voxel’s size or octree for different voxel’s sizes can be used [9]. The surface
of dynamics objects are represented by a collection of points with associated normal oriented in-
wards. These are called point shell. The static objects are represented by their voxmap and the
numbers of the voxels occupied. 2 bits are used to identify the voxel status. There are four dif-
ferent states possible for each voxel: free space, proximity, surface and interior (figure 2.17). For
collision detection, the algorithm updates the contents of the voxels accordingly to the location of
the point shell, and checks if it tries to write into a voxmap which already contains the voxel of
another object. McNeely [181] applied a voxel based algorithm for collision detection and haptic
rendering for a single dynamic rigid object in the VE.
2.6.2.6 Hybrid hierarchical representation(H-Collide)
The hybrid hierarchical method i.e. H-Collide [100] is a framework for fast and accurate collision
detection for haptic interaction. It is a two stage method. First it computes a hybrid hierarchical
representation of objects during a pre-rendering stage (offline) followed by an on-line computation.
H-Collide first processes a spatial decomposition of the workspace into uniform grids or cells,
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Figure 2.17: Point shell colliding with voxmap (a); voxel map sampling (b)
implemented as a hash table to efficiently deal with large storage requirements. At run time, the
algorithm quickly finds the cell containing the path swept out by the probe.
It start off by building a Bounding Volume Hierarchy Based on OBBTrees. An OBBTree is a
bounding volume hierarchy and each node of the hierarchy corresponds to a tight-fitting OBB. For
each cell consisting of a subset of the polygons of the model, we precompute an OBBTree. At run
time, most of the computation time is spent on finding collisions between an OBBTree and the
path swept out by the tip of the probe between two successive time steps. An optimized overlap
test between a line segment and an OBB has been developed [100], taking as few as 6 operations
and only 36 arithmetic operations in the worst case (not including the cost of transformation).
The disadvantages of this method are the off-line pre-computation and the consequent storage
requirement. These make the H-collide not adapted for deformable objects.
2.6.2.7 I-Collide and Voronoi-clip (V-clip)
I-Collide and V-clip are similar techniques which calculate the Euclidean distance of the closest
pair of points between two moving convex polyhedral based on Voronoi regions [65,155]. Voronoi
regions are partition space of the VEs outside the polyhedron characterised by a set of points hav-
ing a common feature with the closer polyhedron. A Voronoi diagram of a polyhedron is a set
of Voronoi regions of that polyhedron. These techniques exploit the fact that between iterations,
objects in the VE change very little. This is called the temporal geometric coherence. The algo-
rithm suit large scale environment well and its efficiency can be increased by using the Sweep and
Prune [65] which reduce the number of pair-wise collision tests by eliminating pairs which are
unlikely to collide during the next iteration.
V-Clip algorithm are an improved I-Collide, which return either the closest points between objects
and the distance between them or the penetration depth in the case Objects are interpenetrating
[186]. V-clip, unlike I-Collide does not handle the overlapping objects. V-clip performs well for
rigid objects but is not suitable for deformable objects since the algorithm is adapted for convex
polyhedral objects. It also performs less arithmetic divisions, which reduces its computational
cost. Methods based on incremental algorithm working on Voronoi regions for convex primitives
have been developed [101]. By using a look-up table to define which vertex of a primitive is near
a given direction, the collision detection can be operated faster. However these techniques have
difficulties meeting the update rate criteria for haptic.
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2.6.2.8 Bubble technique
Another technique worth mentioning is the "Bubble" technique which has been developed for
its ability to interact with large VEs. It is based on a hybrid position/rate control which enables
both accurate interaction and coarse positioning in a large VE. The haptic workspace is displayed
visually using a semi-transparent sphere that surrounds the manipulated cursor. When the stylus is
located inside the sphere, its motion is controlled for fine positioning. The user may also "feel" the
inner surface of the bubble, since the spherical workspace is "haptically" displayed by applying an
elastic force feedback when crossing the surface of the bubble.
2.6.2.9 Overview of the Collision methods
An overview of the different methods is given in tab 2.3. Considering our application needs for
MEMS design with deformable objects under constrain and the fact that we will not work with
multiple objects in the VE, we will use the available constrained-based methods implemented
within the OpenHaptic framework [254].
Type Method Advantages Drawbacks
Su
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es
en
ta
tio
n
Constrained based
Simple method. Computation time increase
Solve issues of with the VE’s complexity.
penalty method.
Implicit surface
Ideal to model Difficulty in determining
general object and the point on the surface
the property of the to render the feedback.
inside-outside interaction. Results in extra computational
effort.
I-Collide/V-Clip
Fast CD Not suitable for
deformable object.
Difficulty to meet
the update rate requirement.
Vo
lu
m
et
ri
c
m
et
ho
ds
Penalty methods
Simple Force discontinuity.
Lack of locality.
Pop through.
No past history.
H-Collide
Off-line pre-computation.
Robust High storage requirement.
Not suitable for
deformable objects.
Voxel
Good for modelling
dynamic and Computationally expensive
deformable objects for complex environments.
Bounding volumes
possible for dynamics Difficulty for CD and and
objects CD. intersection of Non-rigid objects.
Multiple contacts.
Table 2.3: Overview of collision detection spatial haptic rendering methods
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2.6.3 Surface properties rendering
A very important concept for haptic VE immersive feeling is the rendering of surface properties.
It significantly increases the feeling of realism by the user. In the following we describe some of
the most common techniques used to render material surface properties.
2.6.3.1 Force shading
Force shading is similar to Phong or vertex shading used to smooth polygonal surfaces in computer
graphics. The surface normals are interpolated using neighbouring vertices normals [19]. Figure
2.18 illustrates the principle of the shading. In the case where the point of contact is a primitive
Figure 2.18: Comparison of haptic methods: with discontinuities (a) constraint based method, (b)
force shading
vertex, the normal at the contact point is the one of the vertices. In the case of contact with a line
primitive, the normal is the average of its two neighbour vertices. In the case of surface, average
weighting methods is used. For triangle mesh surfaces, the triangle collided is sub-divided in 3
sub-triangles as shown in figure 2.19. The surface normal Ns at the contact point is computed
Figure 2.19: Averaged surface normal Ns
using the weighted normal Ni at each vertices of the triangle by the area of each sub-triangles.
Ns =
∑3
i=1AiNi∑3
i=1Ai
(2.2)
A problem with shading force with that it can create an undesired sensation of roundness.
2.6.3.2 Contact impedance
When the stylus is in contact with an object’s surface in the VE, the generated force feedback F
direction is the normal of the surface and is characterised by the combination of a spring force and
viscous damping force such as F = k∆x+bv. K defines the stiffness of the material at the contact
point, ∆ is the difference between the coordinate of the stylus and the surface contact point (SCP).
b is a damping coefficient and v the velocity of the stylus end.
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2.6.3.3 surface friction
When the user stylus is in contact with an object’s surface and moves along it, surface friction is
rendered by generating an opposed tangential force [240]. This type of friction is called Coulomb
friction and it can be either static or dynamic (kinetic friction). It is usually done by adding a
proportional lateral force vector Ff to the normal force vector n such as Ff = µn. Here µ is the
friction coefficient. In practice the static friction resists the movement of the stylus when in contact
with the object surface. When the force applied by the stylus overpasses a predefined threshold,
the surface friction rendered will be slightly decreased over a short period and will reach a constant
values as long as the stylus keeps moving along the surface.
2.6.4 The level of detail
In haptic technologies, robust rendering of an accurate continuous force feedback in real-time is
a difficult task due to the large amount of data processed by the haptic loop at a frequency of
1KHz imposed by the human sensory kinesthesia chain. The understanding of human sensory
information is important in order to address them accurately and efficiently, but it can also be used
at our advantage to reduce the quantity of data that has to be processed.
In audio virtual rendering, psychoacoustic can be used to compress and treat audio signal in or-
der to deal with a reduced amount of data and keep the level or fidelity high [39, 205]. Similarly
we have seen that the human visual perception is limited in accuracy. Reduction of the compu-
tational cost can be done by controlling the level of detail (LOD) of an object represented in the
VE. By considering only shape of objects, LODs can be used to determine the distance between
them [303]. Controlling the LODs can be complex for VE composed of 3D thousand or millions
polygons objects. The same object is basically rendered with different numbers of polygons (figure
2.20). There is a huge benefit in terms of computational cost in switching LOD model, however
Figure 2.20: Model with different LODs
LOD management techniques require good effort in programming. There are 3 different classes
of techniques that can be used for controlling and matching the resolutions of the mesh according
user’s view. The LOD is a function of the location of the 3D object in the VE’s. The same object
moving will see is LOD changing as he moves in the foreground or in the background of the VE
scene. A simple method is to decrease the LOD as the object gets further away.
Another technique is to have the LOD function of the velocity of moving object. This technique
controls the LOD by substituting a coarser model to the fine one. This reduces the haptic rendering
computational cost. When the object is moving fast or at a distance, the LOD is decreased [303].
One needs to pay attention to the transition in switching models to avoid perceiving jump in the
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LOD, thereby creating artefacts for the user. Mapping function can be used to update the model
in function of its position on the VE.
The last technique is to make the LOD a function in the regions of the object interacting with the
stylus. One can subdivide the surface of the object where the collision is occurring with the stylus
and coarsen the considered object mesh. Such a technique has been used for soft object simulations
where intensive computation is required [284, 304]. A coarser mesh is used for detecting the
contact and a finer mesh is adopted for regions colliding with other objects or the haptic probe.
2.7 Conclusion
The second chapter focused on the description of the haptic technologies and the motivation for
integrating such interfaces in MEMS design and simulation. We have reviewed the general re-
quirement for efficient haptic interfaces and human physiology criteria which have to be taken
into account for haptic feedback perception. We also cover the different haptic rendering and CD
methods.
We have shown the potential of haptic sensing based design to reduce the cost and time of de-
sign process by avoiding the long and expensive process of prototyping. Haptic sensing can help
designers to quickly and better grasp the dominant roles played by forces at micro-scale. It can
also assist users in their design choices, using haptic channels to constrained manipulation and
assembly of parts and integrating micro-scale effect such as Van der Waals force.
Another potential benefit from haptic environment is for analysing complex sets of data at the
design stage of the product. The formulation of MEMS sensor technology quite often leads to
multi-physics problem. For instance, when thermal problem is coupled with other physics problem
such a mechanical, electromagnetic, fluidic or acoustic then the visualization and the extraction
of data can be difficult as the colour chart is usually the main indicator for several field data such
stress, temperature, pressure, magnetic, pressure flow. Haptic creates another channel where other
form of feedback such as vibration, stiction, attraction force can be used to convey more data
information. Hence, it can be used for haptic MEMS thermal management problems to provide
direct feedback on the modifications produced by thermal effects involved in the design process.
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Chapter 3 Implementation of haptic tool demonstrator for thermal
management of MEMS design
3.1 OpenHaptic framework
The PHANTOM Omni device is interfaced to a PC via a PCI controller card. The communication
between the PCI card and the computer is handled by a dedicated device driver. Its function is
of primary importance as it maintains the 1KHz update of the servo-motor in order to ensure
the stability state of the device. There are a few software development kits (SDKs) available for
rendering tactile-feedback.
Many of these SDKs or application programming interfaces (APIs) are C++ based toolkits. Their
purpose is to make the creation of virtual objects in VREs and the interaction with them easier. For
our application we are using the SensAble API OpenHaptic [254,255]. OpenHaptic SDK embeds
the Haptic device application programming interface (HDAPI), the Haptic library API (HLAPI)
the PHANTOM device drivers (PDD) and some utilities. It provides useful libraries in order to
command and manage communication with the haptic device. The HDAPI is a low-level direct
machine control API, which provides routines to manage the thread’s priority and frequency for
communicating with the device. The core of the API and Driver is C/C++ based.
Figure 3.1: OpenHaptic layout
The HDAPI allows access to control encoder values and DAC signal values. It has components
to manage the state system, send forces and set parameters. The scheduler part manages the
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frequency, and high priority thread to render forces and retrieve information from the device.
It also allows the addition of operations in the servo loop thread. Table 3.1 shows the major
functionalities provided by the HDAPI.
Get device characteristics
Workspace dimensions, I/O DOF
Max stiffness, max force, max velocity
Motor temperature
Calibration capabilities
Get device state
Position, orientation, velocity
Coordinate spaces, raw data I/O from encoder
Buttons
Set device Force, torqueMotor command
Enable/disable
Force output, clamping ,ramping
Error report
Checks: max force and velocity
Device Calibration Auto/manual calibration
Scheduler
Synchronous/asynchronous callbacks
Scheduling call backs
Haptic servo rate
Error report
Function, device
Force
Haptic rendering
scheduler
Utilities
Workspace to camera mapping
Vector and matrix math objects
Geomtric routines
C++ Haptic device wrapper
Table 3.1: HDAPI overview of functionality
The HLAPI is built on top of the HDAPI and provides high level control and haptic rendering
command (figure 3.1) such as functions for geometry interaction. It provides routines off the shelf
to interact within the VE with the haptic device. However this command does not allow much
flexibility in terms of the shapes available for interaction as well as the type of haptic rendering.
The HLAPI also allows us to use OpenGl command to create haptic rendering based on geometric
primitives. This greatly simplifies the implementation. It also incorporates all the callback func-
tions to manage buttons action and haptic end proxy collision. Control routines are also available
to control the force produced by the haptic Omni device. Table 3.2 shows an overview of the
functionality of the HLAPI. The HLAPI also allows us to modify the force feedback of the haptic
device. This is particularly important for our application using custom effect for haptic texturing
(see section 3.4). It is also possible to integrate physics and CD.
Tests have been carried on Pentium 4 Ht 3.2 Ghz using windows OS. All haptic CAD tool tests
have been coded using C/C++ language and graphic library OPENGL [99] with GLUT (GL Util-
ity Toolkit) [134, 224] which provides solution for windows creation and management on Win-
dows OS platform. Figure 3.2 shows the interface using GLUT and VE environment build using
OPENGL/HDAPI.
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Shapes OpenGL primitives(vertex, lines ,polygons)
Custom
Force effects
Constant
Viscosity, friction
Spring
Custom
Interaction type PointContact/Constrain
Surface properties
Friction
Stiffness /damping
Front,back faces
Dynamics Allow the integration of physics or dynamics and CD engines
Deformable objects Integration of libraries or engines for deformation
Events handler
Mouse, keyboard
Haptic device: Touch,untouch, stylus roller switch
Motion of stylus
Calibration
Table 3.2: HLAPI overview of functionality
Figure 3.2: Haptic graphical interface
3.2 Modelling technique for objects physics
In our desire to develop a haptic tool for the thermal management of MEMS during their design,
the simulation of the model’s physics is a key feature. In haptic, methods to model the physics of
component and more specifically geometric deformations can be divided into 2 categories [18]
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• Geometric-based. The object or the surrounding space is deformed based purely on geo-
metric manipulations. The user manipulates vertices or control points that surround the 3D
object to modify the shape of the object.
• Physically-based techniques model the physics involved in the motion and dynamics of
interactions. Models simulate the physical behaviour of objects under the effect of external
and internal forces.
3.2.1 Geometric based methods
3.2.1.1 Vertex-based method
The vertex-based technique is the simplest of all geometric-based methods. A region of the object
in the close vicinity of the collision point is locally deformed. In order to render visual deforma-
tion, it translates all the vertices within a certain radius of influence of the collision point, along the
direction of the haptic stylus. The deformation function fd can be determined using a 2nd order
polynomial function with no linear deformation(a1 = 0).
fd = a0 + a2(rd)
2 (3.1)
Where, a0 = AP and a2 = −AP/rd2. AP is the vector constructed from the coordinates of
the stylus tip and the contact point. The radial distance rd corresponds to the distance of each
neighbouring vertex, within the radius of influence. The shape of the deformation is related to the
degree and coefficients of the polynomial used for the curve deformation [18].
3.2.1.2 Spline-Based model
Instead of directly transforming the vertices of the object, control points are assigned to a group of
vertices and are manipulated to achieve smoother deformations (figure 3.3) [18]. This is based on
Figure 3.3: Spline based deformation model
the Free-form deformation (FFD) technique [252]. This method is widely used in CAD softwares
where users can modify object shapes by repositioning the lattice of control points that surround
the 3D object. Any point within the lattice is defined by
Q(u, v, w) =
3∑
i=0
3∑
j=0
3∑
k=0
PijkBi(u)Bj(v)Bk(w) = BP (3.2)
Pijk are the control points, andBi(u)Bj(v)Bk(w) are known as the third degree Bernstein polyno-
mials or Bezier basis functions. Hsu [120] proposed a method for direct manipulation of free-form
surface where points are moved in a way such that the resulting surface smoothly reaches its in-
tended position by means of a least squares solution. Points of a 3D object are moved to a new
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location Q+ ∆Q. Thus equation3.2 becomes
Q+ ∆Q = B(P + ∆P ) (3.3)
∆Q and ∆P are the changes in the position of object point and the control points. Equation 3.3
can reduce to
∆Q = B∆P ) (3.4)
Change in control points for a given ∆Q can be computed using the pseudo-inverse
∆P = (BTB)−1BT∆Q) (3.5)
Thus once the changes in the positions of control points are known, the deformed positions of the
object can be computed through
Qnew = B(P + ∆P ) (3.6)
This method is efficient to manipulate complex shape, as many CAD softwares already use NURBS
to model complex shapes. Thus adding a haptic layer to model force feedback already based on
the software layer information used to model the geometry is straightforward. The same control
points dedicated to the geometric model can be used.
3.2.2 Particle based deformation model
The particle-based model also called mass-spring model relies on a set of point masses, connected
to each other through a network of springs and dampers, moving under the influence of internal
and external forces (figure 3.4) [18]. Particle systems have a long history in computer graphics
for simulating behaviour of textiles and fluid flow. No explicit equations of motion need to be
constructed, which results in a rather simple technique to implement. Each vertex of the 3D object
Figure 3.4: Mass-spring of particle method for deformation
possesses a mass and is connected to its neighbours by a spring and damper type interaction.
The implementation of such a technique is easy and allows real-time computation. The total
force applied at each particle can be decomposed into spring Fspring =
∑
k∆x, gravitational
Fgrav = mg and dissipative forces Fdiss = bv such
Ftotal = Fspring + Fgrav + Fdiss (3.7)
Thus, using the Euler integration method, acceleration a, velocity v and position p of each particle
can be computed
at + ∆t =
Ftotal
m
(3.8)
vt + ∆t = vt + ∆tat + ∆t (3.9)
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and
pt + ∆t = pt + ∆tat + ∆t (3.10)
Viscoelastic models can also be integrated to simulate the elastic damping behaviour by integrating
a viscous or damping unit to the mass spring model. The deformation is then function of the force
applied and the rate of deformation. It also allows the rendering of phenomenon such as creep.
There are some reported issues when implementing particle method for haptic. To put the system
into global equilibrium, a damping term must be added. Increasing this damping causes the system
to be stiffer. Similar problems appear when we add multiple constraints. Lastly, an uneven distri-
bution of nodes generates unstable interaction forces and non-smooth graphical deformations. In
order to reduce these issues several solutions can be adopted. Stability can be improved by using
variables and shorter time steps and considering local deformations. Re-meshing and refinement
can help with stability and produces smoother deformations.
3.2.3 Mesh based methods
Numerical mesh based methods relies on the use of mesh to discretise and solve ordinary or partial
differential equations (PDE). Figure 3.5 illustrates their general procedure.
Figure 3.5: Numerical simulations general flowchart
In order to analyse practical problems, domains are split into smaller subdomains made up of
geometric primitives like hexahedra and tetrahedra in 3D, and quadrilaterals and triangles in 2D.
Discretised governing equations are solved inside each of these portions of the domain. Care
must be taken to ensure proper continuity of solution across the common interfaces between two
subdomains, so that the approximate solutions inside various portions can be put together to give
the field function in the entire domain. Each portion of the domain is known as element or cell
and the collection of all elements is known as a mesh.
The numerical solution of PDE requires as a first step the discretization of the system of continuous
differential equations into a "discrete" system of simultaneous algebraic equations. Discretization
techniques can be categorized in
• Point discretization. This is the framework used by finite difference method, where the
derivatives in the PDE system are directly represented at the specified points using Taylor
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series expansions of the field function solution of the problem. The collocation method
(see section 7.1 p.170) is a point discretization scheme. At locations falling between these
specified points, the solution is usually computed using a polynomial interpolation.
• Element discretization. The PDE solution is discretised over small element domains using
integral representation. In FEM the field function is represented by a certain function over
the cell and then numerically integrated over the volume of the cell. The procedure to obtain
the equivalent integral formulation of the PDE system uses variational methods or weight
residual method (WRM)(see appendix A p.204).
Nowadays the most popular methods are the FDM, FEM, the Boundary Element Methods (BEM)
[17, 24, 43] and Finite Volume Methods (FVM) [80, 128].
3.2.3.1 Structured and unstructured meshes
Structured meshes, also referred as grids, take their name from the fact that a grid is laid out in
a regular repeating pattern called a block. The data structure for structured mesh is simple and
usually assigns a unique index (i,j,k) to each vertex with coordinate values also uniquely defined
for that index-set. Nodes have an equal number of adjacent elements. Structured meshes are char-
acterised by regular connectivity that can be expressed as a two or three dimensional array. This
restricts the element choices to quadrilaterals in 2D or hexahedra in 3D. The element topology is
fixed and the grid can be shaped to be body fitted through stretching and twisting of the block.
Faces and edges of the elements in physical space are mapped to lie parallel to the coordinate
axes in the frame in the logical space (figure 3.6). Where non-trivial boundaries are required,
"block-structured" techniques can be employed which allows the user to break the domain up into
topological blocks (figure 3.6). Algorithms generally involve complex iterative smoothing tech-
Figure 3.6: Single-block geometry (a) and its logical representation (b) vs multi-block structure
mesh
niques that attempt to align elements with boundaries or physical domains. Good structured grid
generators utilise sophisticated elliptic equations to automatically optimise the shape of the mesh
for orthogonality and uniformity.
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Unstructured meshes have been developed to support the use of the FEM. There is no requirement
regarding the geometry of the mesh. Such a mesh is usually composed of triangles in 2D and tetra-
hedra in 3D but can also incorporate any elements of other topologies or a combination of elements
of different geometric natures such as trapezoids, bricks or prisms. Elements can be stretched and
twisted. Such meshes necessitates the use of a connectivity list to store the neighbouring vertexes
of each nodes of the mesh. The storage of such unstructured mesh is characterised by irregular
connectivity not readily expressed as a two or three dimensional array in computer memory. El-
ements possess nodal locations where the interpolation is performed. The spatial coordinates of
those vertices are stored into a connectivity list, which indexes those coordinates for each element.
The mapping to the global algebraic problem (global vertices numbering) from the local elements
(local numbering) requires us to know which elements share a given vertex.
Solving systems of linear equations built over a structured mesh is usually a lot easier. This is
because the process of finding neighbouring nodes to build the approximate field at a point of
interest is straightforward. The regularity of the connectivity reduces the memory storage since
neighbourhood relationships are defined by the storage arrangement.
The regularity imposed by structured meshes makes them inadequate and difficult for the mod-
elling and representation of problems where the domains are complex or possess an irregular
shape. Usually the mesh quality deteriorates with increasing complexity of the domain and its
internal geometry [106].
Compared to structured meshes, the storage requirements for an unstructured mesh can be sub-
stantially larger since the neighbourhood connectivity must be explicitly stored. The data structure
is usually more complex than structured mesh and harder to create. Unstructured meshing meth-
ods have the ability to be automated to a large degree. Automatic meshing algorithms typically
involves meshing the boundary and then either adding elements touching the boundary with an
advancing front procedure or adding points in the interior and reconnecting the elements like in
Delaunay algorithm. Unstructured mesh generation relaxes the node valence requirement, allow-
ing any number of elements to meet at a single node. The mesh quality is more easily maintain as
the domain geometry complexity increase. Complete cover of mesh generation techniques can be
found in textbook [85, 212, 213].
3.2.3.2 Finite difference method
FDM has been used to solve approximated solutions of PDE’s for boundaries value problems
since early 1900 [234, 260]. Cover of regular FDM approximation schemes, convergence and
stability results are given in [10, 194, 235, 264, 278, 282]. It is still widely used and appreciated
by engineers especially for its simplicity but also its capacity to produce accurate results when
the mesh on which it relies on, matches the real geometry of the problem domain. Research on
new formulations for fluid flow problem or microwave engineering and optimisation of structured
meshes for complex geometry is still a topic of interest for many groups of research. FDM is still
used for engineering problems even in micro-scale applications [70, 179, 291, 292, 301, 302].
In FDM, the domain is represented by a structured mesh on which vertices Pij are indexed as
shown on figure 3.7. FDM discretization operated on the strong form of the PDE at the discrete
points Pij . The differential equation is replaced by an equivalent finite-difference scheme based
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Figure 3.7: Discrete approximation of a 2D region Ω
on the Taylor series representation, whose solution is reduced to simple algebraic manipulations.
Famous schemes are forward, backward difference and the central difference. The field function
on the studied region Ω is only calculated and known at each mesh vertices.
As shown on figure 3.7, the boundary of the domain Ω is approximated by the red mesh points
and there is an error between the position of the real boundary contour and the closest mesh
point. As the discrete contour differs from the real boundary ∂Ω, the approximated exact solution
T(i∆x,j∆y,m ∆t), differs most of the time from the exact one. The more accurate we want the
approximation to be, the smaller must be the grid step sizes (∆x, ∆y).
When the computations take place over non rectangular domains in two or more dimensions,
complying to complex boundary require a very fine step length. Hence, it leads to problems with
excessive computation times. This is also needed when the solution varies strongly only over
certain parts of the region. In order to avoid an unnecessarily high density of nodes where the field
function does not vary significantly, unequal space grid should be used. However non-uniform
subdivisions are an issue with the regular FDM formulation.
3.2.3.3 Finite element method
FEM was developed for computations in structural mechanics. It has been a massive area of
research in computational mechanics over the last 40 years, to become a major tool in engineering
design. Nowadays FEM is considered as the benchmark for its adaptivity, accuracy and ability to
address the widest range of engineering problems [25,176,231,249]. It is the first choice for many
design engineers because of its ability to tackle designs of complex components and structures.
The method possesses a strong mathematical background and robustness [44,62,63,122,125,206,
307].
The behaviour of the system is described over each element in term of the field function values
and also the material law(e.g. young modulus, Poisson ratio, thermal capacity etc). The FEM can
be seen as a particular type of Galerkin approximation. The Lax-Milgram theorem is the starting
point of the method [148].
Using the Galerkin framework, we look for an approximate solution uN (x, t) ≡ u(x, t) so that
the residual function defined by R(uN ) = r(L(uN )) 6= 0 with L being the differential operator of
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the parent PDE of the problem. We then have the weight residual written∫
Ω
r(L(uN ))W (x)dΩ = 0 (3.11)
The domain of the problem Ω over which the field function u(x, t) is sought, is divided into E
discrete finite elements Ωe such that
Ω =
E⋃
e=1
Ωe (3.12)
Elements depend on the type of problem and also the topology of the domain. The approximation
is built over the element itself based only upon the discrete element nodal values [125, 307].
uN (x, t) = u
e(x, t) =
Ne∑
i=1
φi(x)u
e
i (3.13)
Φi are the basis or trial function for the element. uei (t)
1 represents the unknown nodal values
of the field function for the current element. N e is the number of nodes of the current element
e. The basis functions spanning the approximation space Sh are piecewise polynomials as the
restriction of each basis function to an element Ωi is a polynomial [45]. The interpolation should
satisfy the compact requirement, which means that the basis function should vanish outside the
neighbourhood of their location points.
The order of the finite series approximation is directly related to the type of elements. There is an
important variety of element available which are applicable to many different types of problems.
Elements are characterised by several features such as
• The shape of the element.
• The order of the interpolation function and the number of nodes.
• The types of nodes (interior or exterior).
• The type of nodal variable, which refers to the field function and
For 2D applications, elements quadrilateral and triangle 3 nodes triangular, 6 or 10 nodes triangu-
lar. For 3D applications it is tetrahedron and hexahedron. For many practical problems, engineers
use triangular shape elements for 2D problems and tetrahedron for 3D problems. There are the
simplest elements, which provide easiness in the assembly process and reduce considerably the
computational cost compared to more advances elements.
The finite element method selects a weighting function W(x) such as
W (x) =
W e(x), x ∈ Ωe0, otherwise for e = 1, 2, ..., E (3.14)
Using this form for the weight function transform the global domain formulation into an element
based one ∫
Ω
r(L(uN ))W (x)dΩ =
E∑
e=1
∫
Ωe
r(L(uN ))W
e(x)dΩ = 0 (3.15)
1Here an implicit separation of variable is applied. Nodal values are function of time.3.15 as we focus on the spatial
integrals
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Similarly to the global residual principle, each weighted residual of the elements is forced to zero.
This leads to the fundamental formulation of the finite element method.
In the FEM based on the Galerkin method, the weight function W e is chosen to be similar to the
trial function φ. Replacing it in equation 3.15 gives
E∑
e=1
∫
Ωe
r(L(φi(x)u
e
i ))φj(x)dΩ = 0 for i, j = 1, 2, ..., N
e (3.16)
The next step is the integration over each element subdomain Ωe. This leads to a matrix system of
N e of algebraic equations. The typical system produced by the FEM is of the form
Ce
due
dt
+Keue = be (3.17)
In the literature, Ke is called the element stiffness matrix, Ce the element capacitance matrix and
be is the element load vector. Each of these element matrices is assembled into the global system
matrix. Then we use regular methods for solving system of algebraic equations such as Gauss
elimination, LU decomposition, GMRES, preconditioned conjugate gradient method etc.
The assembly process depends on the type of mesh and element used. It uses a connectivity list
for the mapping of each element matrix values within the global system matrix [25,122,231,307].
The domain integral over a sum of element integral (equation 3.17). Element integral evaluation
is a crucial procedure in the FEM because the integral of each element must be uniquely evaluated
using equations for its side as the limit of integral [122,125,231,307]. The integration is performed
in a generic manner on a representative master element. Consider the 2 dimensional case for the
sake of simplicity. We assume that a mappingMe exists between the element domain Ωe of real
element of a mesh Te of the domain Ω, and a so called regular rectangular master element of
domain Ωˆe. In the coordinate system (ξ, η) of Ωˆe, the sides of the quadrilateral element are fixed
and chosen to simplify the integration. Thus one can use regular numerical quadrature technique
such a Gauss quadrature, Legendre (see [225] for more on numerical quadrature scheme).
Figure 3.8: Mapping for integration from a 2D quadrilateral (A4NQ) 4 nodes element to its master
element
Such mapping makes it possible to evaluate the integrals and derivatives on the simple square
master element Ω instead of complex geometry of the original quadrilateral element domain Ωˆe. A
common method or choice of mapping is the use of the same shape functions as the one used for the
interpolation of the field function u expressed in the global coordinate system (ξ, η). In that case
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the polynomial order for both interpolation is consistent, thus this spatial coordinate interpolation
class of elements is called isoparametric [25, 307]. So we have the following mapping
Me :
x = x(ξ, η)y = y(ξ, η) (Me)−1 :
ξ = ξ(x, y)η = η(x, y) (3.18)
The mapping gives the following expression for the coordinates in the master element
x =
4∑
i=1
φ(ξ, η)xei y =
4∑
i=1
φ(ξ, η)yei (3.19)
Following the discrete element weak form of the PDE, the isoparametric transformation allows us
to use a simple Gauss quadrature scheme over the master elements. For instance, considering the
2-dimensional Poisson equation in its weak form (see section B.1 p. 206)∫
Γ2
vq¯ · ndΓ + k
∫
Ω
∇v∇udΩ =
∫
Ω
vf(x)dΩ (3.20)
Using the FEM procedure we can write
N∑
e=1
∫
Γe2
vq¯ · ndΓe +
N∑
e=1
ke
∫
Ωe
∇v∇udΩe =
N∑
e=1
∫
Ωe
vf(x)dΩe (3.21)
With N being the number of elements. dΩe = dxdy is the elementary volume. This area is
described by the cross product of |dx× dy|. Using the Taylor series equation describing the
mapping from (dx, dy)→ (dξ, dη) and writting the cross product gives
|dx× dy| =
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
e1 e2 e3
∂x
∂ξ dξ
∂y
∂ξ dξ 0
∂x
∂ηdη
∂y
∂ηdη 0
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ = |J |dξdη (3.22)
Now using the isoparametric quadrilateral element, we map the integration over the parent ele-
ments such that
N∑
e=1
∫ 1
−1
vq¯ · n|J |dΓ +
N∑
e=1
ke
∫∫ +1
−1
∇v∇u|J |dξdη =
N∑
e=1
∫∫ +1
−1
vf(x)|J |dξdη (3.23)
Using the Gauss quadrature with ng Gauss points, which allow the exact integration of a polyno-
mial of degree 2ng-1, see [122, 147, 231, 307], we compute the element stiffness matrix for each
Gauss point in the element Ωe. The stiffness element matrix can be written
k
∫∫ +1
−1
∇v∇u|J |dξdη =
ng∑
i=1
ng∑
j=1
wξiwηj∇ΦI(ξi, ηj)∇ΦJ(ξi, ηj)|J |U (3.24)
Withwξi andwηj is the weight associated with the Gauss point ξi and ηj . U is the vector containing
the (unknown) nodal values at the Gauss point. Once the equivalent set of algebraic equations is
solved, the values of the field function values can be retrieved at any point, especially at the vertex
of mesh using the interpolation shape functions and the known nodal values at the Gauss points in
each element Ωe. Curve integral is performed similarly for the Neumann boundary condition (the
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first term in equation 3.23).
Once the elements of the matrix (equation 3.17) are calculated, each of the term of the matrix is
mapped into the global system matrix using a connectivity list (figure 3.9). This connectivity list
contains very important data structures, which come with a mesh [85, 125, 307]).
Figure 3.9: General assembly process from element to global system matrix
Similarly, elements vectors are assembled into the right hand side system vector containing the
boundary terms. It leads to the final matrix system containing the vector of the unknown field
function values at each Gauss point.
Given that the boundary conditions of the problem are satisfied, a unique solution can be obtained
for the overall system of linear algebraic equations. The final system matrix is sparsely popu-
lated, hence it has to be taken into account for memory storage and solver strategy to optimise
computation.
In physical mesh based technique such as FEM, the use of integral formulations provides a more
natural treatment of Neumann boundary conditions and discontinuous source terms due to the
reduced requirements on the regularity or smoothness of the solution. The FEM is more suited
for engineering problems of complex geometries than the FDE because the use of an unstructured
mesh provides a more efficient solution to comply with complex geometry domain. High accuracy
in region with high gradient can be reached by using a high number of elements.
3.2.4 Overview of methods
Table 3.3 presents a summary of the features of modelling techniques. Geometric-based defor-
mation techniques are faster, and are easier to implement. However they do not simulate the
underlying physics. Hence, the emphasis is on visual display and the goal is to make deformations
appear smoother to the end-user. Sophisticated physically based models are not suited for fully
interactive, real-time simulation of multiple objects in virtual environments due to the limitations
in computational power.
Geometric-based deformation techniques are faster, and are relatively easier to implement. But
they do not simulate the underlying physics and mechanics of deformations. Hence, the emphasis
is on visual display and the goal is to make deformations appear smoother to the end-user. The
user needs to define his own interaction model. The force model for instance will depend on the
deformation model. A set of linear/nonlinear springs can be considered between the home and
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Type Method Advantage Drawbacks
Ph
ys
ic
s
ba
se
d
Particle based: Simple. Needs to be tailored
Mass-spring model Easy implementation. for each application.
Real time capabilities. More Suited
Viscoelastic model Damping behavior for mechanical behavior
Mesh based Methods: Material properties based. Accuracy depends on
FEM, BEM, FDM Capability to tackle broad Mesh density.
range of physics Mesh can
and Nonlinear problems. become a cumbersome.
G
eo
m
et
ri
c-
ba
se
d Fast computation Do not simulate deformation
vertex-based. Needs to be tailored
for each application.
Spline based. Fast computation
Smooth variation
Table 3.3: Overview of the modelling methods
deformed positions of nodes to compute the direction and magnitude of the force vector that will
be reflected to the user.
On the other hand, in physically-based modeling, the model automatically computes the magnitude
and direction of the field applied to each node. Sophisticated physically based models, although
necessary for simulating the dynamics of realistic interactions, are not well suited for fully interac-
tive, real-time simulation of multiple objects in virtual environments due to the current limitations
in computational power.
Our goal is to create a tool capable to handle the thermal management of MEMS at the design
stage. It should assist the user with his design choices by taking into account the real physics of
the MEMS model. Our application will ultimately require the elastic-model for physical deforma-
tions and stress model as well as the thermal model. It should also take into account the coupling
between the different energy domains for future applications such as electromagnetic or piezo-
electric. Hence, it makes the physically based model, the only valid option for our application.
3.3 Implementing mesh based methods in haptic
For haptic applications, the computation load necessary to render the scene in 3D is a challenge.
For our application, the thermal properties of the medium must be computed and updated at a
rate of 1 KHz to ensure a continuum haptic feedback. Thus the thermal algorithm loop must be
computed at the frequency of 1 KHz to provide coherent kinetic feedback [38, 114]. Figure 3.10
represents the flowchart of our typical haptic application.
In all our tests, we are using a Point-object interaction, using the HDAPI routines to manage the
CD and extract the data needed for thermal interaction. For the thermal model behaviour imple-
mentation, we have used mesh based methods FDM and FEM algorithms. The set of equations
is solved by using a Gauss-Seidel or L-U decomposition methods and a regular structured mesh.
This is possible because we are dealing with simple geometries in our tests. The algorithms for
our benchmark are quite simple but the real time constraints for the haptic rendering makes it a de-
manding task. Here real-time means that the computation must be fast enough to avoid perception
of discontinuity in the haptic feedback (graphic display and force rendering) by the user [20, 114]
as described in the previous chapter.
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Figure 3.10: Flowchart of the thermal haptic application
There are several strategies that can be used to optimise the implementation of mesh based physics
model in haptic application [18].
First multi-threading can be used to optimise the rendering rate. The haptic and visual thread
should be separated. The visual thread which manages the display of the scene is running at 30Hz
while the haptic loop thread is running at 1 KHz. In order to minimise the memory footprint of
the overall model, a shared database is used. However care needs to be taken in accessing the
database to limit conflicts. When the haptic loop is trying to write the memory while the graphical
loop is reading it to render deformation, this will create conflicts. In order to avoid this problem,
synchronisation of the database between the haptic and graphics loop must be ensured. The easiest
solution is to use an authorisation flag procedure. When the display is reading the database for
graphical rendering at its 30 Hz frequency, the flag is set to 0 and the haptic display cannot access
the memory. Once the reading is operated, the flag is set to 1 and the update of the database can
be operated.
The second option is to create a hierarchical database for the geometry and its associated proper-
ties. This is similar to what we described in section 2.5 page 18. Hence, when operating modifi-
cation on the database, a copy of the proper hierarchical level can be made in order to operate the
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modification. The issue is that the memory space footprint is more important with this strategy.
Hierarchical structure of geometric primitives also allows fast access to the local neighbouring
primitives of the one involved in the contact point. Thus modifying the local thermal field is easy.
The last strategy is to adopt a multi-processing architecture to create a dual database for the multi
threading (figure 3.11). One database for the haptic loop and one for the visual thread.
Figure 3.11: Multi-thread vs parallel thread architecture
Both databases are updated at different rates. Synchronisation of both database still needs to be
operated and the haptic model database drives the update of the graphics database for the display.
When using mesh based methods for the physical based model, the separation of the haptic loop
and graphical loop is not sufficient to ensure that the computation of dynamics force, deformation
and thermal field at a rate of 1KHz.
A multi-layer architecture can be used to ensure the haptic rate of 1KHz. The haptic loop and
display are still run by two different threads. However the physical model is not run in haptic
thread which only extrapolates the field or the forces and ensures the rendering at 1KHz (figure
3.12). The model is computed in a separate thread at a lower frequency. Between each physical
model cycle, the haptic thread extrapolates the force using a direct model which is much faster.
With this solution, the physical model cycle can be modulated depending on the charge of the
computation. However depending on the extrapolation technique and the physical phenomenon
simulated, a certain frequency threshold still need to be ensured for the physics computation.
Otherwise the extrapolation gives an unrealistic feedback to the user.
Figure 3.12: Multi-layer threading
Implementing FEM or FDM for haptic model is not an easy task. With FEM, due to the sparsity
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of the system matrix the entries of the matrices need to be allocated wisely to save memory. It is
difficult to achieve the real-time performance. Moreover, the addition of haptic feedback increases
the complexity of the problem. To achieve real-time rendering rates, the inverse of the system
matrix K−1 can be pre-computed and static condensation (i.e. eliminating unwanted degrees of
freedom) technique can be implemented. However, the pre-computation of K1 is an issue if the
topology of object permanently changes during the interaction. For example, if an object is sliced
or cut, it has to be re-meshed and the stiffness matrix has to be updated. Mesh refinement is a rather
complicated task and can even be unbounded in time. Implementing such paradigm in haptic for
real time rendering is another challenge. Lastly if the inverse K−1 matrix needs to be calculated
using pseudo inverse or preconditioning procedure, it will increase computation time.
The local behaviour of the simulation can be taken into account. For instance, for thermal prob-
lems, only the temperature in the vicinity of the contact source can be considered. A radius of
influence need to be defined based on parameters such as the type of heat conduction problem and
material properties such as heat capacity and conductivity. A Similar approach can be used for
deformation where only a zone is considered in the point of contact. With these strategies, we can
take advantages of the multi-layer threading. The heat conduction can be computed in the vicinity
of the point of contact, extrapolated in the larger area and kept constant for a certain number of
haptic cycles for locations further from the point of contact.
As the thermal stress inducing mechanical deformation can be a relatively slow process, a loosely
coupling method of force and displacement strategy can be used to simulate the model’s body
thermal expansion.
3.4 The thermal cue and haptic texturing
A major problem that we had to solve was to determine how to efficiently represent the temperature
of the medium. Temperature is a sensation which is interpreted by the second group of the human’s
somatosensory system sensors [21]. Very few haptic application of thermal feedback have been
developed so far [104,199]. Like the majority of haptic devices available on the market, the Omni
device has not been developed to render thermal information cue from the VE. Hence, to enable
the designer to "feel" the temperature effect in haptic way, we need to use an artefact to render the
temperature distribution of our model.
Haptic interfaces are characterised by the types of feedback provided. In our project we used the
Phantom Omni device which provides force feedback through the stylus when its virtual model
representation collides with object within the VE. Physical object properties should also be felt
with realism. Properties such as physical rigidity, friction, stiffness and roughness can be com-
bined to improve the immersion and realism of experience.
On occasion the colour feedback may be inefficient in presenting the temperature distribution of
the simulated system accurately. In some circumstances, the colour is used for others purposes
such as representing different kinds of materials or layers. Using colour to differentiate parts
constituting the system is common in semiconductor chip and MEMS CAD tools. So the designer
should have the choice during the development process for the colour to switch from representing
the material layers to the temperature. Another way to represent heat while colour relates to the
different kinds of materials is to use an artefact as feedback.
Haptic texturing is the term used to describe the way we can simulate surface roughness or even
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surface stiffness [144]. It can enrich the user interaction with a haptic device just as graphical tex-
ture enhances visual realism. For our application, it can be used as the artefact to render physical
properties like the local temperature of the virtual 3D model. Haptic textures are usually imple-
mented by modulating the surface friction. Another approach is based on the "stick-slip" friction
model. The end effector is stuck by using a static friction. If the user applies enough force to
overcome this static friction the end effector continue to move until it encounters a new sticking
point. Different artefacts have been experimented as haptic texturing solutions.
3.4.1 Stiction effect
The stiction effect is created by generating a force Fs (stiction force) opposite to the normal (n)
of the surface in contact with the probe (Figure 3.13). The amplitude of the created stiction force
Figure 3.13: Stiction effect force principle
is set by using the temperature at the point of contact or a temperature shading method. This last
method is similar to vertex shading and use a weighted average model of temperature based at
nodal temperature of polygon in which the area of contact fall. The computation of the normal
is generally needed for haptic rendering even without a stiction effect feedback. So we do not
need to compute the normal at the surface contact specifically for the stiction effect rendering.
Several processes in computer haptic such as rendering a contact force or illumination of a scene in
OPENGL requires the computation of the normal at the surface of objects. Thus using this artefact
does not add to the overall computational cost. The only problem generated by this method is that
the stiction effect can be permanent if the temperature of the body is too high. Sometimes the
temperature value may be such that the designer is unable to remove the probe from the surface
contact point where it is stuck without difficulty. To avoid this problem, each artefact can be
triggered (activated) using the menu of the CAD tool. Friction (see section 2.6.3) is combined
with stiction. Ff is coupled to the temperature difference between two vertices and force shading
is used to smoothen the stiction resultant force at any point between vertices. Hence, when moving
from one point to another on the haptic surface, the user will feel an opposition to his movement
which renders the thermal gradient.
In our tests we have implemented and tested the 3 artefacts. Stiction seems to be more natural when
designing part whereas friction seems to be better when prospecting for data such as isothermal
surface etc. Figure 3.2 shows the graphic interface for selecting the artefact.
3.4.2 Stiffness modification
Another artefact that can be used, is the stiffness modification (figure 3.14). This method consists
in linking the stiffness of the material to the value of the temperature at a point of the surface of
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contact. When a contact occurs between the probe and the surface of the object simulated; the
contact force feedback is modified according to the value of the temperature at this point or in this
area. The higher the temperature at this point of contact, the lower is the amplitude of the force
feedback generated to create the contact effect. So the user experiences a smoother surface when
the body temperature increases.
Figure 3.14: Stiffness modification feedback principle scheme
The effect is produced by modulating an opposite force Fc to the normal of the shape of the
surface. The stiffness is described by
Fc = k∆x+ dv (3.25)
With k being the stiffness coefficient, ∆x the penetration depth computed at the local point. d is
the damping coefficient and v the velocity.
We have to pay attention when the range of temperature values reached by the surface of the body
is relatively too high. In fact, the amplitude of the effect may be such that the human sensors will
not be able to understand the meaning of the feedback and estimate the temperature variation. For
example, under a certain value of force feedback, it becomes impossible to make the difference
between a boundary surface (existence of a surface of contact) and regular movement in the global
VE. To partially solve this problem, we have chosen to allow the designer to trigger the appropriate
artefact via a menu according to the context of his simulation (range of temperature possible,
other effects simulated by the haptic rendering context like gravity, magnetic field etc). Hence
the designer can use an artefact effect as the main feedback to locate the higher temperature level
area quite easily and switch off this effect when he needs a more accurate view of the temperature
distribution. A big problem with this artefact lies in the case of a coupled thermal elasto-dynamic
problem. If the system is in movement, it becomes awkward to soften the surface of the model.
Beyond a certain point it does not make any sense and the designer just feel like he is handling a
soft squishy medium.
3.4.3 Vibration effect
The last artefact that can be used is the vibration effect. A sinusoidal vibration movement is
produced by the probe when it encounters a surface. The frequency of the vibration is linked
to the value of the body temperature at the contact point. The higher is the temperature, the
greater will be the frequency of vibration. This method can be called frequency modulation. The
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amplitude modulation, where the vibration force is function of the value of the temperature, has
been also tested but it appears to be uncomfortable for the designer after a short period of haptic
handling. In practice the force range is really small. Under 0.15 N , vibration effect is elusive and
at its maximum level (0.88N) the vibration is such that it is too hard for the designer to work with.
Several of our tests show that the more comfortable range of forces is between 0.25-0.30 N. For
our tests we have used a vibration force set at 0.26 N and a 5-500 Hz range frequency.
3.5 First haptic implementation and thermal application test
Several tests have been carried out to validate the concept of thermal management using haptic
sensing technology.
3.5.1 Haptic thermal feedback tests
The first test we carried out was to assess the efficiency of haptic texturing for thermal feedback.
The first method that we used to represent the temperature distribution was colour intensity. When
no other information is required by the designer on the physics of the model, this simple method
is efficient and allows a fast understanding of the temperature gradient. The main reason is that
the sensitivity of the rods of our photoreceptors in the retina are much important than the colour
(spectral) detected by cones. For the designer, it is more natural to have a temperature feedback
with only one colour. The darker the colour of the body, the lower the temperature value.
For this test, we consider a simple Laplacian problem on a 2D surface, like a substrate with only
Dirichlet boundary condition. 3 edges are insulated and one is kept at constant temperature Ta .
We use FDM and FEM using QUAD element for the temperature distribution developed in C++
and integrated as physical model with the HLAPI. Figure 3.15 shows color intensity representation
for temperature.
Figure 3.15: Haptic CAD software test: haptic thermal rendering for steady state of a 2D plate
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Along with the colour representation we coupled haptic texturing and made perception tests with a
group of student and researchers to analyse their perception of thermal parameters. The 3 methods
of haptic texturing (see section 3.4) were tested e.g. stiction/friction effect, stiffness modification,
and vibration. The first part of the test was made without the use of a colour gradient display.
Only the haptic texturing techniques were used to render the temperature field. For all the tech-
niques, users were able to assess the variation of the effect along the surface model. The greatest
perception of temperature intensity was assessed through the use of stiffness modification and vi-
bration. But the concept of gradient seems to be better grasped using the stiction model. Table 3.4
summarises the results for the different method of haptic texturing.
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Table 3.4: Summary of haptic texturing results for thermal haptic feedback tests
When blind tested and without prior knowledge of the physical effect rendered, no user was able
to guess that the physical phenomenon rendered was the temperature field. Adding the colour
gradient channel clearly increases the awareness regarding the type of phenomenon experienced.
Most of the feedback from user was that the haptic rendering is clearer when coupled with colour
representation. In this configuration most users report that stiction/friction method is the most
comfortable and natural feedback and that the effect seems to be more coupled with the colour
representation. Vibration was mostly reported as awkward and stiffness was perceived as the
material property such as rubber or steel.
To further investigate on the relevance of haptic texturing for thermal rendering, another blind
test was conducted to measure the impact on the perception of shapes. The shape of the model
(plate, ball, and cube and slab in 3D) was made transparent in the graphics rendering pipeline. For
this test we imposed an analytical temperature gradient through the different model. The result
is that objects could only be felt through the haptic device interaction. Only the center of the
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object was represented in the VE as a hint of the object position. This allows the user to find the
object with the stylus and initiate the interaction in the VE. The results confirmed the ones from
the previous test. The combination of stiction and friction still allowed the user to differentiate
the shape of the different models. The difference between the slab and the plate could be noticed
and temperature gradient information was still perceived by the users. Vibration still allowed the
perception of shapes but only with moderate intensity. However the perception of temperature
gradient disappeared for almost all the users. The result for stiffness were even worse than in the
previous case scenario. Stiffness modification on 3D shapes is perceived by most users as the type
of material that the model is being made of.
Following those tests, stiction/friction effect appears to be the best candidate to render thermal
feedback. Another issue with vibration is that it could interfere with the movement of deformable
object during their manipulation. For instance, if investigating the response of sensor, adding
vibration to the force rendered locally by the haptic feedback could be counterproductive in term
of perception of the sensor beam’s displacement.
The case of negative temperature was not considered for these tests but should ultimately be con-
sidered for the purpose of creating a haptic thermal management tool for MEMS design. These
rendering effects should also be tested with deformation of the elastic model in order to assess
how the dynamic deformation of the model affects the perception of the haptic thermal cue.
3.5.2 Haptic thermal exploration tool
An issue with the haptic texturing method for thermal feedback is the relative incapacity of the
user to define the temperature range or absolute value. For that purpose colour scale representation
is more accurate and straightforward for the designer as he only needs to refer to the colour bar
legend in order to find out the temperature range value associated with the local colour. In all
our previous tests, users were unable to assess the local temperature value based on the haptic
texturing feedback alone. The problem is similar with one colour representation method. Intensity
of the color or haptic texturing effect only allowed the user to know that the temperature is locally
relatively hotter or cooler.
To resolve this issue, we implemented a paradigm we called haptic thermal exploration tool. This
idea is to choose a threshold temperature. Below this temperature, the local haptic texturing is
very mild. If the local temperature is over the threshold, the effect becomes much more intense.
This way, the user can track isothermal line through the model using the haptic texturing feedback.
The feedback can be set for a particular range of temperature, thus facilitating the exploration.
To experiment this principle, simulation of the temperature through a 3D slab representing a sub-
strate plate has been conducted. The initial temperature of the 3D slab is assumed to be at constant
ambient temperature Ta. All faces of the 3D cube are assumed to be insulated except one at fixed
temperature.
On the figure 3.16, we are only able to see the temperature at the surface of the plate. For 3D design
and data exploration this representation is incongruous and may lead to a wrong appreciation of
the field. In order to solve this issue, one can use regular clipping plan. This method is well known
in mechanics for part assembly. Different section views are drawn to provide better understanding
of the shape and the kinematic of the system. It consists in clipping the body to gain access through
a side view to information that it would be impossible to see with a normal display. In the case of
our 3D plate, it is relevant to investigate the temperature distribution inside the slab.
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Figure 3.16: Simulation of a steady state temperature distribution through a 3D slab
Figure 3.17: Clipping plan according each frame axis
The process is relatively simple. At any time, when the designer receives important stiction feed-
back; he can choose to activate the cutting process through the menu. Hence, he can choose the
clipping plan (figure 3.17) and which part of the body is going to be made transparent. The de-
signer can remove the upper or the under part regarding to the plan. After setting these options, the
designer can adjust the clipping plan along the chosen direction and cut the shape along this plan.
Figure 3.18 shows the result of the operation for several cuts. Once the model is cut the designer
can use the probe to track particular gradient line which is made easy through the stiction artefact.
Further cuts can then be made to isolate a particular part of the model.
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Figure 3.18: Different section views after applying the cutting process along each plan
3.5.3 Isothermal surfaces and cutting issues
Cutting method is an interesting tool to investigate the temperature distribution through the design.
By selecting a temperature value point using the probe, the designer could also be interested in
drawing the isothermal surface at the same temperature value. This method provides some useful
information for designers. It can allow us to verify if a certain temperature value is reached within
a specific critical part of the body. For instance, the designer using the haptic probe as a heat source
may apply it on the surface of the model. Using this isothermal representation, he can move the
source and observe in real time the variation of isothermal surface. This could be an advantage
when designing the different thermal zones of MEMS.
One may be interested by cutting the body along its own custom surface. By pressing the second
button of the probe, the designer activates the cutting option. Hence he has to draw a rough contour
by which the software used to build a surface. The next step is to cut the body along this surface
and remove the part which is under or upper the surface. This method has not been implemented
yet in our tool but a simple form is tested. It consists in drawing a plan surface built on a selection
of 3 points selected by the designer. The temperature is plotted on the surface. With this type
of application, we encountered the first problem in using mesh based methods. These issues are
similar in a sense to those encountered in haptic surgical simulation with cutting process. Cutting
the domain along isothermal surface would require
• Mesh refinement in order to evaluate the temperature field along the surface.
• Elements conform to the isothermal surface plan defined by the cut.
Processing such operation in real-time is definitely not an easy task as dense mesh is requirement
for fine approximation of the field on the desired surface. Hence, it seriously brings issue in
respecting the frequency update of the model for real time computation.
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Contrary to standard modelling approaches concerned with fixed mesh topology and which are
used in interactions between virtual instrument and object, cutting modifies the topology of the
model significantly. Cutting problems are well known for their complexity in algorithm. The
process is akin to a localized adaptive refinement of the simulation mesh. There are many pitfalls
that come with adaptive simulations hence with cutting process simulation. Some of the issues
that are encountered are
• distorted or ill-shaped elements,
• drastic increase in the numbers of elements after multiple cuts process at the same location,
• incompatible elements in the cut region.
Hence it hampers the solving of the underlying mechanical model.
Most the previous implementations either rely on FEM [46, 66, 182, 250] or mass spring model
[52, 73]. At the time when the issue was encountered in the work of this thesis, FEM solution for
such problems were highly reliant on the introduction of considerable simplifications for real-time
applications [193,204,218]. Methods such as condensation [46] and adaptive simulation [72] were
among the proposed strategies to obtain real-time performance. Reduction of the mesh to only
surface elements [130] have also been investigated. It maps the 3D problem into a 2D auxiliary
surface to simplify the FEM calculation.
Mass-spring models are widely used in simulating the cutting of soft tissue since it is relatively
simple and easy to implement [37,47,67,216]. Particle methods have also been investigated [129].
There is two type of model:
• Volumetric models such as tetrahedral models are chosen since they can simulate objects
with an interior structure. However, topology modification of volumetric models is ex-
tremely complex. For instance for tetrahedral elements cut by planar surfaces it depends on
the number of cut edges and intersected faces [37], leading to different topology scenario.
• Surface mesh models are relatively easy to manipulate compared to volumetric models.
However normal surface models cannot denote object interior structure for cutting results.
Progressive cutting modelling techniques can be categorized in two categories. The first one con-
siders that cuts should occur as the user moves the cutting instrument through the object. In the
second model, the user follows a specific cutting path by performing several cuts and joins them
together. The model should then join together those cuts if close enough.
Implementation, of such realistic simulation of cutting is still an open area. Recent achievement
have been carried out using FEM model with efficient topological operation using GPU parallel
computing [68, 215].
3.5.4 Haptic management and thermal expansion
The test consisted in simulating a transient heat conduction problem. Basically it was the same
problem as the previous one but introducing the conductivity value of the substrate plate, here
aluminium nitride (AlN). Usually, the value attributed for the conductivity λ of a substrate AlN is
around 170 W/mK. For pragmatic reasons, we have carried out our tests with conductivity values
that enable us to observe the transient phenomena. Figure 3.19 shows some screenshots of the heat
wave propagation after applying the Boundary conditions with the haptic probe.
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Figure 3.19: Haptic CAD software test: 2D plate unsteady state
Another test was to render the temperature expansion through a 2D substrate plate and with lo-
cal heating source applied by the probe of the haptic device. The aim is to simulate in real time
temperature expansion that could be applied to thermal management of MEMS for packaging de-
sign. For instance, how soldering or other external heat sources can interfere with the encapsulated
sensor. Thermal conduction model in real-time is needed for this application. One of the major
concerns for designers is to be able to apply heating sources in real-time directly by using the hap-
tic device. For simplification we assumed that the source is a punctual one. Figure 3.20 shows the
propagation of heat through the plate while moving the heat source around with the haptic probe.
Figure 3.20: Heat propagation from point heat source on haptic 2D plate
The designer can use the probe as a heat source to apply a temperature source locally and ob-
serve in real-time the modification of the steady state temperature distribution. FDM model was
implemented for this test. In these tests the mesh model shows its limitation with regards to com-
putational speed. In order to ensure a smooth haptic texturing feedback, sufficient mesh density is
required for the mesh. This is especially the case for 3D model.
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This issue has already appeared for benchmark problem with simple shapes. Thus it appears
rather difficult to foresee implementing a FEM model for a complex MEMS structure with multiple
layers, along with a mechanical model for deformation on top of the thermal one. The computation
charge is too much for regular architecture and computers.
3.6 Mesh based method issues
The rising complexities in terms of domain representation, multi-scale and crossed discipline of
practical problems have pushed the industry to choose FEM as their main simulation tool. Its
robust mathematical foundation provides for risk assessments and cost saving analysis, a very
useful tool which has found its place in many PLM platforms. The meshing process for 3D
problems is complex and a computationally expensive step in the process of solving practical
problem governed by PDE.
The meshing process requires insight from engineers to decide on a sensible accuracy during the
analysis stage. If the analysis process finds fault with the design (figure 3.21), the process will go
back at the CAD environment stage.
Figure 3.21: Typical adaptive simulation process with re-meshing flowchart
Meshes need to respect the quality criteria. For instance the mesh elements should not be squeezed
such that the associated Jacobian for the mapping would be degenerated. At some point, with
large deformations, the mesh distorts in such a way that it impacts the accuracy. The worst case
scenario includes convergence problem or simulation break down. The solution is usually provided
with the automatic re-meshing adaptive process in the adaptive FEM framework. These powerful
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techniques are however very demanding in term of computational power, time and experience. For
3-dimensional problems, they call for very complex parallel implementation with management of
data through efficient load balancing techniques [82, 272, 285].
The re-meshing process also requires us to interpolate unknown field functions e.g. displacement
or stress, or in our case the temperature gradient corresponding to the current solution, which
intrinsically can introduce errors of diffusion type. Special FEM has been developed to overcome
this dependency towards the mesh in certain cases by the use of enrichment techniques. These
techniques are somewhat not general in their applicability and would require insight and prior
knowledge about the problem solution.
In the view of haptic design, the dynamic shape modification procedure, whether with direct in-
teraction of the user or not, is very complex as the domain has to be re-meshed and updated. The
real-time interaction constraint makes this task computationally expensive for FEM mesh based
model without reduction or simplification.
3.7 Conclusion
In this chapter, we have presented an overview of the different challenges inherent to the develop-
ment of a haptic tool for the thermal management of MEMS design. Following our implementation
and test, the first results in using haptic for thermal information feedback are promising. However,
the update rate requirement of the haptic architecture, CD technique and type of model for object
in VE are very important concerns. The complexity of the model limits the performance of the
CD detection. A trade-off between the model’s complexity and the computation speed has to be
made in order to meet the criteria to ensure the haptic’s real time feature.
Using FDM for the computation of the thermal model has enabled us to develop a first version of
our haptic tool application. This allowed us to validate the overall concept of haptic rendering for
thermal management. Unfortunately, this method soon showed its limits in term of flexibility. The
constraint on the density of the regular grind used to discretise the model severely hampers the
accuracy of the method. Another issue is that FDM leads to a coarse approximation of the temper-
ature distribution in the neighbourhood of complex contours due to the use of regular structured
grind. FEM was another considered solution but the implementation of a demonstrator using FEM
brought to light major issues with regard to meeting the update frequency for real time rendering.
The issues in practical implementations have led us in the direction to prospect for new numerical
schemes, which would better suit the haptic framework and make the most of its potential for
future development. The computational cost associated with methods relying on mesh has pushed
for research into solutions with the same advantages as FEM, but without mesh. This has led us to
the direction of meshfree methods.
Meshfree methods have been developed since the end of the 70s in order to limit the dependency of
the approximated solution on the underlying mesh of the problem domain. The idea was to solve
PDEs only using arbitrary constellation of nodes in order to overcome the problems embedded by
the use of meshes. Large deformations, fractures and moving boundaries problems are types of
problems where meshfree have attracted a lot of interest due to their formulation and the absence
connectivity and need of re-meshing.
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Chapter 4 Meshfree methods
The main goal of Meshfree Methods (MMs) is to eliminate the mesh structure required by conven-
tional solvers by constructing an approximation of the field variables based entirely on a random
constellation of nodes. These methods are often referred to as meshfree, meshless or free-grid
method in the literature. A meshless method is an algorithm in which the definition of the shape
functions depends only on the node positions. The evaluation of the node connectivity is bounded
in time, and should only depend on the total number of nodes in the domain. MMs have experi-
enced tremendous development in the past 20 years.
The development of the smooth particle Hydrodynamics (SPH) in the 70’s and its first implemen-
tation in mechanical and fracture problems gave rise to strong interest for these methods, thereby
leading to further research to correct and overcome their original limitations. In the pace of the
RPKM and EFG methods developed originally to overcome the lack of accuracy and consistency,
sensitivity of particle distribution and also stability, numerous meshfree methods have been devel-
oped.
4.1 From particle method to mesh-free Approaches overview
MMs can be globally break down into two different categories i.e. particle methods and meshless
methods. The Meshfree Particle Method (MPM) introduced the idea of building approximation
with no underlying mesh [187]. They were originally pure Lagrangian methods ,developed for
astrophysical applications such as binary stars and stellar collisions, collapse and formation of
galaxies and even simulation of the evolution of the universe.
The continuum at a certain time is discretised by a set of particles moving in the Lagrangian frame
according internal interactions and external forces. The size of particles varies from nano-scale to
macro or astronomical scales. Each particle is either associated to one physical object or a part
of the continuum modelled domain. Each particle is also associated with a set of field variables
(mass density, energy, velocity, position and momentum). The evolution of the variables of the
system is governed by the fundamental law of conservation of mass, momentum and energy. The
material properties are able to move under external forces and also internal interactions. The PDE
is transformed into equations of motion for the discrete set of particles such that the particles can
be moved via these equations. After time discretisation of the equations of motion we obtain a
certain particle distribution for every time step. Therefore, we get an approximate solution to the
PDE via the definition of a density function for these particle distributions. These methods are
easy to implement. However, they exhibit relatively poor convergence properties in weak norms.
In MPM the fields functions and derivative are approximate at a particle location using only the
information of the neighboring particles within a so-called influence domain. The approximated
field function u at the particle location x is written as a weighted average of the neighboring values
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Figure 4.1: Smoothing function at a particle at the location x in its support domain
uiof the N surrounding particles.
uh =
N∑
i=1
φi(x)ui (4.1)
ui and φi are respectively the field function value and the smoothing function at the ith particle.
One of the widely used MPM is the Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics method(SPH). The dis-
cretisation based only on particles with no fixed connectivity and the Lagrangian formulation is
very well suited for large deformations and multi-scale problems. The field variable approxima-
tion at each time step is updated with the current surrounding particle distribution, which provides
an effective way to handle large deformations. The inherent adaptivity provided by the particles
can also allow complex geometries to be handled simply. In the mass-packet method [300], mass
is subdivided into small mass packets of finite extensions. Each is equipped with many finitely
internal degrees of freedom. These mass packets move under the influence of internal, external
forces, the laws of thermodynamics and can undergo arbitrary linear deformations. This leads to
the development of the relatively new finite mass method [88, 151].
Meshless methods also referred as meshfree (MF) methods follow a different approach. They are
based on the building of approximations of the field function only on a set of scattered field nodes
(figure 4.3). The first important part of meshfree methods is the discretization scheme. Meshfree
shape functions can be used with weak formulation(global Galerkin or local), collocation, or a mix
discretization process to set up a linear system of equations. Figure 4.2 shows a comparison of the
general procedure for these meshfree methods with FEM.
The first challenge faced in meshfree methods is in building a robust approximation based only
on a constellation of nodes, without pre-defined elements as in the classical techniques of FEM or
FDM. The shape functions are built upon local support domains (figure 4.3) which are patches or
volumes attached to each nodes whose union forms an open covering of the domain.
Local shape functions are then constructed using data fitting methods. This step is probably one
of the most important and critical issues in meshfree methods as they play a key role in the imple-
mentation and accuracy of the method.
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Figure 4.2: Meshfree versus FEM general flowchart
4.2 Meshfree shape function
Meshfree shape functions (SFs) are built using interpolation methods on a set of scattered nodes.
Given a set of sample values at certain locations, the idea is to find an approximation uh which
exactly match the given measurements at the corresponding locations. Meshfree approximation
schemes to build shape functions fall into three main approaches
• Integral representation like SPH [30] and the reproducing kernel method (RPKM) [8].
• Finite series interpolation like the moving least square (MLS) scheme and radial point in-
terpolation method (RPIM) using radial basis functions. This is also used by Babuska and
Melenk with their partition of unity method (PUM) [15, 184].
• Finite differential representation methods which fall under the finite point method [173,208–
210]. The idea was derived from the FDM but for irregular nodal distribution.
4.2.1 Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics method
The SPH is considered the starting point of meshfree methods. Lucy [174] and Gingold [92, 93]
were the first to employ the method to solve astrophysical problems in two and three dimensions.
In the study of stars and galaxies evolution, the collective movement of particles is similar to the
movement of a liquid or gas flow and can be modeled by the governing equation of classical New-
tonian hydrodynamics. Liska proposed a similar method that was inspired by the finite difference
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Figure 4.3: Nodal arrangement for domain Ω and local support domain
formulation [156] and later developed much more effectively by J.Monaghan [187, 190].
Until 1985, the SPH method was dedicated to astrophysics applications. A first review of the
methods was published by W.Benz [33, 34] and Monaghan [187] who were pioneers in applying
the method for modelling of impacts at high speeds with penetration or damages [188, 192]. SPH
was adapted to solid dynamics in 1990 [154]. Libersky [153] extended the method to work with
full stress tensors for 2D and 3D applications where the material strength was crucial in simulating
the dynamic material response. Further studies revealed the problems inherent to the method
[28, 113, 273, 274] identified the following shortcomings
• Lack of consistency,
• Tensile instability [16, 77, 191],
• Zero energy mode [40, 125, 227, 288, 305],
• Boundary condition enforcement [54, 153, 229].
A comprehensive review of the shortcomings and developments to overcome them can be found
in [287]. The research on trying to solve these shortcomings led to the development of many
other meshfree methods. An example is the moving least squares approximation used in EFG
[280] that was originally proposed as a completeness correction by Belytschko. The method has
since been applied to a wide set of applications ranging from mechanics, conduction [64] to the
analysis and simulation of brain contusions [105]. So far, the SPH method has demonstrated a
tremendous capability to treat engineering problems with extremely large deformations such as
explosions, impacts and penetrations [188, 270]. This method has been applied for modelling the
universe [189], the formation and evolution of galaxies [36,217], or in the metal forming process.
An excellent review of recent developments can be found in [165, 237, 287].
4.2.2 Reproducing Kernel Particle method(RPKM) or corrected SPH
In the RPKM, in order to enforce a certain degree of consistency or completeness, a corrective
function C is included in the finite integral formulation and multiplied with the original kernel.
This idea was originally developed by W.KLiu [167–170] and is the key for the reproducing kernel
particle method. The approximated field function becomes
uρ =
∫
Ω
C(x, x− ζ)W (x− ζ, ρ)u(ζ)dζ (4.2)
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We can rewrite the approximated field function with the conventional form
uρ =
∫
Ω
W˜ (x− ζ, ρ)u(ζ)dζ (4.3)
with
W˜ (x− ζ, ρ) = C(x, x− ζ)W (x− ζ, ρ) (4.4)
C(x, x − ζ) is the correction function,also called corrected reproducing kernel function and is
expressed as a linear combination of polynomial basis functions is of the following form
C(x, x− ζ) = c0(x) + c1(x)(x− ζ
ρ
) + c2(x)(
x− ζ
ρ
)2 + ... (4.5)
which can be expressed as the following series
C(x, x− ζ) =
∞∑
ξ=0
cξ(x)(
x− ζ
ρ
)ξ (4.6)
The cξ are coefficients. These coefficients can be found by enforcing the reproducing conditions
or the different moments of the weight function. The Taylor-Young expansion of a Cn continuous
function is of the form
u(xi) = u(x) + u
′(x)(
xi − x
ρ
ρ) +
u′′(x)
2!
(
xi − x
ρ
ρ)2ρ2 + ...+
un(x)
n!
(
xi − x
ρ
ρ)nρ2 (4.7)
The discrete form of the corrected kernel approximation of the function at x is written
fh(x) =
n∑
i=1
W˜ (x− xi)fi∆xi (4.8)
Substituting the equation 4.7 we obtain
fh(x) =
(
n∑
i=1
W˜ (x− xi)∆xi
)
f(x)h0 −
(
n∑
i=1
(
x− xi
h
)W˜ (x− xi)∆xi
)
f ′(x)h+ ...
+
(
n∑
i=1
(−1)n(x− xi
h
)nW˜ (x− xi)∆xi
)
f(x)
n!
hn +O(hn+1) (4.9)
In order to obtain an n-th reproducing capability, the moment of the n − th kernel has to be
enforced 
M0(x) =
∑n
i=1 W˜ (x− xi)∆xi = 1;
M1(x) =
∑n
i=1
(
x−xi
h
)
W˜ (x− xi)∆xi = 0;
...
Mn(x) =
∑n
i=1
(
x−xi
h
)n
W˜ (x− xi)∆xi = 0;
(4.10)
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By replacing the expression of the corrected kernel 4.4 into equation 4.10, we obtain a system of
n+1 equations, which, once resolved, leads to the bi coefficient of the correction function 4.5.
m0(x) m1(x) · · · mn(x)
m1(x) m2(x) · · · mn+1(x)
...
...
...
...
mn(x) mn+1(x) · · · m2n(x)


b0(x)
b1(x)
...
bn(x)
 =

1
0
...
0
 (4.11)
The correction function can also be used to control the influence of the internal nodes for the
computation on the boundaries. This technique allows the adherence to the essential boundaries
in a more efficient way.
4.2.3 Moving Least Squares (MLS)
The idea of using the moving least squares method as an approximant was first introduced by
Lancaster and Salkauskas in 1981 [146] and later by Nayroles [201]. The MLS generalizes the
Shepard fitting method [259](see 4.40) to the higher order shape functions. Duarte and Oden first
used the interpolant within the framework of the Hp-Cloud approach [75, 76]. Belytschko subse-
quently applied the similar interpolant within the Galerkin framework giving rise to the element
free Galerkin method (EFG) [280]. In the MLS approximation scheme, the approximated function
is expressed as follows:
uh(x) =
n∑
i=1
pi(x)ai(x) = P
T (x)a(x) (4.12)
Where n is the number of terms in the basis and pi(x) are the monomial basis functions. P T (x) =
[p1(x), ..., pn(x)] is a complete monomial basis of order n. ai(x) represents the unknown coeffi-
cients which are functions of the spatial coordinates. The basis can be either linear or quadratic
and singular functions can also be added for problems, which produce singular solutions. The
ai(x) coefficients are obtained by minimising the following L2 norm at each point of interest xQ:
J(x) =
n∑
i=1
wi(x)[u
h(x, xi)− u(xi)]2 (4.13)
J(x) =
n∑
i=1
wi(x)[P
T (xi)a(x)− u(xi)]2 (4.14)
Wherewi(x) = w(x−xi) > 0 is the moving least squares weight function with a compact support
associated with the node i In a matrix notation
J(x) = (Pa− u)TW (Pa− u) (4.15)
then the minimisation problem can be solved by finding extremes of the quadratic form J
∂J
∂a
= 2(P TWPa− P TWu) = 2(A(x)a(x)−B(x)u) = 0 (4.16)
with
u = [u1, ..., uk] (4.17)
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A(x) is the moment matrix
A(x) =
n∑
i=1
pT (xi)wi(x)p(xi) (4.18)
B(x) = wi(x)p(xi) (4.19)
P =

p1(x1) · · · pn(x1)
...
. . .
...
p1(xk) · · · pn(xk)
 (4.20)
and
wi(x) =

w(x− x1) 0 · · · 0
0 w(x− x2) · · · 0
...
...
. . .
...
0 0 · · · w(x− xk)
 (4.21)
Hence it gives for the coefficients a(x)
a(x) = A−1(x)B(x)u (4.22)
By replacing the expression of the coefficients with the expression of the approximated field func-
tion we obtain the following expression
uh(x) =
n∑
i=1
φiui (4.23)
Φ(x) = pT (x)A−1(x)Bi(x) (4.24)
Where Φ(x) = [φ1, ..., φn(x)] is the vector containing the MLS shape function for each of the n
nodes inside the support domain of the point of interest x. Looking at the above expressions, we
can note that, in the case where the weight functions Wi(x) are taken as constants over each local
domain, the formulation leads to the FEM. The high order partial derivatives of the MLS shape
function can be easily derived from the expression 4.24. For simplicity, we use the subscript i, and
the summation over repeated indices to denote the partial spatial derivatives. Using the chain rule,
the first order partial spatial derivative of the MLS shape function can be obtained using
Φ,i(x) = p
T
,i (x)A
−1(x)B(x) + pT (x)A−1,i (x)B(x) + p
T (x)A−1(x)B,i(x) (4.25)
Or rewritten at the node of interest I [280])
φI,i =
N∑
j
[
pj,i(A
−1B)jI + pj
(
A−1,i B +A
−1B,i
)
jI
]
(4.26)
The problem with the above expression is the presence of the spatial derivative of the inverse of
the weight moment matrix A−1,i . Considering the matrix A invertible we have
A−1A = Id (4.27)
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Taking the partial derivative of it
(A−1A),i = A−1,i A+A
−1A,i = Id,i = 0 (4.28)
i.e
A−1,i A = −A−1A,i (4.29)
Then multiplying by A−1
A−1,i = −A−1A,iA−1 (4.30)
This expression of A−1,i is not suitable as it is computationally expensive which slows down the
computation of the spatial derivative of the approximated function. In order to avoid the compu-
tation of such expression, Belytschko [29] proposed the following method to derive and speed up
the computation of spatial derivatives for MLS shape without having to calculate the inverse of the
A matrix. Taking
γT = pTA−1 (4.31)
Which allow to write
ΦT (x) = γT (x)B(x) (4.32)
γ(x) being symmetric, it can be obtained with a linear solver from
Aγ = p (4.33)
Then the derivative of ΦT (x) can be obtained using
ΦT,i = γ
T
,iB + γ
TB,i (4.34)
ΦT,ij = γ
T
,ijB + γ
T
,iB,j + γ
T
,jB,i + γ
TB,ij (4.35)
ΦT,ij = γ
T
,ijkB + γ
T
,ijB,k + γ
T
,ikB,j + γ
T
jkB,i + γ
T
,iB,jk + γ
T
,jB,ik + γ
T
,kB,ij + γ
TB,ijk (4.36)
Where partial derivatives of γ can be obtained from the following linear algebraic equations
Aγ,i = p,i −A,iγ (4.37)
Aγ,ij = p,ij − (A,iγ,j +A,jγ,i +A,ijγ) (4.38)
Aγ,ijk = p,ijk − (A,iγ,jk +A,jγ,ik +A,kγij +A,ijγk +A,ikγj +A,jkγi +A,ijkγ) (4.39)
The Shepard interpolant [259] developed at the origin for surface representation can be considered
as a particular case of the MLS. In fact if we take the lowest order polynomial basis pt(x) = {1},
the MLS shape function for the point of interest xq is
ΦTJ (xq) =
W (xq − xJ)∑
IW (xq − xI)
(4.40)
Another particular form is the one used in the diffuse element method. It is very much similar to
the EFG as it uses the MLS approximant. The DEM was introduced by Nayroles [201], The DEM
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method uses a truncated form for the computation of the derivatives of the approximated function
uh(x) =
n∑
i=1
pi(x)ai(x) = p
T (x)a(x) (4.41)
Using the chain rules, the first order derivative is given by
∂uh(x)
∂xj
=
∂P T (x)
∂xj
a(x) + pT (x)
∂a(x)
∂xj︸ ︷︷ ︸
Truncated by the DEM method
(4.42)
From equation 4.24 we can rewrite the derivative of the MLS SF as
∂Φi(x)
∂xj
= pTA−1(x)B(x) (4.43)
4.2.3.1 Weight functions
The MLS method requires the use of weight function in its formulation. The role of the weight
function is very important as it controls the “smoothness” of how nodes enter and leave the support
domain Ωs as the point of interest is moving. The continuity of the MLS Shape function is con-
trolled by the continuity of the basis function pT (x) and the smoothness of the weight function. In
practice, a low order-basis is usually preferred due to constraints imposed on the number of nodes
to include in the support domain. The rank of the Moment matrix A should be n to guarantee its
invertibility. Under such conditions, it is even more obvious that the smoothness of the MLS shape
function is dependent on the weight function’s higher order of continuity.
The weight function W (x − xI) = Wi defined over the support domain Ωs should fulfil certain
properties [187] to guarantee the compatibility similar to the ones of the kernels for the SPH. It
should vanish outside Ωs and be strictly positive over the support domain Ωs. It has to also be
smooth and monotonically decreasing from the center of the domain. The high degree of continu-
ity provided by the weight function over its support domain Ωs, is a criterion of the compatibility
of the MLS shape function over the entire domain Ω. Here is a list of some of the more commonly
used weight functions.
Exponential
WI(x) =
{
e−(
dI
c
)2 dI ≤ 1
0 dI > 1
(4.44)
or has suggested by be Belytschko [280]
Wi(x) =

e−(
dI
c )
2k−e−(
dW
c )
2k
1−e(
dI
dW
)2k
dI ≤ 1
0 dI > 1
(4.45)
The parameter c controls the shape of the exponential weight function. When it decreases, the
weight increases on the point located close to xI . Belytschko defines c = αcI with 1 ≤ α ≤ 2
and
cI =
max
j ∈ SJ ‖xj −XI‖ (4.46)
SJ is described as the minimum set of neighbouring points of xI which constructs a polygon
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around the point of interest (quadrature point) xI . In the case of a regular distribution of nodes,
CI implies the maximum distance between two nodes of the support domain. In the case of an
irregular distribution, cI corresponds to the characteristic length of the integration zone for the
point xI .
Conical
W (x) =
{
1− (dI)2K ≤ 1
0 dI > 1
(4.47)
Cubic spline
W (x) =

2
3 − 4d2I + 4d3I dI ≤ 0.5
4
3 − 4dI + 4d2I − 43d3I 0.5 < dI ≤ 1
0 dI > 1
(4.48)
Quartic spline
W (x) =
{
1− 6d2I + 8d3I − 3d4I dI ≤ 1
0 dI > 1
(4.49)
Where dI is the relative distance between the point of interest x and the node xi.
dI =
|x− xi|
dW
(4.50)
Here dW refers to the size of the weight function domain. dW works as a scaling parameter for
the size of the subdomain ΩI around the point of interest xI . For instance the weight function
domain is usually the same as the support domain but can be different as in the case of the local
weak formulation (see section 5.2). It does not need to be constant for all the nodes of domain Ω.
ri is the normalized radius of influence which defines the domain of influence of each integration
point. This domain of influence corresponds to the support of the weight function for the reason
given previously. A natural choice is to choose the weight function providing the higher order of
continuity such as the quartic spline.
As shown in figure 4.4, all the weight functions are smooth and provide first order continuity. One
can observe that both the quartic spline and the cubic spline are very close in shape. The new
quartic weight function possesses second order reproducing capacity.
The first derivatives of all the weight function are smooth and the cubic spline and quartic spline
are very close in shape. The second derivative of the cubic spline is not smooth anymore.
The derivatives at all orders of the exponential weight function 4.44 are continuous in the support
domain. However the exponential weight function and all its derivatives remain non-zero on the
boundaries of their support domain. Hence it should prevent the exponential weight function to
provide any order of compatibility. In practice it is not the case and a high order of compatibility
is obtained as long as the support domain defined is sufficiently large. The second derivative of
the new quartic weight function shows the same non-zero characteristic on its boundaries.
To illustrate this we consider a square domain Ω(x, y) ∈ [−1, 1] × [−1, 1] discretised by 11×11
fields nodes uniformly distributed. The shape functions are evaluated using a 51×51 uniformly
distributed sampling points. The MLS shape functions and its derivatives evaluated at the location
x = (0, 0). are shown on figure 4.5 and 4.6.
As long as the weight function and its derivatives are continuous and positive up to the desired
degree, the choice of the weight function remains quite arbitrary. For practical reasons, one-piece
weight functions like the quartic spline are usually preferred. Because the spline function is of a
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Figure 4.4: 1-dimensional Weight functions
polynomial form, the shape function built with the spline function as a weight function possesses
the characteristic of the rational function. By carefully choosing the order of continuity of the
spline function, one can build Ck continuous shape functions. There is an easy way of building
such a type of weight function with the desired order of continuity [7, 161]. Hence by using this
technique, it is fairly easy to build a shape function Φ(x) ∈ Ck with k as the order desired. The
quartic spline in equation 4.49 is an example of a spline built with the technique. The following
examples of weight function are built similarly.
• Quartic spine: 2rdorder continuity
WI(x) =
{
1− 6d2I + 8d3I − 3d4I dI ≤ 1
0 dI > 1
(4.51)
• 7th order spline function with 3th order continuity
WI(x) =
{
1− 35d4I + 84d5I − 70d6I + 20d7I dI ≤ 1
0 dI > 1
(4.52)
• 9th order spline function with 4th order continuity
WI(x) =
{
1− 126d5I + 420d6I +−540d7I + 315d8I − 70d9I 0 ≤ dI ≤ 1
0 dI > 1
(4.53)
In practice, the choice of the weight function is determined by the order of continuity desired.
The MLS shape function is complete up to the order of the basis . The smoothness of the nodal
shape function Φ(x) is determined by the choice of the weight function. The choice of the weight
function is arbitrary as long as the weight function is positive and continuous. However, assuring
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Figure 4.5: MLS shape function and first derivative at sampling point x = (0,0) using 11×11 field
nodes
Figure 4.6: MLS shape function second and third derivatives at sampling point x = (0,0) using
11×11 field nodes
a certain smoothness in the shape function derivatives is important because discontinuities may
result in difficulties in the numerical integration of the shape functions.
4.2.4 Radial basis functions based methods
Multiquadrics also known as radial basis functions (RBF) for the numerical solution of PDEs have
first been used in the method of fundamental solution dual reciprocity method (MFS-DRM). This
method was derived from the dual reciprocity boundary element method (DRBEM) but used the
method of fundamental solution (MFS) [81,143] instead of the BEM for the discretisation process.
MFS is a meshless technique for the numerical solution of certain elliptic boundary value prob-
lems, which fall in the class of the methods generally called boundary methods. Like the boundary
element method (BEM), it is applicable when a fundamental solution of the differential equation in
question is known. It shares the same advantages as the BEM over domain discretisation methods,
but also has certain advantages over the BEM. The use of fictitious boundaries outside of domain
of interest allows us to get rid of the singularity present in the BEM formulation.
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MFS is a truly meshless method, which does not require a domain or boundary discretisation.
As a collocation based method, integration over element domain is not needed. Thus the method
does not suffer from any increase in the dimension of the problem and can benefit when used in
high dimensional problems. Being used only on homogeneous problems at first, the MFS method
regained more attention since its successful application for non-homogenous problems and time
dependent problems [214] using the dual reciprocity method (DRM) coupling [200]. In the BEM,
the DRM allows us to transfer the domain integration on to the boundary domain. DRM is a class
of boundary element techniques; the domain integral resulting from non-homogeneous terms in
Poisson type equations is transferred to equivalent boundary integrals by using suitable approxi-
mation functions. The use of RBF as approximating functions for this purpose has several advan-
tages over conventional interpolation techniques. The MFS is proven to converge exponentially
for smooth shape and boundaries.
Another direction in the use of RBF in the meshfree method is the one developed by Kansa [132].
Since its introduction in early 90’s, RBFs have attracted increasing attention for their use as inter-
polants in meshfree methods as well as radial basis networks for machine learning [248]. Kansa
was the first to use the RBFs as an interpolant within a collocation type formulation [132,133] fol-
lowed by Schaback [246] and Wendland [295] who introduced the RBF in the same formulation
as the EFG.
Radial functions are a special class of function with the characteristic feature that their response
decreases (or increases) monotonically with distance from a central point. The center, the distance
scale, and the precise shape of the radial function are parameters of the model, which are all fixed
if it is linear. The definition of a RBF is a univariate function g : Rd → R with d ≥ 1. It can be
written g(r) with r = |x| being the Euclidean norm.
Consider x1, ..., xN ∈ Ω ⊂ Rn be a given set of nodes. Let
gj(x) ≡ g(‖x− xj‖) ∈ R j = 1, ..., N (4.54)
be a set of any radial basis functions. The norm ‖x− xj‖ considered here is the Euclidean dis-
tance. Given the interpolation data values u1, ..., uN ∈ R at the locations x1, ..., xN ∈ Ω ⊂ Rn,
the RBF interpolant is
F (x) =
N∑
j=1
αjgj(x) + αN + 1 (4.55)
It is obtained by solving the system of N+1 linear equations
N∑
j=1
αjgj(xi) + αN + 1 = ui ∀i ∈ [1;N ] (4.56)
N∑
j=1
αj = 0 (4.57)
The formulation was first introduced by Hardy [107, 108]
p =

1
...
1
 ∈ RN , (4.58)
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And
G =

g1(x1) . . . gN (x1)
...
. . .
...
g1(xN )
... gN (xN )
 ∈ RN×N , H =
[
G p
pT 0
]
∈ RN+1×N+1, (4.59)
The equation 4.56 can be expressed in matrix form
Hα = y (4.60)
With α = (α1, . . . , αN+1)T , y = (u1, . . . , uN , 0)T ∈ RN+1 From the previous equation the set
of coefficients can be obtained by
α = H−1y (4.61)
The derivatives of the interpolant at the nodes xi can be obtained by
F ′(xi) =
N∑
j=1
αjg
′
j(xi) ∀i ∈ [1, N ] (4.62)
And for the n-derivatives we have
Fn(xi) =
N∑
j=1
αjg
n
j (xi) ∀i ∈ [1, N ] (4.63)
The formulation is the following for the approximated function at the point of interest.
u(xQ) =
n∑
i=1
Ri(x)ai(xQ) = R
T (x)a(xQ) (4.64)
Ri is the radial basis function. The only variable is the distance r = ‖xk − xi‖ between the point
of interest x and a node at xi. The vector R(x) contains the radial basis functions at each node
contained in the support domain. Enforcing u(x) to pass through each scattered node included in
the support domain of the point of interest xQ gives the set of coefficients ai. The ai coefficients
are given by
a = R−1Q US (4.65)
US is the vector containing all the field nodal variables at the n nodes included in the support
domain. Substituting the expression of the ai coefficients into the expression of the approximated
field function u gives
u =
n∑
i=1
Ri(x)ai(xQ) = R
T (x)a(xQ) = R
T (x)R−1Q US (4.66)
Here are some comon RBFs [30, 108]:
Multi-quadrics (MQ) RBF
R(x, y) = (r2 + (αcdc)
2)Q (4.67)
Gaussian(EXP)
R(x, y) = e
[
−αc
(
r
dc
)]
(4.68)
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Linear splines
R(x, y) = r (4.69)
Thin Plate Spline(TPS)
R(x, y) = rn or R(x, y) = r × ln(r) (4.70)
Logarithmic
R(x, y) = rnlog(r) (4.71)
αc and Q, correspond to the dimensionless shape parameters of the RBF. dc is the characteristic
length which can be defined from the average nodal spacing inside the support domain of a point
xQ. Radial basis function methods are originally non-local, which do not lead to sparse stiffness
matrices. To solve those problems, compactly supported RBF(CSRBF) have been developed [49,
50, 294, 298].
CSRBF Wendland-C2 [118]
R(x, y) = (1− r
δ
)4(1 + 4
r
δ
) (4.72)
CSRBF Wendland-C4 (Wen-C4)
R(x, y) = (1− r
δ
)6(3 + 18
r
δ
+ 35(
r
δ
)2) (4.73)
CSRBF Wendland-C6 (Wen-C6)
R(x, y) = (1− r
δ
)8(1 + 8
r
δ
+ 25(
r
δ
)2 + 32(
r
δ
)3) (4.74)
CSRBF Wu-C2 [298]
R(x, y) = (1− r
δ
)5(8 + 40
r
δ
+ 48
r2
δ2
+ 25
r3
δ3
+ 5
r4
δ4
), (4.75)
CSRBF Wu-C4
R(x, y) = (1− r
δ
)6(6 + 36
r
δ
+ 82
r2
δ2
+ 72
r3
δ3
+ 30
r4
δ4
+ 5
r5
δ5
), (4.76)
CSRBF Buhmann C2 (Buh-C2) [51]
R(x, y) = 1− 12r
2
δ2
+ 32
r3
δ3
− 21r
4
δ4
+ 12r4logr (4.77)
RBFs are defined over the whole domain ω, which is a subset of Rn whereas the CSRBF are only
defined over a local compact support with a parameter δ which controls the size of the compact
domain.
Figure 4.7 and 4.8 illustrates the RPIM-MQ shape function and its derivatives. 51× 51 sampling
points are used to plot the shape functions with a regular 5× 5 distribution of field nodes to build
the SF. Q=0.5 and αc = 2.0 For comparison the Wen-C4 and its derivatives are shown on on
figure 4.9.
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Figure 4.7: RPIM-MQ shape function and first derivative at x = (0,0) for a 5×5 regular distribution
of nodes
Figure 4.8: Second Derivative and composed derivative of the RPIM-MQ shape function at x=(0,0)
for a 5× 5 regular distribution of nodes
Figure 4.9: RPIM-Wendland C4 shape function and first derivative at x = (0,0) for a 5× 5 regular
distribution of nodes. θ = dc.
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Error estimates for RBF approximation on scattered data can be found in the Schaback and Wu’s
publication [247, 299].
4.2.5 Point Interpolation Method (PIM)
The main idea behind PIM [159]is to make the interpolation function pass through the function
values at each node within the support domain (cf MLS). The PIM belongs to the finite series
representation method. It interpolates the function u(x) using values of each node included in the
support domain4.3 of the point of interest xQ. The finite series formulation gives the interpolated
function
uh(x) =
m∑
i=1
Bi(x)ai(xQ) (4.78)
Where Bi(x) are the basis functions defined in the Cartesian coordinates space x= (x, y, z). Here
m is the number of basis functions and ai(xQ) is the set of unknown coefficients associated with
the point xQ . n corresponds to the number of nodes in the local support domain of the point of
interest xQ. This support domain can be either circular or rectangular (Figure4.3).In the case of
PIM we have n=m to make SFs passing though the function values at each node in the support
domain. Here the basis functions are polynomial kind. The formulation for the approximated
function at a point of interest xQ is the following
uh(x) =
n∑
i=1
pi(x)ai(xQ) = [p1(x)...pm]

a1
...
am
 = pT (x)a(xQ) (4.79)
pi(x) is the basis of monomials. For 2D problem the basis is built over Pascal triangles (pascal
pyramid for 3D).
pT (x, y) = {1, x, y, xy, x2, y2, x2y, xy2, ..., xn, yn} (4.80)
The ai(x) coefficients can be determined by enforcing u(x) to pass through the nodal values at the
n nodes included in the support domain of the point of interest xQ.
u1 =
∑m
i=1 aip(x1) = a1 + a2x1 + a3y1 + · · ·+ ampm(X1)
...
un =
∑m
i=1 aip(xn) = a1 + a2xn + a3yn + · · ·+ ampm(Xn)
(4.81)
In the matrix form, we obtain the following system
U = Pma (4.82)
Pm is called the moment matrix and is given by
Pm =

1 x1 y1 x1y1 · · · pm(x1)
1 x2 y2 x2y2 · · · pm(x2)
...
...
...
...
. . .
...
1 xn yn xnyn · · · pm(xn)
 (4.83)
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By substituting the expression of the unknown coefficients into the approximated function formu-
lation given below, we obtain
uh(x) =
n∑
i=1
φ(x)ui = Φ(x)Us (4.84)
Where Φ(x) is the matrix containing the PIM shape functions
Φ(x) = pT (x)P−1Q = [φ1(x), φ2(x), ..., φn(x)] (4.85)
Because all the functions involved in the calculation of the shape function are polynomials, the
kth derivatives of PIM shape functions can be obtained by
Φ(k)(x) =
[
pT (x)
]
P−1Q (4.86)
A major potential problem is the singularity of the moment matrix 4.83. This problem appears
in the PIM for certain configuration of nodes. It can be solved by using radial basis functions as
in the RPIM. Liu [159] also introduced the MTA as well as nodal perturbation as a way to avoid
this problem. However it leads to more effort for the implementation of the method as well as an
increase in the computational cost.
4.3 Interpolations accuracy of meshless shape functions
In the following sections, we study the comportment of MLS and RPIM approximants for surface
data fitting to optimise their use in future meshfree applications. The test are implemented in
Matlab code.
4.3.1 RBF parameter and interpolation performance of the RPIM
We study the effect of the different RBF and CSRBF parameters on the RPIM interpolation accu-
racy for the fitting of 2D surfaces. We consider the domain Ω : ∀(x, y) ∈ [0, 10] × [0, 10]. We
use 100 interpolation points xq distributed evenly such as 10× 10. An example is shown on figure
4.10, where the circle represents field nodes and + represents xq.
Figure 4.10: Regular and irregular 121 field nodes (o) and regular distribution 100 sampling points
xq(+)
The choice of the topology of the distribution of the sampling points xq does not really matter
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as long it does not coincide with the distribution of the field nodes. For the reproducibility of the
results, we use regular distribution of xq which does not match the position of the field nodes. Both
regular and irregular pattern of field nodes are used for the tests. As an indicator of interpolation
performance, we use the average fitting error norm indicator given for the whole domain by
el =
1
N
∑ |(uhi )l − uli|
|uli|
(4.87)
With N being the number of sampling points. ui is the exact function value at the point i and uhi
corresponds to the approximated function. l refers to the derivative order of the function. The first
order derivative of the fitted function is given for l=1 and so on for the higher order derivatives.
The following 2D non polynomial and non rational function is considered as fitted function
u(x, y) = a+ sin(kx) cos(ky) (4.88)
With a, k ∈ R. We set k = pi6 and a = 3.5 for our test. A comparison between the analytical and
the interpolated solution for the function and its first derivative is showsn respectively on figures
4.11 and 4.12.
Figure 4.11: Analytical surface vs interpolated surface using 400 irregular nodes and 31 × 31
sampling points. Error = 1.5× 10−5
Figure 4.12: Interpolated surface derivative using 400 irregular nodes. Error = 7.1× 10−6
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The fitted function is smooth and presents enough variation for the proper assessment of the fitting
capabilities of the meshfree interpolant. Using the meshfree interpolant, the approximated function
can be expressed at the interpolation point xq by
Uh(xq) = Φ(xq)ui =
n∑
i=1
φiui (4.89)
Where φi and ui are respectively, the SFs and values of the function associated at each node in
the support domain of the point of interest xq. n refers to the numbers of nodes inside the support
domain Ωq of the point xq. The derivatives of the approximated function can be approximated by
∂luh(xq)
∂xl
=
∂lΦ(xq)
∂xl
Ui =
n∑
i=1
∂lφi
∂xl
ui (4.90)
In building RPIM SFs, the computation of the RBFs requires values for the set of parameters.
These parameters have an impact on the accuracy of the interpolation and on the conditioning of
the matrix R, thus on the computational effort because SFs are computed as many times as there
is quadrature points in MFM. The parameter αS which controls the size of the support domain is
set to 3. The size of the support domain ds for an interpolation point xq is given by ds = αsdc. dc
refers to the average nodal spacing. In the case of the RPIM MQ, αc and Q are the two parameters
which control the performance of the approximation.
We study the influence of the parameter Q on the interpolation accuracy of the RPIM. Set the
parameters αc= 3.0 and k = 5. The error for different Q values is plotted on figure 4.13. The blue
and green lines are the fitting errors respectively for the function and the first partial derivative.
Figure 4.13 on the left shows the impact of Q on the condition number of the moment matrix.
Figure 4.13: Influence of parameter Q on the error on the surface fitting using RPIM-MQ shape
function and condition number of the R matrix. 10 × 10 regular nodes distribution. αs=3.0,
αc = 3.0.
The accuracy is the highest when the parameter Q ∈ to the interval [0;4]. A closer view on figure
4.14 shows that the RPIM-MQ fitting presents the particularity to be more accurate when the
moment matrix is close to be singular. It is clear that the parameter Q influences the accuracy of
the RPIM interpolation. Best values for Q to be considered are the ones very close to the values
of Q for which the moment matrix is ill conditioned, such as 1.0, 2.0, 3.0. For this reason, closed
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Figure 4.14: Close up view on the influence of parameter Q on the error on the surface fitting
using RPIM-MQ shape function and condition number of the R matrix. 10 × 10 regular nodes
distribution. αs = 3.0, αc = 3.0.
values such as 0.95, 1.02 or 1.94 can provide optimised accuracy while maintaining acceptable
conditioning for single or double floating point precision.
The influence of the parameter αc on the RPIM-MQ fitting accuracy and the condition number of
the moment matrix is shown in figure 4.15 for a regular 21× 21 distribution of nodes. Blue, green
and red lines show the error respectively for the function, the 1st and 2nd partial derivative along
x coordinate.
Figure 4.15: Influence of parameter αc on the fitting error(left) and the condition number(right) of
the moment matrix, using RPIM-MQ shape function. αs = 4.0, q = 0.95
The parameter αc influences the fitting accuracy of the RPIM as shown in figure 4.15. The con-
ditioning of the moment matrix degrades as αc increases. For RPIM-MQ, we will choose values
of αc ∈ [3;6] for the best compromise between conditioning and performance. A similar result is
obtain for 441 irregular distributed nodes as shown on figure 4.16.
For the RPIM with Gaussian RBF the values of parameter αc are quite different. As shown on the
figure 4.17 the smaller αc, the better the accuracy and higher the condition number . In order to
control the computational effort, values of αc must be chosen properly to control the conditioning
number of the moment matrix. Using a refined range of values (figure 4.18) for αc shows that
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Figure 4.16: Influence of parameter αc on the error in surface fitting using RPIM-MQ shape
function. αs = 4.0, q = 0.95. 441 irregular filed nodes
Figure 4.17: Influence of parameter αc on the error in surface fitting using RPIM-EXP shape
function. αs = 4.0
values ∈ [0.001 0.05] offer great trade-off between accuracy and computational cost. For practical
problems we will use values αc = 0.01, 0.02, 0.06.
Figure 4.18: Influence of parameter αc on the fitting error and condition number using RPIM-EXP
shape function. αs = 4.0. 121 irregular nodes distribution
The results of our test agree with existing literature for practical engineering problems [236,293].
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It is always better to fine-tune the parameters based on a pre-study of the benchmark problem close
to the practical one.
In the case of CSRBF, the choice of the parameter δ = αc × dc control the local support. Figure
4.19 shows the influence of the parameter on few Wendland and Wu’s CSRBF on the fitting error
for the function and the first partial derivative along the x coordinate.
Figure 4.19: Influence of parameter αc on the error in surface fitting and condition number of the
RPIM matrix using RPIM Wendland CSRBF shape function. αs = 4.0
For CSRBF, the wider the local support size the more accurate the approximation. Increasing the
size of the local support domain increases the condition number of the RPIM moment matrix but
not in a drastic manner. Apart from smoothness, the degree of the CSRBF does not impact the
accuracy much.
4.3.1.1 Influence of support domain
We study the influence of the size of the support domain on the fitting accuracy of the RPIM SF
as shown on figure 4.20. As the size of the support domain increase the condition number of the
moment matrix increase also. Figure 4.21 shows how varying the support domain size impacts the
average number numbers of nodes included in the support domain and the computational time for
the whole approximation procedure.
A similar result obtained for CSRBF time was shown on figure 4.22 and 4.23 for the Wendland
WEN-C6.
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Figure 4.20: Influence of parameter αs on the error in surface fitting(left) and the condition number
of the R matrix(right) using RPIM-MQ shape function. αc=3, q = 0.95.
Figure 4.21: Influence of αs on the computational time and the average number of nodes included
in the support domain.
Figure 4.22: Influence of parameter αs on the error in surface fitting using RPIM-Wen C6 shape
function. αc=40
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Figure 4.23: Influence of αs on the computational time and the average number of nodes included
in the support domain.
It appears that the RPIM works well for a support domain with αs ∈ [2, 4] which corresponds
to a number of nodes of ≈ [10, 45] included in the support domain. It provides a good trade off
between accuracy, reasonable conditioning of the RPIM moment matrix and computational cost.
We will usually carry our test with αc = 4.
4.3.1.2 Convergence study
To study the influence of h refinement on the fitting accuracy of RPIM shape functions, we con-
sider the domain Ω of study such as ∀(x, y) ∈ [0; 10] × [0; 10] and the 2D function given by
equation 4.89 as the function to interpolate, defined over Ω. Regularly distributed points are used
as sampling points. The refinement h refers to the average nodal distance dc between the nodes
within a support domain. We take the following refinement of the constellation of nodes
h =
L
Ns
(4.91)
L corresponds to the characteristic length of the domain Ω and Nd is the average density of nodes.
For a regular distribution of nodes, it is the number of nodes along one side. This definition is
similar to the h-convergence one uses for mesh techniques such as FEM. We use a 12× 12 regular
distribution of xq, q = 0.95 and αs = αc = 3.0. The error for the RPIM-MQ for the fitting of u(x)
and its first derivative for both regular(left) and irregular distribution(right) of nodes are shown
on figure 4.24. Figure 4.25 shows the impact of the refinement of h on the condition number of
the moment matrix for both regular (left) and irregular (right) nodal distribution. Increasing the
density of nodes through the paramter h have a similar effect as what is otbtained by increasing αs.
However the accuracy provided by the h refinement seems to be better than the one by enlarging
support domain.
The choice of αc is affected by the fill distance. For instance, for the RPIM-EXP, as the density is
refined, the optimal value of αc decreases. This is highlighted in figure 4.26 and figure 4.27.
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Figure 4.24: Convergence of the error in surface fitting using RPIM-MQ SF. αs = 3.0, αc = 3.0,
q = 0.95
Figure 4.25: Influence of h on the conditioning of the moment matrix of the RPIM-MQ SF for
regular and irregular distribution of nodes αs = 3.0,αc = 3.0,q = 0.95
Figure 4.26: Influence of h and αc on the fitting error and the conditioning of the moment matrix
of the RPIM-EXP shape function. αc = 4.0
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Figure 4.27: Influence of h and αc on the fitting error for the RPIM-EXP shape function first (left)
and second derivative(right). αc = 4.0
For sufficiently smooth functions, the MQ RBF approximation is exponentially or spectrally accu-
rate with an error decaying at the rateO(ηN ) where 0 < η < 1. Unlike the traditional mesh based
approximation method which exhibits algebraic convergence rates where the decay is O(N−m)
for m ∈ R. For meshfree RBF type of approximation, we distinguish
• Stationary approximation: the number of centers N is fixed and the shape parameters  is
refined towards 0 (figure 4.28). Such a convergence is unique to RBF and there are no
similar representations in polynomial based methods.
• Non-stationary approximation: The shape parameters are fixed and N is increased in a way
which mimics the process of convergence of polynomial based methods (figure 4.29).
Asymptotic approximation properties are quantified by the notion of approximation order. In
scattered data RBF, the fill distance, also referred as density, indicates how well the set of centers
fills out the domain Ω. From a geometrical standpoint, the fill distance is the radius of largest
possible empty ball that can be placed among the centers in the domain. Looking at the MQ, for a
fixed shape parameter , converges at a spectral rate when h decreases (≡ N increase). We have
the following error [48]
|f(x)− fh(x)| ≤ e−K(h (4.92)
K() is a constant that depends on the value of the shape parameter of the RBF. A problem is
quantifying how K varies along with  which makes it inappropriate for stationary convergence
assessment [177, 178].
|f(x)− fh(x)| ≤ Kη( 1h ), 0 < η < 1 (4.93)
Spectral convergence is achieved by either h or  converges toward 0. A problem with RBF
interpolant is to achieve the numerical theoretical convergence rates as the condition number of
the system matrix increases when the shape parameter or h decreases as shown in figure 4.28. We
interpolate the simple function f(x) = e(sin(pix)) over the domain Ω = [−1, 1]. We first study the
convergence of the MQ RBF approximation for various shape parameters . We use 100 nodes
evenly spread through the domain Ω.
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Figure 4.28: Error norm and error bound vs shape parameter (left) . Condition number of the
interpolation matrix vs shape parameter (right).
The error estimate in equation 4.93 is plotted in a dash line on figure 4.28. The convergence is
achieved and the bound for K ≈ 0.25 − 0.27 holds, for  > 5. For  < 5 the condition number
of the interpolation matrix k(B) > O(1018) which is too big for the 32-bit double float precision
to allow accurate results. The desired convergence cannot be obtained then. The optimal value for
the shape parameter seems so be somewhat around 5 considering the ill conditioned state of the B
matrix for lower  values.
In the non-stationary case, similar results can be observed as the number of nodes N to describe
the domain is increased (or the fill distance h decreases).
Figure 4.29: Error norm and error bound vs number of nodes (left). Condition number of the
interpolation matrix vs number of nodes (right).
The accuracy increases as the total number of nodes used to build the approximation matrix in-
creases. For a number of nodes N>100, the condition number of the interpolation matrix degrades
as well. This is an illustration of the classical issue that arises though the use of RBF for building
approximant. One problem is finding optimal shape parameters for which we can obtain the most
accurate results when solving the system in equation 4.60. There are different possibilities which
have been used:
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• Using non-standard algorithm to solve the problem (pseudo inverse, pre-conditioner solver
etc...). This does not always solve the problem.
• Use augmented precision computer arithmetic.
• Adjusting both N and the shape parameter to take advantage of each impact on the accuracy
and condition number of the system matrix to obtain an optimal set of shape parameters.
In previous tests, we chose to keep the condition number of the system matrix in the range
[1014, 1017]. By playing on both, we have to keep the condition number in the range to obtain the
best accuracy. This is referred to as the MQ critically conditioned in literature when the method
produces an accurate approximation but not if the conditioned number was increased. Sarra cov-
ered this subject with great depth in [245]. However in practice, in meshfree methods it is not a
requirement to obtain an optimal convergence rate.
Figure 4.30: Error norm and error bound vs number of nodes (left). Condition number of the
interpolation matrix vs number of nodes (right).
4.3.1.3 Polynomial enrichment
Due to its mathematical form RPIM fails to represent the linear field exactly. The standard RPIM
without polynomial term fails to pass the standard patch test. This is a major drawback in me-
chanical problems where the reproduction of linear fields is a condition for the standard patch test.
Adding polynomial terms in the construction of the RPIM SF helps to solve this problem. Our
test shows that the addition of the linear basis helps to achieve linear reproduction to the machine
accuracy as shown in figure 4.31.
The addition of polynomial terms in the basis improves the overall accuracy slightly as shown on
figure 4.32 for the RPIM-MQ and figure 4.33 for RPIM-EXP.
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Figure 4.31: Exact linear field reproduction with RPIM-MQ over a 121 irregular distribution of
nodes. αc = 3.0, Q = 0.95. Error 4.4× 10−15
Figure 4.32: Error for different h for RPIM-MQ without polynomial term (left) and with polyno-
mial term (right).αc = 3.0, Q = 0.95.
Figure 4.33: Error for different h for RPIM-EXP without polynomial term (left) and with polyno-
mial term (right).Irregular field nodes distribution. αc = 0.03.
Figure 4.34 and 4.35 illustrate that augmenting the basis with linear polynomial does not improve
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the conditioning of the moment matrix.
Figure 4.34: Influence of refinement h on the condition number of the moment matrix for RPIM-
MQ without polynomial term (left) and with polynomial term (right). αc = 3.0, q = 0.95.
Figure 4.35: Influence of refinement h on the condition number of the RPIM matrix for RPIM-EXP
without polynomial term (left) and with polynomial term (right).Irregular field nodes distribution.
αc = 0.03.
Figure 4.36 shows the effect of nodal distribution on the convergence and condition number of the
moment matrix for RPIM-MQ. Fitting errors for the function, its first and second partial derivative
are respectively plotted in blue green and red. Figure 4.37 shows similar results for the RPIM-EXP.
In the case of CSRBF, a similar benefit from adding polynomial terms has also been found. For ex-
ample, Figure 4.38 shows a comparison of the convergence with and without the use of polynomial
terms for the WEN-C6 CSRBF.
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Figure 4.36: Comparison of the fitting error’s convergence of RPIM-MQ for regular (left) and
irregular (right) nodal distribution. αc = 3.0.
Figure 4.37: Comparison of the fitting error’s convergence of RPIM-EXP for regular (left) and
irregular (right) nodal distribution. αc = 0.03.
Figure 4.38: Convergence of fitting error for RPIM-WEN C6 without polynomial term (left) and
with polynomial term (right). irregular distribution of nodes.
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Figure 4.39 demonstrates that adding polynomial term for CSRBF, has a negligible effect on the
conidtioning of the moment matrix.
Figure 4.39: Influence of refinement h on the condition number of the moment matrix for RPIM-
WEN C6 without polynomial term (left) and with polynomial term (right). irregular distribution
of nodes.
Through the different tests, it appears that adding a linear polynomial to the basis for a majority of
problems provides a slightly better accuracy and improved stability for conventional RBF. Similar
results are obtained with other CSRBF.
4.3.2 Fitting accuracy of the MLS interpolant
In order to study and assess the impact of different parameters such as the support domain or
the basis’s size on the MLS’s interpolation quality, we consider a square domain Ω (x, y) ∈
[0, 10] × [0, 10] discretised by a set of regular distribution of field nodes. We first use a 31 × 31
regular distribution of nodes. A set of 10× 10 sampling points is used as interpolation points and
the linear basis (m=3) with the cubic spline is used. In the following tests, we use the same error
norm defined by equation 4.87 and 2D surface function given by equation 4.88.
Figure 4.40 (left) shows the impact of the support domain size αs on the error norm for the function
and its partial derivatives up to the 3rd order.
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Figure 4.40: Impact of the support domain size on MLS error fitting and computational time for
different support domain
Figure 4.40 (right) also highlights the impact of αs on the computational time (blue line). Green
line represents the relation between the size αs and the number of node included in the support
domain.
It appears that compact support with dimensionless parameter αs ∈ [2, 5] offers the best fitting
accuracy while being the least expensive computational-wise. According to the test, the optimal
number of field nodes within a support domain for a linear basis appears to be in the range of
15-40. The condition number of the moment matrix A remains small, independent of the support
domain size. In practice, the increase of the size of the support domain does not improve the
interpolation accuracy. A similar conclusion can made for irregular distribution of nodes as shown
on figure 4.41.
Figure 4.41: Impact of the Support domain size on MLS error fitting for irregular distribution of
node
Figure 4.42 shows the h-convergence assessment of the MLS interpolant for two value of k. For the
case where k = pi/6, the MLS interpolant possesses a logarithm type of convergence. However in
the case where k = 3pi where the surface is much more oscillatory, the convergence for the same
parameter value of αs, does not achieve the logarithmic convergence rate.
A similar fitting accuracy is only obtained at a much higher density of field nodes than for the
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(a) k=pi/6 (b) k=3pi
Figure 4.42: Convergence of error norm for surface interpolation
smoother surface interpolation.
In figures 4.40 - 4.42, the interpolation of the second derivative is less accurate than the first order
derivative and function. This is mainly due to the choice of the basis along with the size of the
support domain. For higer derivative of the basis it produces a rank deficiency in the system 4.31
generates a badly conditioned A matrix.
The effect of different sizes of monomial basis p(x) on the MLS SF is observed on figure 4.43.
As one can see they are smooth for all orders m. It is important to note that increasing the order of
Figure 4.43: 1D MLS shape function for different monomial basis size.
the basis does not provide a smoother fitting as shown on figure 4.44. This characteristic results
from the weight function smoothness, but it improves convergence rate.
However, the augmentation of the basis increases the size of the Moment matrix bringing major
drawbacks. There is a need to include more nodes in the support domain in order to fulfil the
rank condition for the moment matrix, and allow its inversion so as to calculate an accurate SF.
Increasing the order of the MLS basis, and thus the size of the moment matrix, leads to a drastic
increase in the computational cost of the shape function generation. This is highlighted in section
6.1 p.131 through a 2D heat conduction benchmark problem.
The MLS shape function can reproduce any function present in its basis exactly. This feature is
particularly suitable for problems with known singularity such as crack problems where singular
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Figure 4.44: Impact of the size of the basis on MLS error fitting convergence
stress field appears near the tip of the crack [31, 32]. However, enriching the basis with functions
often generates a not so well-conditioned moment matrix A.
4.4 Conclusion
In this chapter we have introduced the concept of meshfree method and reviewed the major tech-
niques used in building meshfree SFs. Robust generation of SFs on a scattered set of nodes is
one of the most challenging aspects of meshfree methods. Through the review of the different
techniques, the building process of MF SFs is revealed to be more much more complicated and
computationally expensive compared to building FEM polynomial SFs using Serendipity element.
A difficulty in manipulating meshfree methods is the choice of parameters to tune the approxima-
tion. In this chapter, we characterised the meshfree MLS and RPIM SFs through the study of their
capibility for surface fitting problems. It allowed us to define sets of parameters that can be used
for practical implementation.
Overall, these SFs work very well for fitting problems. Usually meshfree SFs exhibits higher rate
of convergence compared to the standard FEM or FDM. However special attention needs to be
given to the moment matrix in the building process. This matrix can become badly conditioned
when parameters are not optimally defined, or when non-optimal coverage is used to build the
interpolation. This results in the need for special treatment to solve the linear system or for the
inversion of the matrix. Ultimately it will have a negative impact on the computational cost asso-
ciated with the building of those functions for practical implementation. Nonetheless, MLS and
RPIM SFs are stable and have been chosen as staple methods for our application.
Meshfree methods can be either implemented using weak formulation such as the one use in FEM
or collocation methods. In the next chapter we introduce the weak formulation based methods and
review their implementation procedure.
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Chapter 5 Meshfree methods based on weak formulation
Following the introduction and review of meshless methods to build shape functions, this chapter
focuses on the implementation of the weak formulation based methods and the review of critical
aspects of the procedures. This chapter also seeks to characterise the behaviour of MLS and
RPIM meshfree interpolants using benchmark problems. The goal is to assess the key features
that produce optimum results in terms of accuracy and computational cost for their future use in
practical problems.
5.1 Meshfree based on global weak form
In 1968, Shepard [259] presented a meshless interpolation for irregularly spaced data points. After
the introduction of the MLS method by Lancaster and Salkauskas in 1981 [146], Nayroles et.
al. [201], employed a local form of this approximation for the numerical solution of some PDE’s.
Their method named Diffuse Element Method (DEM) uses a truncated form for derivatives of the
shape function. In 1994 Belytschko et. al. [280] generalized the DEM and introduced the element
free Galerkin (EFG) method. Kansa was the first to use the radial function (RBF) as an interpolant
within a collocation type formulation [132,133] followed by Schaback [246] and Wendland [295]
who introduced the RBF in the same formulation as the EFG. The flowchart 5.1 p.94 describes the
global EFG procedure.
5.1.1 Element Free Galerkin method (EFG)
To illustrate the EFG method we consider the two-dimensional strong form (in matrix form) of the
elasto-static problem over the domain Ω along with its boundary Γ.
LTσ + b = 0 in Ω (5.1)
σn = t¯ on Γt (5.2)
u = u¯ on Γu (5.3)
With u being the displacement vector uT = {u, v} and L the 2D matrix of differential operator
L =

∂
∂x 0
0 ∂∂y
∂
∂y
∂
∂x
 (5.4)
σT is the stress vector {σxxσyyσxy}, bT = {bx, by} the body force vector. t¯ and u¯ are the
prescribed traction and prescribed displacement respectively. n is the unit outward normal to
Γ ≡ Γt ∪ Γu such that Γt ∩ Γu = 0. Using the constitutive equations, we can express the stress-
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Figure 5.1: EFG flowchart
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strain relationship
σ = D (5.5)
with the σ = {σxxσyyτxy} being the stress vector components and  = {xxyyxy} the strain
vector components. D is the matrix of material elastic constants which is derived from empirical
and experimental measurements. In the case of a plane stress problem such as the linear 2D elastic
beam problem, we have
D =
E
1− ν2
1 ν 0ν 1 0
0 0 1−ν2
 (5.6)
Now using the strain-displacement relationship given by
 = Lu (5.7)
We have
σ = DLu (5.8)
The first step involves taking the weak formulation using either the Lagrangian principle of least
action [55, 59, 91, 95, 269], variational principle, the energy principle [95] or the weight residual
method (WRM) (see appendix A p. 204) to obtain the Galerkin weak formulation. Using the
minimum total potential energy principle (see section B.2) and equation 5.8, the following standard
weak formulation is derived∫
Ω
(Lδu)T (DLu)dΩ−
∫
Ω
δuT bdΩ−
∫
Γt
δuT t¯dΓ = 0 (5.9)
From this point onwards, the major difference between FEM and EFG occurs. The problem do-
main is discretised using a set of field nodes in order to approximate the field variable, in this
case the displacement, using any meshfree SF presented in section 4.2. Using MF SFs gives the
following approximation for the displacement at any point of interest xI
uh(xI) =
{
u
v
}
=
[
φ1 0 φ2 0 · · · φn 0
0 φ1 0 φ2 · · · 0 φn
]

u1
v1
u2
v2
...
un
vn

=
n∑
i=1
[
φi 0
0 φi
]{
ui
vi
}
= Φu
(5.10)
n corresponds to the number of nodes with the support domain of a point of interest xI . Φ is the
vector containing the shape function associated with each fields nodes. u is the vector collecting
the nodal displacement for the field node included in the support domains of the point of interest
xI . The field nodes, used to build the discretised system of equation, are uniquely numbered from
1 to N. This is important for the assembly procedure of local nodal matrix into the global system
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matrix. The variation of the displacement field can be written
δuh(xI) =
n∑
i=1
Φiδui = Φδu (5.11)
Using the strain-displacement relation
 = Luh =
n∑
i=1
Φiui = LΦu = Bu (5.12)
B is the strain matrix for 2D problem at the node xI and is defined
B =

∂φ1
∂x 0 · · · ∂φn∂x 0
0 ∂φ1∂x 0 · · · ∂φn∂y
∂φ1
∂y
∂φ1
∂x · · · ∂φn∂y ∂φn∂x
 (5.13)
Thus
Lδuh(xI) = LΦδu = L
n∑
i=1
Φiδui = Bδu (5.14)
For 2D elastic solids, using the Hooke’s law or constitutive equation, we can express the stress
vector
σ = D = DBu =
n∑
i=1
DBiui (5.15)
Using equation 5.15 and 5.12 we can express the stress vector
σ = DLuh = DLΦuh = DBu (5.16)
Substituting equation 5.16 and equation 5.14 into equation5.9∫
Ω
n∑
i=1
(Biδui)
T
n∑
j=1
DBjujdΩ−
∫
Ω
(
n∑
i=1
Φiδui)
T bdΩ =
∫
Γt
(
n∑
i=1
Φiδui)
T t¯dΓ (5.17)
∫
Ω
n∑
i=1
n∑
j=1
δuTi (B
T
i DBj)ujdΩ−
∫
Ω
(
n∑
i=1
Φiδui)
T bdΩ =
∫
Γt
(
n∑
i=1
Φiδui)
T t¯dΓ (5.18)
Moving from local node numbering (i,j) in the support domain to a global numbering system (I,J)
through the whole domain Ω allows us to move the integral within the summation.
N∑
I=1
N∑
J=1
δuTI
∫
Ω
(BTI DBJ)dΩuJ −
N∑
I=1
δuTI
∫
Ω
ΦTI bdΩ =
N∑
I=1
δuTI
∫
Γt
ΦTI t¯dΓ (5.19)
From equation 5.19, we can observe the assembly process resulting from the form of the equation.
The first term of the LHS can be written
N∑
I=1
N∑
J=1
δuTI
∫
Ω
(BTI DBJ)dΩuJ =
N∑
I=1
N∑
J=1
δuTI KIJdΩuJ = δU
TKU (5.20)
where KIJ is the nodal stiffness matrix. Here we can see the similarity in the FEM assembly
process. The size of the stiffness matrix is kN × kN . k is the degree of freedom. Similarly, the
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second term of the LHS can be written
N∑
I=1
δuTI
∫
Ω
ΦTI bdΩ =
N∑
I=1
δuTI F
b
I = δU
TF b (5.21)
Where F bI is the nodal body force vector. For the RHS term we have
N∑
I=1
δuTI
∫
Γt
ΦTI t¯dΓ =
N∑
I=1
δuTI F
t
IdΓ = δU
TF t (5.22)
With F tI the nodal traction force vector. This weak formulation is defined over the whole domain
Ω. In order to evaluate the integral in equation 5.9, Belytschko [280] relied first on a background
of non-overlapping cells. This topic is extensively studied in literature and constitutes an active
area of research with focus areas such as stabilization procedures. Similarly a set of curves is used
to evaluate the natural boundary integral equations. Using a Gauss quadrature scheme over the
background cell for support allows us to rewrite the nodal stiffness matrix in equation5.20
KIJ =
∫
Ω
(BTI DBJ)dΩ =
nc∑
k=1
ng∑
l=1
wlB
T
I (xql)DBJ(xql) |Jlk| (5.23)
ng is the total number of Gauss points used in one cell. nc is the total number of cells. The nodal
stiffness matrix is evaluated at each quadrature point xql for each cell of the background grid. |Jlk|
is the Jacobian matrix for the area integration of the cell k. wl corresponds to the weight associated
with the Gauss point xql. Similarly for the nodal vector components we can write the nodal body
force vector
F bI =
nc∑
k=1
ng∑
l=1
wlδ(xql)b |Jlk| (5.24)
For the nodal traction, the integral is carried over the Gauss curves
F tI =
∫
Γt
ΦTI t¯dΓ =
nct∑
m=1
ngt∑
l=1
wlΦ
T
I (xql)t¯(xql)
∣∣JΓlm∣∣ (5.25)
∣∣JΓlm∣∣ is the curve Jacobian. nct is the number of sub-curve boundary used to discretised the
boundary domainΓ. ngt is number to Gauss point for the integration curvewl the weight associated
with the quadrature point xql. Substituting equations 5.20 , 5.21 and 5.22 into 5.19, gives
δUTKU − δUTF b − δUTF t = 0 (5.26)
thus
δUT (KU − F b − F t) = 0 (5.27)
Now δU being admissible but arbitrary, equation 5.27 holds for any value. Thus we obtain the
final system of linear equations
KU = F with F = F b + F t (5.28)
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F is the global force vector like in the FEM final system of equation. After enforcing the essential
boundary conditions, solving the system 5.28 will give the nodal displacements.
When the MLS is used as approximant in equation 5.19, due to the lack of the delta property, the
essential boundaries condition cannot be applied by a direct method. In its original formulation
Belytschko used Lagrange multipliers [280] but other methods can be employed to enforce these
essential boundaries conditions (see section 5.1.3). In the case of RPIM, direct methods can be
used.
The difference with FEM lies in the nodal construction. In FEM, SFs are built over the mesh
element and all the Gauss points in one element share the same SF and element nodes to build the
approximation. In EFG each quadrature point xql possesses its own support domain on which it
builds the shape function. Thus the matrix B varies from one quadrature point to another.
The assembly process is based on the support domain of the quadrature point. Simply when the
nodes I and J are not in the support domain of the quadrature point, the nodal contribution vanishes.
The compactness of the weight function and the support domain ensure that only local points are
used in the building of the nodal matrix. These features are important because they will produce
sparse global stiffness matrix K. In equation 5.20, the matrix D given by equation 5.6 is symmetric.
Thus the nodal stiffness matrix KIJ and global K will also be symmetric. Finally depending on
the field node numbering, the matrix can also be banded.
5.1.2 Compatibility
When using the global weak formulation such as the energy principle to derive the weak formula-
tion of the problem, the approximated field function has to be continuous over the whole problem
domain Ω. This is referred as the compatibility criterion. Meshfree methods based on a global
weak formulation require a set of background cells for the numerical integration. Because global
weak formulation requires the system equation in the global integral form to be satisfied over the
entire problem domain Ω, incompatibility through the domain appears in between two support
domains when non compatible shape functions are used. Gaps or overlaps of the support domain
can affect the system energy and break the balance of energy principle.
Compatibility can be imposed directly through a constrained Galerkin weak form on the incom-
patible interface. For instance, for a 2D elastic problem, we consider the curve Γc on which
incompatibility exists. As described in [162] the compatibility condition on Γc can be enforced
using the following constrained weak form∫
Ω
(Lδu)T (DLu)dΩ−
∫
Ω
δuT bdΩ−
∫
Γt
δuT t¯dΓ +
∫
Γc
δ(u+ − u−)α(u+ − u−)dΓ (5.29)
α is a matrix of penalty factors and u+ and u− are the displacements on the two sides of the in-
compatible interface Γc. For instance in the case where RPIM is used to build SF, the interpolation
is not always compatible over the global domainΩ. The regular global weak form based MF using
RPIM SF is often referred to as non-conforming RPIM (NCRPIM) whereas the conforming RPIM
using the constrained weak form is termed CRPIM. CRPIM is more accurate than NCRPIM and
works fine for many applications, but is computationally more expensive. However, similarly as
in FEM with incompatible SFs the solutions can still converge and in some cases, even faster than
with compatible shape functions.
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5.1.3 Boundaries conditions
In the global weak form based meshfree methods, the implementation of Dirichlet boundary con-
ditions is a main concern because not all the methods used to create the SF provides the Kronecker
delta property. Therefore, imposing boundary conditions is not as straightforward as in FEM with
the direct imposition method. A lot of research has been carried out to overcome this drawback.
There is class of techniques:
• Methods based on modification of the weak formulation, such as the Lagrange multiplier
method [30], the penalty method [306] and Nitsche’s method [14, 103].
• Methods using direct modification of the SFs [97, 123, 141, 223].
Methods using a modified weak formulation allow the use of trial functions that do not vanish at
the essential boundary. The Lagrange multiplier method is one of the most widely used because
of its straightforward implementation with all kinds of problems. This method introduces a new
unknown function, the Lagrange multiplier. The interpolation space for the Lagrange multiplier
must be carefully selected. It has to be rich enough in order to obtain an acceptable solution, but
the resulting system of equations will turn out to be singular if the number of degrees of freedom
for the discretisation is too large [109].
On the other hand, the penalty method and Nitsche’s method require only the choice of one scalar
parameter. In the penalty method, large values of the parameter must be used in order to impose
the essential boundary condition properly. In practice, it can lead to ill-conditioned systems of
equations, reducing the applicability of this method. On the contrary, Nitsche’s method does not
suffer ill-conditioning. However, the implementation of Nitsche’s method is not as simple as for
the Lagrange multiplier method or the penalty method, in the sense that the modification of the
weak form is different for each different problem.
Methods based on the modification of the shape functions have also been studied. Chen developed
a transformation method that expresses the meshfree unknowns as a linear combination of nodal
unknowns [56]. This method allows the definition of shape functions that verify the delta prop-
erty. For RPKM, Gosz [97] introduced an extension of the dilation parameter at each particle and
then the meshfree shape functions is forced to verify the Kronecker delta property at the boundary.
D’Alembert principle has also been used for meshfree methods [90] for the imposition of all kind
of linear constraints. Orthogonality of the constraint matrix is assumed in order to express the
unknowns as a linear combination of a set of generalized unknowns. Essential boundary condi-
tions are directly imposed on these generalized unknowns. Transformation methods are usually
employed in transient, or evolution problems.
Another solution is to modify the meshfree shape functions to couple with a finite element interpo-
lation near the essential boundaries to directly impose prescribed values [123, 124, 141, 223, 289].
The coupling must be consistent with the local approximation orders of the local spaces. Oth-
erwise it impacts the approximation quality of the overall method. Belytschko [223] proposed a
coupled interpolation where both finite elements and particles have an influence. It requires the
substitution of finite element nodes by particles and the definition of ramp functions. There is a
transition region of the size of one finite element and the interpolation is linear. Huerta presented
a unified and general formulation for a continuous blending [123].
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Wagner [289] also proposed the bridging scale method to mix a meshfree approximation with
any other interpolation space near the essential boundary. However the meshfree shape functions
vanish at the boundary nodes but not at the whole essential boundary. The rate of convergence is
decreased because the test functions do not cancel along the Dirichlet boundary. A modified weak
form must be used to impose the boundary condition correctly. A detailed comparison between
the continuous blending method and the bridging scale method can be found in [124].
Coupling meshfree method with a mesh-based method removes the meshfree character of the
original method just for the sake of the implementation of Dirichlet boundary conditions which
results in a loss of generality and freedom of the overall method.
5.1.3.1 Lagrange multipliers
The Lagrange multiplier method is a general approach towards the solution of constrained min-
imisation problems which is also used in the FEM [13] and wavelet [142] context to implement
essential boundary conditions. The choice of the multipliers space for optimal converge is ad-
dressed in [219, 220].
In Lagrange multipliers methods the following essential boundary condition 5.3 functional is
added to the Lagrangian 5.9 ∫
Γu
λT (u− u¯)dΓ (5.30)
The functional related to the essential boundary is then
δ
∫
Γu
λT (u− u¯)dΓ =
∫
Γu
δλT (u− u¯)dΓ +
∫
Γu
λT δudΓ (5.31)
Thus the weak formulation 5.9 incorporating the essential boundary conditions through lagrange
multipliers is given by∫
Ω
(Lδu)T (DLu)dΩ−
∫
Ω
δuT bdΩ−
∫
Γt
δuT t¯dΓ−
∫
Γu
δλT (u−u¯)dΓ−
∫
Γu
λT δudΓ = 0 (5.32)
In order to impose the (u− u¯) = 0, lagrange multipliers λ are interpolated using their nodal values
λh =
nλ∑
i=1
[
Li 0
0 Li
]{
λui
λvi
}
=
nλ∑
i=1
Liλi = L(s)λ (5.33)
Li is the shape function for the ith node of the essential boundary. nλ is the number of nodes used
for the interpolation. The term s defines the arc length along the essential boundary Γu. λ is the
vector containing the nodal Lagrange multipliers for each field nodes on the boundary. The Li
are the conventional Lagrange SFs used for Lagrangian element in FEM. Lagrange interpolant of
order n is given as
Lni (s) =
(s− s0)(s− s1) · · · (s− si−1)(s− si+1) · · · (s− sn)
(si − s0)(si − s1) · · · (si − si−1)(si − si+1) · · · (si − sn) (5.34)
In our case we use the linear first order Lagrange interpolant. Thus for the two verticess0 and s1
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of a segment sub-boundary ofΓu we have
L0(s) =
(s− s1)
(s0 − s1) ; L1(s) =
(s− s0)
(s1 − s0) (5.35)
Using equation5.33 and the fact that δλh = Lδλ, we can substitute into equation 5.31 to obtain
the first term of the RHS
∫
Γu
δλT (u− u¯)dΓ =
∫
Γu
δ
(nλt∑
I=1
LIλI
)T n∑
J=1
ΦJuJdΓ−
∫
Γu
δ
(nλt∑
I=1
LIλI
)T
u¯dΓ (5.36)
nΛt is the total number of nodes on the Γu. Permuting summation and integral gives∫
Γu
δλT (u− u¯)dΓ =
nλt∑
I=1
n∑
J=1
δλTI
∫
Γu
LIΦJdΓuJ −
nλt∑
I=1
δλTI
∫
Γu
LTI u¯dΓ (5.37)
We write in matrix form
GTIJ = −
∫
Γu
LIΦJdΓ; QI = −
∫
Γu
LTI u¯dΓ (5.38)
Thus we obtain the system ∫
Γu
δλT (u− u¯)dΓ = −δΛGTU +Q (5.39)
Λ is the vector for the nodal Lagrange multipliers of each field nodes on Γu. Similarly, the second
term of the RHS of equation 5.31 gives
∫
Γu
λT δudΓ =
∫
Γu
δuTλdΓ =
∫
Γu
(
n∑
I=1
ΦIδuI
)T nλt∑
J=1
LJλJdΓ (5.40)
Once again using linearity and permuting the integration and the sum gives
∫
Γu
δuTλdΓ =
n∑
I=1
nλt∑
J=1
δuTI
∫
Γu
ΦTI LJdΓλJ =
nλt∑
I=1
n∑
J=1
δuTI [−GIJ ]λJ = −δUTGΛ (5.41)
Integration of the nodal matrix 5.39 is performed using Gauss quadrature. Substituting 5.39 and
5.41 into 5.32 gives
δUT [KU − F +GΛ] + δΛT [GTU +Q]) = 0 (5.42)
Because equation 5.42 holds for any δΛT and δU we obtain the following system of equation[
K G
GT 0
]{
U
Λ
}
=
{
F
Q
}
(5.43)
The final system of linear equation is augmented. Depending on the number of nodes along the
boundary Γu, the number of added Λ variables in the linear system can influence the overall com-
putational cost. The final system matrix in 5.43 is non positive definite and not banded. However
the matrix is still symmetric.
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5.1.3.2 Penalty method
The penalty method introduces an additional surface term in the variational formulation to enforce
the boundary conditions. This penalty term may change the properties of the functional. It only
requires multiplication of the stiffness matrix term by the penalty factor and the modification of
the corresponding force vector term. This results in a minimal cost on a computational level.
An important feature with the penalty method is that it conserves the dimension, symmetry and
positive definite properties of the system stiffness matrix.
One major issue is to determine the optimum penalty coefficient. Based on practice for both FEM
and EFG, the penalty coefficient α can be defined as
α = 103 − 1010 × (Kii)max (5.44)
With Kiimax being the maximum diagonal element of the global stiffness matrix. The penalty
or perturbation approaches are very general concepts for the implementation of constraints in a
variational problem. The penalty method only ensures the essential boundaries conditions approx-
imately and decreases the rate of convergence. This will impact the overall approximation quality
of the meshfree method due to an inappropriate treatment of boundary conditions. The effect is
usually minor and hard to estimate.
5.1.4 Integration techniques
A very sensitive process in weak-formulation based meshfree methods is the integration proce-
dure. In Galerkin formulation, the PDE’s are transformed into a set of algebraic linear equations
where continuous integrals need to be approximated by a numerical quadrature. As already men-
tioned, the computational efficiency of Galerkin methods is strongly related to the accuracy of the
Integration scheme employed [7, 26, 29, 159]. Different approaches have been developed for the
integration of the weak formulation of PDE’s equation in meshfree methods.
5.1.4.1 Cell quadrature
This method requires a regular background mesh to perform the regular Gauss quadrature. This
is the technique originally used in EFG method. A study of this method of integration was can
be found in [74, 102]. The integration is operated in a similar way as it is done with the FEM
technique over the elements. There are two major issues with this technique:
• The local support domain used to select the nodes participating in the construction of the
shape functions usually does not align with the integrations domains [74]. This is not a
problem with the standard FEM as the integration is led over the element which is also used
to build the polynomial shape functions.
• Techniques such as the Gauss quadrature are methods suited to integrate polynomial func-
tions such as shapes functions used in FEM exactly. However MF SFs are complex and
rational non polynomial function, which results in errors in accuracy and convergence when
using the regular Gauss quadrature.
These two shortcomings of the Galerkin-weak-formulation meshfree methods lead to the require-
ment of more quadrature points than is required with the standard FEM. Hence, for meshfree
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methods the procedure is computationally more expensive than in FEM.
5.1.4.2 Stress point integration method
This method was originally developed by Dyka [77] to stabilize the original SPH method and
correct tensile instability. The technique uses additional slave particles called stress points added
between the original particles which serve as additional quadrature points. The method shows
good convergence for uniform nodes distribution but has problems for non-uniform nodes. Ran-
dles and Libersky [230] extended the method and only used the stress points as quadrature points.
Unfortunately, it has been reported that the stress points technique does not solve tensile insta-
bility problems [74]. In many cases they restore the positive definiteness of the linear equations
and eliminate the instabilities due to rank deficiency. Rabczuk [228] presented a new form of
stress-point integration for multi-dimensions that employs both the particles and stress points as
quadrature points. This technique is reported to provide better stability properties compared to the
original nodal integration technique. Fries and Belytschko studied the convergence of the nodal
integration [86] based on stress point integration and showed that for regular nodal distribution,
the rate of convergence is good. However, for non-uniform nodal arrangements, stress-point inte-
gration is associated with a mild instability which can result in poor convergence.
Stabilization schemes based on least-square (LSS) [26, 86] and Taylor series expansion (TEBS)
[164] and the finite increment gradient (FIG) stabilization [41] have been developed to restore
good rate of convergence. Results show that LSS and TEBS have successfully improved the
convergence and stability properties of stress-point integration where the FIG fails to. Moreover,
the superiority of stabilized stress-point integrations over the stabilized nodal integrations has been
demonstrated.
5.1.4.3 Nodal integration
The Nodal integration scheme evaluates the integrals of the weak form only at the nodes. This
method is attractive due to the relatively high computational efficiency and the absence of a back-
ground cell structure or background mesh for the Gauss quadrature. The quadrature is directly
expressed ∫
Ω
u(x)dΩ =
N∑
i=1
u(xi)∆Ωi (5.45)
With N being the number of particles in the particle of interest support.
This integration method introduces stability problems that are also encountered in collocation
methods and particle methods such as SPH. The under-integration of the weak form introduces
spurious singular modes. Beissel [26] developed the stabilized nodal integration method by adding
the residual of the equilibrium equation to the energy function used by the EFG. This quadrature
method is the fastest but results in some instabilities when integrating high order differential equa-
tions (k>2) [27].
5.1.4.4 Stabilized conforming nodal integration(SNCI)
The stabilized conforming nodal integration (SNCI) have been developed by Chen et al. to solve
the instability problem [11, 57, 58, 226, 228, 275] and improve gradient continuity. This technique
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is based on a strain smoothing procedure over cell surrounding the nodes. The strain smoothing
or gradient smoothing is written
∇˜uhi =
1
Ak
∫
Ωk
∇uhi dΩ (5.46)
With Ak being the area of smoothing domain for node k. Ωk is a nodal representative domain and
∇˜ is the smoothed gradient operator. Different strategies can be used to build the nodal smoothing
domain Ωk
• The first approach is to use Voronoi diagram cells. The Voronoi diagram is the dual graph of
the Delaunay triangulation. The circumcenter of each triangle of a Delaunay triangulation
constitutes the vertex of the dual Voronoi diagram.
• In the second approach, the smoothing domain is built by first constructing a background
of 3-node triangles. This can be generated by a lot of CAD tools or mesh generator for
FEM [261]. Then the smoothing domain for each node is built by connecting the centroids
of the triangles and the middle points at the three edges of the triangle.
Figure 5.2 shows a comparison of the two types of smoothing cell Ωk obtained for the same node
xk.
Figure 5.2: Smooth integration nodal domain(red) built by: a. Voronoi diagram; b. Triangle
centroid method
5.2 Meshfree based on local weak form
The meshless local Petrov-Galerkin (MLPG) developed by Alturi [2–7] uses a local weak formu-
lation of the governing PDE, defined on overlapping local support domains (figure 5.3). It uses the
Petrov-Galerkin formulation with the weight function defined over support domain can be chosen
differently from the SFs. The integration is carried out over local quadrature domain which has
to be predefined for each node. Simple shape as rectangular and circle domains are usually used
for 2D problems, and sphere or parallepiped shapes are used in the case of 3D problems. The
local domain and quadrature domain can coincide but this not a criteria for accuracy. The general
flowchart for the MLPG procedure is given in figure 5.4.
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Figure 5.3: Problem domain represented by the MLPG
5.2.1 MLPG Formulation
We consider the strong formulation of the previous elastic beam problem in tensor notation
σij,j + bi = 0 (5.47)
ui = u¯i on Γu (5.48)
σijnj = t¯i on Γt (5.49)
Taking the local weak formulation using the weight residual method gives∫
Ωq
WI(σij,j + bi)dΩ = 0 (5.50)
WI is the weight function expressed or centered at the node xI . Applying the formulation for
each node gives rise to the system of equations. When the local residual formulation is used, the
compatibility of the SFs over the whole domain is not compulsory. The requirement is reduced to
the field function. As long as it isC1 ∀xI ∈ Ωq, the SF ∈ H1. In a sense only "local compatibility"
is required to ensure the existence of the solution.
Using integration by parts on equation 5.50 gives∫
Ωq
WIσij,jdΩ =
∫
Γq
WInjσijdΓ−
∫
Ωq
WI,jσijdΩ (5.51)
Where nj being the jth component of the vector of the unit outward normal to the boundary Γ.
Substituting equation 5.51 into equation 5.50 gives the following local weak-formulation∫
Γq
WIσijnjdΓ−
∫
Ωq
WI,jσijdΩ +
∫
Ωq
WIbidΩ = 0 (5.52)
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Figure 5.4: General flowchart of the MLPG method
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The local quadrature domain Γq = Γqu ∪ Γqt ∪ Γqi. Γqi is the internal boundary of the quadrature
domain that does not intersect with the boundary domain Γ. Γqu and Γqt represents the essential
and natural boundary that intersects with the quadrature domain respectively. Thus, the equation
5.52 can be developed∫
Γqi
WIσijnjdΓ +
∫
Γqu
WIσijnjdΓ+∫
Γqt
WIσijnjdΓ−
∫
Ωq
WI,jσijdΩ +
∫
Ωq
WIbidΩ = 0 (5.53)
In the case where the local quadrature domain is fully within the interior domain Ω, we have∫
Γqi
WIσijnjdΓ−
∫
Ωq
WI,jσijdΩ +
∫
Ωq
WIbidΩ = 0 (5.54)
Because the Petrov-Galerkin method is used, the weight and trial functions can be chosen to be
different. Selecting for WI to vanish on Γqi helps to simplify the formulation of equation 5.53.∫
Γqu
WIσijnjdΓ +
∫
Γqt
WIσijnjdΓ−
∫
Ωq
WI,jσijdΩ +
∫
Ωq
WIbidΩ = 0 (5.55)
and for equation 5.54
−
∫
Ωq
WI,jσijdΩ +
∫
Ωq
WIbidΩ = 0 (5.56)
Using the stress-traction on the boundary relation and the traction boundary condition (equation
5.49) on Γqt gives for equation 5.53∫
Γqi
WItidΓ +
∫
Γqu
WItidΓ
∫
Γqt
WI t¯idΓ−
∫
Ωq
WI,jσijdΩ +
∫
Ωq
WIbidΩ = 0 (5.57)
The MLPG satisfies the problem equation at the node xI in an integral sense over local quadrature
domain. The size of the local quadrature domain determines to some extent, the smoothing of the
numerical approximation.
In order to build the discretised system of equations, the domain Ω is represented by a constellation
of nodes. Using MF SFs for the displacement field, the approximate displacement uh(x) is given
by equation 5.10. The local matrix of the weight functions WI is given by
WI = W (x, xI) =
[
W (x, xI) 0
0 W (x, xI)
]
(5.58)
and WI,j the matrix collecting the derivatives of the weight functions
WI,j = W,j(x, xI) =
W,x(x, xI) 00 W,y(x, xI)
W,y(x, xI) W,x(x, xI)
 (5.59)
The traction vector is
t =
{
tx
ty
}
=
[
nx 0 ny
0 ny nx
]{
σxx
σyy
}
= n(2×3)D(3×3)B(3×2n)u(2n×1) (5.60)
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n is the vector of the unit outward normal on the boundary. Using the strain-displacement relation
and the constitutive equation and replacing this in equation 5.57 gives∫
Ωq
W TI,jDBudΩ−
∫
Γqi
W TI nDBudΓ−
∫
Γqu
W TI nDBudΓ =
∫
Γqt
W TI t¯dΓ +
∫
Ωq
W TI bdΩ
(5.61)
This leads to the typical matrix form of equation
(KI)2×2n(u)2n×1 = (fI)2×1 (5.62)
KI is called the nodal stiffness matrix for the Ith given by
KI =
∫
Ωq
W TI,jDBdΩ−
∫
Γqi
W TI nDBdΓ−
∫
Γqu
W TI nDBdΓ (5.63)
fI is the nodal force vector collecting the contributions from body forces and traction on the
boundary (natural boundary condition).
fI =
∫
Γqt
W TI t¯dΓ +
∫
Ωq
W TI bdΩ (5.64)
In the case of a fully interior quadrature domain, equation 5.54, we have the simpler form
KI =
∫
Ωq
W TI,jDBdΩ−
∫
Γqu
W TI nDBdΓ (5.65)
fI =
∫
Ωq
W TI bdΩ (5.66)
At this stage, Gauss integration can be used to obtain the discretised system of equations for the
integrals
KI =
ng∑
k=1
wkW
T
I,j(xgk)DB(xgk)
∣∣JDq ∣∣−
ngt∑
k=1
wkW
T
I (xgk)nDB(xgk)
∣∣JBqi ∣∣− ngt∑
k=1
wkW
T
I (xgk)nDB(xgk)
∣∣JBqu∣∣ (5.67)
The force vector becomes
fI =
ngt∑
k=1
wkW
T
I (xgk)t¯
∣∣JBqt ∣∣+ ng∑
k=1
wkW
T
I (xgk)b
∣∣JDq ∣∣ (5.68)
ng is the total number of Gauss points within the quadrature domain and ngt the number of Gauss
points used for the curve integral of boundary domain. wk is the Gauss weight for the Gauss point
xgk. We apply the equation 5.62 for each node of the domain Ω leading to 2N independent linear
equations. Then, using the global numbering system, one can finally assemble these equations to
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obtain the global system of equations.

K11 K11 · · · K(1)(2N−1) K(1)(2N)
...
...
. . .
...
...
K(2I−1)(1) K(2I−1)(2) · · · K(2I−1)(2N−1) K(2I−1)(2N)
K(2I)(1) K(2I)(2) · · · K(2I)(2N−1) K(2I)(2N)
...
...
. . .
...
...
K(2N)(1) K(2N)(2) · · · K(2N)(2N−1) K(2N)(2N)


u1
v1
...
uI
vI
...
uN
vN

=

f1x
f1y
...
fIx
fIy
...
fNx
fNy

(5.69)
For a 2D problem, this leads to a 2N × 2N matrix system and a 2N × 1 right hand vector. The
assembling process of MLPG, similar to the process used in FDM, is different from the FEM and
the global weak form based meshfree methods. Here the nodal matrix is stacked together row-by-
row (for each point of interest) in order to build the global matrix. To perform the integration over
local quadrature domain Ωq for a considered point of interest xI , we need to build a quadrature
domain Ωq. Then for each quadrature point xq within this quadrature domain, the meshfree shape
functions are built to obtain the integrand in equation 5.61. Thus Meshfree local weak form is
slightly more complicated in the management of local domains. For a field node xi, we have the
following different domains as shown in figure 5.3:
• The local quadrature domain Ωq of size rq.
• The local domain for support of the weight function Ωw of size rw.
• The local support domain Ωs for xq of size rs.
An important condition is that rq<rw. However, as already mentioned in the case where the chosen
weight function vanishes on the boundary γqi, this leads to the simplified local weak form 5.55.
One can chose rq = rw to simplify the local weak form. For a point of interest xI , a simple way
to define the size of the local quadrature domain rq or the support domain rs is
rq = αqdcI and rs = αsdcI (5.70)
dcI is taken as the nodal spacing average near the point of interest xI . The coefficient αs and αq
are dimensionless parameter which allows us to control the local subdomain size. Rectangular
domains are simpler and easier to use. The dimension of quadrature domain is determined
rqx = αqxdcx and rqy = αqydcy (5.71)
αqx and αqy are dimensionless sizes of the quadrature domain respectively in the x- and y- direc-
tions. dcx and dcy are the nodal spacing in each direction.
5.2.2 System stiffness matrix properties
Because MLPG uses compact support domain for W, the System matrix is sparse. With a proper
system of numbering for the field nodes, it can produce a banded K matrix (equation 5.63). The
matrix K is also asymmetric. The Petrov-Galerkin formulation is based on the choice of different
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test and weight functions. On top of this, different local domains can be of different sizes. Local
quadrature domain Ωq and Ωs can be different as well from one node to another. Thus for 2
different nodes of interest the local domain in equation 5.63 will be different∫
Ω
(k)
q
WTk,jDBldΩ 6=
∫
Ω
(l)
q
WTl,jDBkdΩ (5.72)
Ω
(k)
q and ω
(l)
q are local quadrature domains for kth and lth nodes respectively. Wk,j and Wl,j
are the matrices of the derivative of the weight functions for kth and lth nodes. Finally Bl and
Bk are the strain matrix at each node. In equation 5.63 the boundary integration members are
also asymmetric. For the same reason as before, the local subdomains for different nodes can
vary, leading to an unsymmetrical boundary matrix. Thus in MLPG the stiffness system matrix is
generally asymmetric, banded and sparse which increases the computational cost compared to the
EFG method.
5.2.3 Weight function
In meshfree based on local weak formulation with the Petrov-Galerkin method, the weight func-
tion is chosen differently from the trial function. In fact, such meshfree method is no more than
a local weight residual method and the weight function does play an important part in the perfor-
mance of the method. Functions decreasing in magnitude when the distance from the center of
the support domain increases give better results [5,7]. In theory any function may be used, but for
practical considerations, functions depending only on the distance ‖xI ;x‖ are preferred. Func-
tions, which vanish on the Γqi, simplify the formulation. Atluri [4] originally used spline function
in the original MLPG formulation such the as the W1 (cubic) or the 4th order spline (W2). They
have been proven to be the best trade-off in terms of simplicity and accuracy. For the quartic
spline, the function vanishes if rq = rw and for W1 r = rq.
5.2.4 Boundary conditions
Local weak form based meshfree methods such as the MLPG are assembled node by node. For
each node, there are nf rows in the global stiffness matrix as shown in (equation 5.69 and the
global force vector. Due to the nature of the MLPG system equation similar to the FDM, the direct
interpolation method [7, 196] can be used to enforce the essential boundary conditions. For the
Ith node on the boundary with prescribed displacement(see equation5.48), we have the following
two linear equations {
uhI = φ1u1 + φ2u2 + · · ·+ φnun = u¯I
vhI = φ1v1 + φ2v2 + · · ·+ φnvn = v¯I
(5.73)
Following the MLPG assembly process described in section 5.2.1, and replacing the equations
for all the essential boundary node xI , we obtain the final modified global system of equations
K2N×1U2N×1 = F2N×1.
5.2.5 Efficiency of local weak forms based meshfree methods
The main advantage of local weak form based meshfree methods is the absence of a background
mesh for the integration. This confers a true meshless nature to the method. For the same num-
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ber of DOF, MLPG is computationally more expensive than FEM and global weak form based
methods. The increase in the computational cost is mainly due to the following reasons
• The process in building meshfree shape function is more costly than the one for FEM for a
relative small benefit in term of overall accuracy.
• The numerical integration in MLPG is more complicated due to:
– Local quadrature domains intersecting with global boundary domain with natural or
essential boundary conditions need to be mapped to standard Gauss domain in order
applied numerical quadrature. The intersected portions of surfaces or curves need to
be determined in order to compute the boundary integral in equation 5.61.
– The overlapping of quadrature domains needs to be optimised in order to reduces the
computational charge.
• Solving the asymmetric global stiffness system matrix is computationally more expensive
that the one produced in EFG.
5.3 Support and influence domain
The support domain or influence domain plays an important role in meshfree methods. The sup-
port domain for a field point of interest xq = (x, y, z) is defined as the domain centered around
this point where all the nodesxi information located within this domain are used to compute the
information at xq.
On the other hand, the influence domain is a domain centered at a node which defines the area
(points within the domain) upon which it has an influence.
Figure 5.5: Examples of different type of support and influence domain
The influence domain is associated with a node whereas a support domain is built at a point of
interest xq. The latter determines which nodes or points are used to build the approximation at xq.
In EFG, support domains are built around Gauss quadrature points.
To illustrate how differently these two domains work and to show the limitations of the support
domain, we consider the following simplified case. Let us consider a domain Ω ⊂ R3. We
consider the set of nodes (particles) Xi ∈ Ω with i ∈ 1, ..., 7 with Xi = (xi, yi, 0) ∈ Ω (see
figure 5.6). Let u be an unknown continuous function: u : Ω → R. In the process of building an
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approximation uh at node 1, we first consider the support domain there. The size of the support
domain is set to fulfil the compact requirements of the meshfree formulation. Nodes 2,3,4,5 and 6
Figure 5.6: Support domain built around node 1
are considered to build an approximation of u at the node 1 with uh1 =
∑6
i=2 φiui.
Now let us approximate the field function u at node 1 but with the use of influence domains. The
influence domains are drawn on figure 5.5. Nodes which are far from each other (7 and 1) can
still have an influence on each other whereas nodes that are very close (node 1, 2, 5 and 6) can be
ignored when building the approximation. This time, only nodes 3, 4 and 7 are used to build the
Figure 5.7: Influence domain of the node covering node 1
approximation. Node 7 which is the furthest from 1 still has an influence on the approximation at
node 1. This is of great interest in case of geometric, material or field function discontinuities or
when the nodes are isolated like node 7.
We now consider another set of seven nodes but with a crack within the domain Ω. Consider an
approximation based on a support domain at the node 1 (figure 5.8). There is a discontinuity within
the support domain of node 1, which makes the computation of the shape function difficult. This
requires special treatment and is generally avoided (see section 5.6). It is for this reason that the use
of influence domain described in figure 5.9 can provide a better solution. The influence domain
solves many problems introduced by the use of the support domain. In general, the influence
domain is mostly equivalent to the support domain for isolated nodes. Various shapes of the
influence domain, such as discs, rectangles for 2D application and sphere or parallepideds for 3D
can be used. Influence regions can also be defined with tree structures linked to domain partitions
for large scale problems.
As shown in section 4.3, the accuracy of the interpolation of meshfree shape functions is influenced
by the number of nodes in the support domain. For optimum results we can define the support size
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Figure 5.8: Support domain at node 1 with geometric discontinuity
Figure 5.9: Influence domain of the node covering node 1 and a crack within the domain Ω
or coverage as
ds = αsdc (5.74)
Where αs is a dimensionless parameter controlling the support size of the domain and dc being the
characteristic length. dc is directly related to the nodal spacing in the surrounding of the sampling
point. αs can be predetermined in the case of uniform nodal distribution or can vary to optimise
the selection of nodes within the support domain. For a 2D problem, the average nodal spacing
can be expressed as such [159]
dc =
√
As√
nAs − 1
(5.75)
with As the area covered by a support domain of dimension ds. nAs is the number of nodes. The
procedure to determine the support domain size can be broken down into the following steps
1. Estimate ds at the sampling point xq
2. Compute As
3. Compute dc
4. Using equation 5.74, obtain ds for a given αs.
In 3D cases As can be substituted by the volume Vs covered by the support domain.
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5.4 Neighbour nodes search
In meshfree methods, the approximation is "local" and only used on a finite set of neighbour par-
ticles, often called the nearest neighbouring particle (NNP). In meshfree methods and especially
in particle methods, the position of the nodes is not always known in advance and can vary with
time. Thus the NNPs are constantly changing which requires an algorithm to determine each of
these points at each approximation step. Such algorithms are called Nearest Neighbouring particle
Searching (NNPS).
The simplest method is to look through the whole set of nodes used to discretise the domain and
check if they are included in the support domain of the node of interest. It is sometimes called all
paired search algorithm (APS) for SPH and consists in running a double cycle through the nodes
to examine all possible pairs. This method is time consuming with a number of operations of
order NopO(n2) (n being the total number of nodes). Another method is the Linked-list algorithm
(LLS).
This technique [117] requires the use of a Cartesian grid superimposed over the discretised domain
by particles (see 5.10). Each cell of the grid is then used to store information on the positions of
the particles. A cycle is used to find the corresponding cell for each particle. Subsequently, the
search for neighbour particles is constrained to the particles within the cell linked to the particle
of interest or within the cells adjacent to it. This algorithm is much faster than the ALS but more
memory is required to store the grid and the data structure of nodes for each cell. The number of
operations is Nop = O(n) or more exactly Nop = O(n log(n)) .
Figure 5.10: Linked-list particle searching algorithm grids. The particle in the highlighted cells
are considered for interactions
Other techniques such as the Bucket technique [159], trees, k-d trees in 2D for instance and k-
nearest neighbour(k-NN) search are also effective ways to determine nodes within each influence
domain. Such techniques that rely on trees with spatial decomposition are especially efficient
for real geometry problems where node searching can be done concurrently while building SFs,
considerably reducing the computational time. Moreover the re-organisation of nodes in one par-
ticular region only covered by a set of bucket or leaf can be done without impacting the rest of the
data structure. This leads to tremendous benefits for geometric moving boundary problems.
5.5 Benchmark problem: 2D Elasto-static cantilever Beam
A recurrent and often encountered structure in MEMS [140] is the beam. A beam is a solid
whose dimension in one direction is much larger than the two others. The cantilever microswitch
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is a widely used structure in MEMS. It can be simplified into a cantilever model. There is a
colossal amount of research devoted to the study of such structures and FEM is the method used in
engineering problems involving devices based on this structure. In MEMS, beams are involved in
many mechanical parts found in sensors and actuators. It qualifies as a good benchmark problem
to investigate the use of meshfree methods for elasto-static problem in MEMS design. A beam
can vary from a simple 1D problem to a very complex 3D problem with laminating material, non
homogeneous and thermal dependent material properties. The implementation of the following
problems was carried out in Matlab code and C++.
We consider the benchmark problem which features a cantilever beam subjected to a parabolic
traction at the free right end as shown on figure 5.11. We assume the beam to have a unit thickness.
Figure 5.11: 2D cantilever beam with parabolic traction at his right free end
The problem is a typical plane stress problem where the solution stress is σ = {σxxσyyσxy}. The
formulation of the problem is given in section 5.1 page 93. The analytical displacement solution
for the linear elastic cantilever beam under constant load is given by
u(x, y) = −Py6EI
(
(6L− 3x)x+ (2 + ν)
(
y2 − D24
))
v(x, y) = P6EI
(
3νy2(L− x) + (4 + 5ν)
(
D2x
4
)
+ (3L− x)x2
) (5.76)
I = D
3
12 is the moment of inertia for a beam with a rectangular cross-section and unit thickness.
The normal stress on the cross-section of the beam is given
σxx(x, y) =
P (L− x)y
I
(5.77)
Then normal stress σyy = 0 in y-direction null and the shear stress on the cross-section is given
by
σxy = τxy(x, y) =
P
2I
[
D2
4
− y2
]
(5.78)
The loading is taken to be P=1000 N. The Poisson ratio ν = 0.3. The height of the beam D=15,
the length L=60. The essential boundary condition prescribed on the left boundary side of the
beam(x=0) is given using the equations 5.76. At the right end of the beam(x=L), we apply the
traction force txy|x=L using the analytical equation 5.78 and a parabola distribution on the cross
section. The shear stress on the cross section of the beam is given by
txy(x, y) =
P
2I
[
D2
4
− y2
]
(5.79)
Figure 5.12 shows the deflection of beam simulated using EFG with a regular distribution of nodes
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21 × 9. The real displacement is amplified by a factor 1000 to visualize the deflection. The EFG
solution (red) is compared with the analytical solution (blue dash), showing good agreement with
the values of the displacement.
Figure 5.12: Deflection of 2D cantilever beam with parabolic load at the right free end.L = 60µm,
h = 15µm 21× 9 with αs = 2.0
We use the following displacement norm
eu =
√∫
Ω
(uh − ua)T · (uh − ua)dΩ (5.80)
and as the strain is usually more critical in simulation, we use the energy norm
e =
√
1
2
∫
Ω
(h − a)TD(h − a)dΩ (5.81)
We also use the L2 relative error norm for the cross section normal stress σxx and shear stress
σxy. Figure 5.13 shows the convergence for both EFG using penalty and lagrange multipliers to
enforce the prescribed nodal displacements. Similar to the FEM, we obtain a better accuracy in
Figure 5.13: Convergence of energy norm and displacement norm for EFG with MLS and cubic
spline. 2× 2 Gauss points per cell. αs = 2.5
displacement than in strain and stress. This is typically the case for shear stress as shown on figure
5.14.
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Figure 5.14: Convergence of L2 error norm for shear σxy (left) and normal stress σxx (right) for
EFG with MLS and cubic spline. 2× 2 Gauss points per cell. αs = 2.5
As the refinement h gets smaller, the penalty method converges slower than the Lagrange multi-
plier method. This is mainly due to the fact that, as previously stated, the penalty method only
enforces the essential boundary conditions in an approximate manner. This discrepancy is more
obvious on the displacement and normal stress.
Figure 5.15 shows the convergence of the energy norm and the diplacement norm for RPIM using
both using various RBF and CSRBF. Lagrange multipliers are used to enforce the prescribed nodal
displacements.
Figure 5.15: Convergence of energy norm and displacement norm for RPIM with different RBF
and CSRBF. 2× 2 Gauss points per cell. αs = 3
Figure 5.16 shows the convergence of the L2 norm for the shear σxy and normal stress σxx.
The rate of convergence for the energy norm is 1.8 and 1.5 for EFG with the Lagrange multipliers
and the EFG with penalty method respectively. The rate of convergence is computed using
R =
log
(
ei+1
ei
)
log
(
di+1c
dic
) (5.82)
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Figure 5.16: Convergence of L2 error norm for shear σxy (left) and normal stress σxx (right) or
RPIM with different RBF and CSRBF. 2× 2 Gauss points per cell. αs = 3
As expected, the EFG possesses a higher rate of convergence than the FEM with linear piecewise
elements. The convergence rate for RPIM is much higher in the first refinement step as shown on
figure 5.15. This is interesting given that the rate of increase in computational cost is consistent
through the whole refinement as shown in figure 5.17. R1 is for the first part of h refinement and
Figure 5.17: Impact of h refinement on the CPU time(s) for RPIM and convergence Rate for
different RBF. 21× 10 field nodes.2× 2 Gauss point per cell.
Rf is the overall convergence rate. RCPU is the rate of increase of computational time(s).
We now study the impact of the support domain size by varying the dimensionless parameter αs
with a regular distribution of nodes 20× 10. Figure 5.18 and 5.19 confirms the studies of section
4.3, that a αs in the range of 2-3 provides optimal results.
Figure 5.20 shows the result using RPIM with different RBF and CSRBF.
Figure 5.21 and 5.23 illustrate the impact of the RBF parameter on the accuracy of RPIM when
the support domain is increased.
When the support domain is too small, there are not enough nodes within the support domain to
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Figure 5.18: Impact of Support domain size on energy norm and displacement norm for EFG with
MLS and cubic spline. 2× 2 Gauss points per cell
Figure 5.19: Impact of αs on L2 error norm for shear σxy (left) and normal stress σxx (right) for
EFG with MLS and cubic spline. 2× 2 Gauss points per cell.
build a proper approximant using either MLS or RPIM. However having too many nodes within
a support domain also degrades the quality of the approximation and the condition number of the
moment matrix both for MLS and RPIM. Increasing the support domain will also dramatically
increase the computational cost of the method.
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Figure 5.20: Impact of Support domain size on energy norm and displacement norm for RPIM
with lagrange multipliers. 4× 4 Gauss points per cell
Figure 5.21: Impact of αs on the energy norm and displacement norm for RPIM. 21 × 10 field
nodes.
Figure 5.22: Impact of αs on the L2 error norm for RPIM. 21× 10 field nodes.
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Figure 5.22 shows a comparison of the computational time.
Figure 5.23: Impact of αs on the CPU time(s) for RPIM. 21 × 10 field nodes.4 × 4 Gauss point
per cell.
Following the study on optimal parameters for RBF and CSRBF for interpolation accuracy, the
beam problem is a good benchmark to characterise the values for elastic problem applications.
The study on parameter αc confirms the choice of values selected for the parameter in the section
on approximation of meshfree SFs. 5.24 5.25 show the result for the RPIM MQ and EXP.
Figure 5.24: Impact of αc on the energy norm and displacement norm. 21 × 10 field nodes.
αc = 3.0
The optimal choice of parameter αc for the RPIM TPS is obvious. The optimal αc seems to narrow
down around even values. However the size of the support domain greatly impacts the possible
values. For instance figure 5.26 shows the increase in optimal even values for different αc.
Figure 5.27 shows that the minimum energy error norm is obtained for values such as 2.0001 ,
4,0001, 6,0001.
Similar results are also demonstrated in figure 5.28 and 5.29 for CSRBF.
CSRBF are strictly positive definite functions in Rd with d <= 3. They can be constructed to
have any desired amount of smoothness 2k. For l = bd/2c+k+1 with k=0,1,2,3, the Wendland’s
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Figure 5.25: Impact of αc on the energy norm and displacement norm for the RPIM EXP. 21× 10
field nodes. αc = 3.0
Figure 5.26: Impact of αc, for several values of αs, on the energy norm and displacement norm
for the RPIM TPS. 21× 10 field nodes.
functions φd,k(r)can be obtained with
φd,0 = (1− r)l+
φd,1 = (1− r)l+1+ [(l + 1) + 1]
φd,2 = (1− r)l+2+ [(l2 + 4l + 3)r2 + (3l + 6)r + 3]
φd,3 = (1− r)l+3+ [(l3 + l2 + 23l + 15)r3 + (6l2 + 36l + 45)r2 + (15l + 45)r + 15]
(5.83)
with (1− r)l+ being the cut off function such as
(1− r)l+ =
{
(1− r)l if 1− r ≥ 0,
0 if 1− r < 0 (5.84)
These functions are defined to have compact support over the interval [0,1] and so, for our appli-
cation we use scaling parameter θ to scale the function over the interval [0, θ] by replacing r by
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Figure 5.27: Impact of αc on the energy norm and displacement norm for the RPIM TPS. 21× 10
field nodes. αc = 4.0
Figure 5.28: Impact of αc on the energy norm and displacement norm for the RPIM WEN-C4.
21× 10 field nodes. αc = 2.0
r/θ for θ > 0. Scaling factors can vary through time and space but a protocol to specify optimal
values for θ is yet to be defined. For these reasons, similar to normal RBF, empirical tests must be
carried out to define suitable values for parameters over different types of problems. Wu’s CSRBF
are very similar to the Wendland but the process to obtain the functions is different.
For Buhman CSRBFs, the construction is different and he claims that it is a more general class of
CSRBF that encompasses Wu and Wendland functions. We test the following Buhman functions
which are C2 and C3 [50] respectively.
Buh− C2 = φBu,2 = 1
6
− 2r2 + 16
3
r3 − 7
2
r4 + 2r4log(r) (5.85)
Buh− C3 = φBu,3 = 1
9
− 14
15
r2 − 7r4 − 16
3
r
7
2 +
112
45
r
9
2 (5.86)
Figure 5.30 shows a comparison for the 3 class of CS-RBF.
Buhman functions seems to allow greater values for optimal parameter θ over a wider range as
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Figure 5.29: Impact of αc on the L2 error norm for the RPIM WEN-C4. 21 × 10 field nodes.
αc = 2.0
Figure 5.30: Impact of αc on the energy norm and displacement norm for the RPIM-CSRBF.
21× 10 field nodes. αc = 3.0
shown on figure 5.31 for theBuh−C3. As expected the Wendland function, by providing a higher
smoothness, yields the best results. They are widely used in image processing and seem to be a
good choice for the RPIM. The advantage of CS-RBF is the compact support which will results in
a sparse system matrix . To achieve this, the Euclidean norm r is normalized using the parameter
θ. The parameter θ = αc × dc where dc represents the average nodal distance surrounding node
xI at which the shape function is evaluated. It usually improves the computational efficiency for
both time and storage.
Adding polynomial terms in the basis will usually improve the accuracy of RPIM and its stability.
From the test, no drawbacks have been found.
These tests illustrate how important it is to use proper parameter’s values. Having an insight on
how the methods behave through the variation of these parameters is necessary to properly apply
meshfree methods.
Integration is another sensitive process in the EFG. It is a costly procedure and significantly im-
pacts the accuracy of the solution. In order to obtain the integrals in EFG, a background of cells
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Figure 5.31: Impact of αc on the energy norm and displacement norm for the RPIM Buh-C3.
21× 10 field nodes. αc = 3.0
also referred as buckets [280] is used for the Gauss quadrature. The number of cells and Gauss
point in each of them is directly related to the density of field nodes.
Integration has an important impact on the accuracy of the weak form based meshfree methods.
In Global weak form methods, there are two parameters related to integration, i.e. the number of
background cell and their topology, and the number of Gauss point within a cell.
We study the impact of the background cell refinement on the accuracy of the EFG. The number
of Gauss point per rectangular background cell is set to 2 × 2. Figure 5.32 shows the impact of
refining the background cell for different h of distributions of field nodes. Lagrange multipliers
are used to enforce essential boundary conditions.
As the nodal field distribution is refined, the background cell should be refined to in order to
maintain convergence of the method. For a fixed regular distribution of node 31 × 15, we study
the impact of variation of the number of Gauss points per background cell. Figure 5.33 shows that
increasing the number of Gauss points per background cell relax the requirement of the density of
background cell in order to meet the convergence.
Figure 5.32: Impact of background cell on energy norm and displacement norm for EFG with
MLS and cubic spline. 2× 2 Gauss points per cell
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Figure 5.33: Impact of the number of gauss point per background cell on energy norm and dis-
placement norm for EFG with MLS and cubic spline. Regular distribution of 31× 15 field nodes
However, increasing the number of Gauss points per integration cell leads to an important increase
in the computational cost of the method. The integration of MF SF derivatives due to their complex
form is a source of error in meshfree methods.
5.6 Material discontinuity
Due to the high order continuity of meshfree SFs, material discontinuity cannot be dealt with nat-
urally as it would be done in FEM where the mesh element is used to model material discontinuity
at the material interface.
A set of nodes can be used as a discontinuity line to materialise the interface Γs between materials.
These nodes belong at the same time to Γ+ and Γ−. The influence domain of nodes from each part
of the interfaces cannot cross material interface and special treatment such as visibility criterion
is required to build SFs. In that case weight functions and its derivatives exhibit discontinuity
along the interface Γs. Constrained interface continuity condition has to be enforced to ensure
approximated functions. Figure 5.34 illustrates a domain with material discontinuity where nodes
from Ω+ or Ω− only integrate nodes from their material domain in their respective influence
domain.
Figure 5.34: Treatment of material discontinuity and influence domain at interface
In practice, many MEMS are laminated structures built of many layers. Composite materials are
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formed by bringing distinct materials together into close contact. The material properties of the
assembly change discontinuously at the contact surface. Obviously, the mechanical conditions of
the contact at the interface affect the rate at which energy flows across it. The analysis of heat
transfer at a phase interface, requires specification of two conditions that must be added to the
initial and boundary conditions of the problem formulation. The heat flux balance condition
(∇T · n)1 = (∇T · n)2 (5.87)
n is the normal at the interface the two materials. The second condition on the relationship between
the temperatures on both sides of the interface T1 and T2 is given by
(∇T · n)1 = h(T1 − T2) (5.88)
With h the contact conductance. The perfect thermal contact condition states that at the interface
h→∞ and T1 = T2.
5.7 Complex, non-convex boundary and domain singularities
In meshfree methods, the selection of the nodes involved in the SF computation has an impor-
tant impact on the accuracy. For non-convex boundary problems or areas with discontinuities, a
wrong selection of nodes can produce discontinuous SFs which will result in accuracy issues. The
problem is to handle discontinuities or complex geometries singularities which lie in the influence
domain of nodes. A solution is to use more nodes along the discontinuity and use a proper in-
fluence domain size as shown in section 5.3. To avoid the need for extensive nodal refinement,
several methods have been developed to construct smooth weight functions around non-convex
boundaries or singularity.
The visibility method [30, 280] is the simpler technique to treat discontinuities. It uses a ray
tracing approach. An imaginary ray is considered between a point of interest within the domain
of influence and the node. If the ray cuts a line of discontinuity within the influence domain, the
point is discarded for building the weight function. Figure 5.35 shows a weight function domain
modified using the visibility criterion. The issue is the discontinuity appearing along the segment
from the discontinuity tip. Problems also arise for nodes close to the discontinuity line. Another
Figure 5.35: Weight function domain modified by the visibility method
very similar method is the see through method [281].
The transparency method [30, 211], allows some degree of transparency to the ray according the
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distance from the point to the discontinuity boundary (crack or tip). Figure5.36 illustrates the
transparency method for a node xI in the vicinity of a singularity. The modified weight s(x) for
Figure 5.36: Transparency method
point x such that [XI , x] crosses the discontinuity is given by
s(x) = s0(x) + smax
(
sc(x)
sn
)λ
, λ ≥ 2 (5.89)
sn is the distance at which the discontinuity line is completely opaque. Nodes should also respect
a minimum distance from the crack surface. This prevents a scenario whereby the angle enclosed
by the crack line and the ray from the node to the crack tip is too small, which in turn will lead to
a sharp gradient in the weight function.
The diffraction method [211] is a well-accepted and accurate method. The nodal distance dI is
modified for x position for which the line [xI , x] intersects the singularity. Figure5.37 represents
the typical diffraction modification.
Figure 5.37: Weight function domain modified by the diffraction method incorporating singularity
The modified form of the nodal distance is given by
dI =
(
s1 + s2(x)
s0(x)
)λ
· s0(x) (5.90)
Where s1 = |xI−xc|, s2 = |x−xc|, s0 = |x−xI |, with xI the coordinate of the node considered,
x the sampling point coordinate and xc the coordinates of the crack tip. λ is called the diffraction
parameter and is generally chosen to be between 1-2. Figure5.38 shows a weight function built
around a crack singularity with λ = 2.
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Figure 5.38: Quartic weight function with diffraction method
To limit steep variations of the weight function and its derivatives, the minimum distance from
the nodes to the discontinuity line is used [211]. The diffraction method is more complex for 3D
problems compared to the transparency method.
These techniques are commonly found in literature and have been applied for many cracks prob-
lems. However they are limited to domains containing one or two cracks in the support do-
main. They are not well suited for domains containing multiple cracks/singularities or non-convex
boundaries. For this purpose, extension of the diffraction method [197] called the advance diffrac-
tion method and the relay method [159] have been proposed and implemented with success. How-
ever, they are more complex and will increase the computation cost of the weight function building
process.
5.8 Conclusion
In this chapter we have reviewed meshfree methods based on weak formulations. The first imple-
mentation test of MLS and RPIM through EFG highlight the main features of meshfree methods
as well as some difficulties in their implementation inherent to the methods. In general, the higher
continuity of the solution provided by MLS or RPIM SFs allows for greater accuracy and rate
of convergence than the standard FEM. Through the implementation benchmark in this chapter, it
was found that wrong parameters for MF SFs can impact the conditioning for both the SFs moment
matrix and the final system equation. This will lead to poor accuracy or even non convergence.
With optimal parameters, EFG using both MLS and RPIM perform better than FEM and are also
stable. They also performed better for irregular distribution of nodes compared to the mesh based
techniques.
At first it seems that the mesh provides fastest computation whereas the meshfree techniques
provide a more adaptive solution and more accurate result than FEM. In certain cases such as 3D
problems, it is evident that the burden generated by the computation of the moment matrix in the
process of building the SF at each node will have a serious impact on the computation cost.
All these data fitting approaches do not depend directly upon a mesh or any fixed relation between
nodes. However, the implementation of such a method is not so simple in practice. There are
often problems with stability and consistency. Many SF’s parameters such as the support domain
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size or optimal number of nodes in support domain, need to be determined to guarantee optimal
fitting accuracy. Furthermore, in a Galerkin method, the discretisation of the differential operator,
i.e., the integration of the stiffness matrix entries is in general quite involved in comparison with
the conventional grid-based approach. This is especially the case for MLPG where the need to
find intersections of the subdomain with boundaries makes the methods more computationally
demanding. Another challenging task is the discrete formulation of Dirichlet boundary conditions,
since the constructed SFs are not always interpolatory. Overall, Galerkin meshfree methods are
computationally more demanding than the standard FEM due to the computational effort dedicated
to building complex SFs and also the numerical quadrature.
Following our test, the advantages of local weak formulation based methods are not so clear. The
implementation procedure for the system equation is very similar to the one for strong-form based
methods such as FDM, where the assembly is simpler. The local weak formulation also removes
the need for the SFs to be globally compatible.
However, the absence of a background cell for the integration results in a more costly integration
process. This is particularly the case for nodes near boundaries where the intersection between
the subdomain Ωs and the boundary domain Γ needs to be properly computed by an efficient
algorithm to ensure accuracy. This introduces another drawback associated with the local weak
form method which is the increase in the data structure associated with the nodes. Basically each
node carries its support and quadrature domain structures which encompass the list of nodes in the
influence domain, quadrature points, and data related to the intersection with global boundaries.
Depending on the geometry of the domain, this can become quite substantial.
MMs have a lot to offer through their intrinsic features such as their adaptive constellation of nodes
and also higher order continuity and consistency shape functions compared to FEM. In the next
chapter we apply global weak form methods though a series of benchmark problems to further
study the performance of the method for thermal and elastic problems.
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Chapter 6 Application and tests of meshfree methods based on weak
formulation
6.1 Potential problem: two dimensional Poisson problem
Potential problems are found in many applications in modern engineering such as electrostatics,
magnetostatics, elasticity, steady state heat conduction and incompressible fluid flow. In stationary
diffusion or wave processes, the equation also reduces to the Laplace equation. Thermal problems
are of importance in MEMS fabrication and design because many of the fabrication procedures in-
volve thermal processes [23,140]. Thermal stress can lead to several failures like cracks, fractures
and delamination problems which complicate the analysis and simulation. The study of thermal
effects is important in MEMS design as the fluctuations in ambient and operating temperature have
a drastic impact on strain measuring circuits [1].
The general weak form of the 2D heat conduction equation is given in appendix B.1 p.206. We
consider the particular case of the 2D Laplace equation over a square domain Ω ⊂ R2 with only
homogeneous prescribed boundaries conditions. The procedure followed is similar that the one
for Poisson equation with a source function null.
k∆T = 0, ∀x, y ∈ ∂Ω (6.1)
T = T ,∀x, y ∈ Γ1 (6.2)
∂T
∂n
= q · n, ∀x, y ∈ Γ2 (6.3)
K∇T · n = g(x, y)− hT, ∀x, y ∈ Γ3 (6.4)
Where n is the outward normal vector to the domain boundaries. k and h are the thermal con-
ductivity and the convection heat transfer coefficient of the medium respectively. T¯ and q¯ are
the prescribed boundary temperature and heat flux. The convection heat transfer coefficient is h.
The RPIM and EFG methods use a Galerkin formulation in order to obtain the discretised linear
system of equations. The variational form for a problem without internal sources is derived using
the WRM. The weak formulation with the natural boundaries conditions is obtained by taking the
residual form of the Laplace equation as follows∫
Ω
Wk∇2TdΩ = 0 (6.5)
by integrating by part we obtain the weak formulation over Ω of the problem
−
∫
Ω
k∇W · ∇TdΩ +
∫
Γ
kW∇T · ndΓ = 0 (6.6)
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Replacing equation 6.3 and 6.4 into 6.6∫
Ω
k∇W · ∇TdΩ−
∫
Γ3
hWTdΓ =
∫
Γ2
q · nΓ−
∫
Γ3
WgdΓ (6.7)
The essential boundary conditions on Γ1 are applied by dedicated methods after the discretised
system of equation is assembled. We now consider a heat conduction problem over domain Ω =
[0, l]× [0, h]which is represented by the 2D Laplace equation with mixed boundary conditions.
∇2(T ) = 0 ∀(x, y) ∈ Ω (6.8)
Together with the following essential boundary conditions
T (x, 0) = 0; (6.9)
T (0, y) = 0; (6.10)
T (x, h) = 100 sin(
pix
10
); (6.11)
and the flux right edge of the rectangular domain Ω
∂T (l, 0)
∂x
= 0 (6.12)
The analytical solution for the temperature scalar field is given by
T (x, y) =
100 sin(pix10 ) ∗ sinh(piy10 )
sinh(pi)
(6.13)
Figure 6.1 shows the temperature distribution obtained using EFG for a regular distribution of
nodes. In our test to assess the performance of the MMs, we use the L2 relative error norm defined
Figure 6.1: Temperature distribution obtained with EFG and MLS with a 19x19 field nodes regular
distribution (left) vs Analytical solution(right). h = 5 mm,l = 10 mm
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as
eL2 =
‖uh − ue‖L2(Ω)
‖ue‖L2(Ω)
=
(∫
Ω|uh − u|2dΩ∫
Ω|u|2dΩ
) 1
2
(6.14)
With uh and ue respectively the approximated solution and the exact solution. We study the
impact of h refinement of the regular nodal distribution on the error norm. Figure 6.2 shows the
convergence results for EFG with different weight functions for the MLS approximant and the size
of the monomial basis m=3.
Figure 6.2: Convergence of the L2 and L1 relative error norm for the 2D Laplace problem with
EFG. αs = 3
Figure 6.3 represents the increase of computational time (CPU) as the nodal density is refined.
The figure also compares the convergence rate (R) with the increase rate of CPU time (RCPU ) for
each SFs. This is represented on the right diagram of figure 6.3.
Figure 6.3: Impact of h refinement on the computational cost (left) and comparison of convergence
rate with computation cost increase rate(right).
As we can observe, all the SFs provide quasi-similar results in term of increase rate of computa-
tional cost. However the MLS with cubic spline has the best ration of R/RCPU .
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By increasing the monomial basis order, we obtain a much better error with an increased rate
of convergence as shown on figure 6.4 and 6.5 where m=10. Figure 6.6 shows the impact of
increasing the support size αs for various monomial basis size m for the MLS with exponential
weight function(Exp).
Figure 6.4: Convergence of the L2(righ) and L1 (left) relative error norm for the 2D Laplace
problem with EFG. αs = 3
Figure 6.5: Impact of h refinement on the computational cost and comparison of convergence rate
with computation increase rate.
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Figure 6.6: Impact of αs on L2 error norm for different basis size m. 4× 4 Gauss point per cell.
Figure 6.6 shows that increasing m along with the support size domain through the dimensionless
parameter αs provides a similar effect as the p-refinement in FEM.
Increasing αs improves the accuracy. However when the support domain is too big, the accuracy
degrades for the L2 error but not the L1. Increasing the basis size m improves the accuracy.
However as the order of monomial basis increases, more nodes are needed in the support domain
to fulfil the rank of the MLS moment matrix to ensure that it is invertible. Thus as shown on figure
6.6, an increase of αs is needed to take the most out of the increase of the monomial basis order.
Integration becomes harder and more Gauss points should be used to obtain optimum accuracy. In
our case we use 4× 4 Gauss point per background cell.
Figure 6.7 shows that increasing the basis does not significantly impact the computational cost
of the method and provides a convergence similar to the h convergence previously studied when
refining the nodes density.
Figure 6.7: Effect of αs on the computational time(left) and comparison of convergence rate with
increase of computational rate for MLS with different basis size.
When the support domain is too small, there are not enough nodes within it to properly build the
MLS interpolant due to rank deficiency when trying to invert the moment matrix.
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Figure 6.8: Impact of αs on the condition number of the MLS moment matrix for different basis
size(right). Average number of nodes in support domain for different αs (left).
As shown in figure 6.8, when not enough nodes are used, it results in a badly conditioned moment
matrix. This requires special treatment to compute the shape function. In our case we use the
pseudo inverse for αs < 2 for m= 8, 10, 15 which leads to good results as shown on figure 6.6.
This results in instabilities and increase in the computational cost for the building of the shape
function. This situation should be avoided by a simple technique such as adding nodes in the area.
We now study the convergence of the RPIM for different RBF and CRBF. Figure 6.9 shows rather
similar results as those obtained by the EFG with MLS interpolant.
Figure 6.9: Convergence of the L2(left) and L1(righ) relative error norm for the 2D Laplace prob-
lem with RPIM.αs = 3
Figure 6.10 shows the convergence obtained different RPIM methods for irregular distribution of
nodes. Figure 6.11 compare the Rate of convergence with increase in computational rate (RCPU ).
We observe on figure 6.10 that RPIM has rate of convergence much important for the first the first
refinement step. On the right of figure 6.11, we differentiate the first part of the convergence rate
(transparent bar) and second part (blue) which is much less. Overall no benefit is found using
CSRBF over RBF for heat conduction problem.
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Figure 6.10: Convergence of the L2 and L1 relative error norm for the 2D Laplace problem with
RPIM for irregular node distribution.αs = 3
Figure 6.11: Impact of h refinement on the computational cost for RPIM and comparison of con-
vergence rate(beige) with the computation increase rate. Irregular nodal distribution
We now compare the EFG with an FEM developed using Quad element. Figure 6.12 shows a
comparison of the convergence of RPIM , EFG and FEM. Figure 6.12 illustrates the capability of
RPIM and even more so of MLS to exhibit a higher rate of convergence when a higher basis is
chosen. However, when looking at the computational cost it appears that FEM is less costly than
both EFG with MLS and RPIM.
The support domain is a sensitive parameter in EFG. It controls the number of nodes used to build
the SFs. When the number of nodes is too important, the SF is too smooth and the computational
cost increases drastically especially for the computation process of SFs functions. In the case
where it is too small, there is a risk that the domain Ω will not meet the patch cover criteria for
convergence in the global Galerkin weak form framework. It will also produce incorrect shape
functions. The domain of influence is conditioned by the local density of field nodes in the region.
For an optimal implementation of EFG, when there is no prior knowledge on the nodes density,
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Figure 6.12: Comparison of FEM, EFG and RPIM convergence of the L2(left) and L1(right)
relative error norm for the 2D Laplace. αs = 3. 2× 2 Gauss points
an assessment process of the density should be performed to obtain the nodal density parameter.
This will allow optimization of the size of the influence domain for better accuracy and faster
computation. Figure 6.13 shows that FEM exhibits the smallest CPU time and convergence rate.
Figure 6.13: Impact of h refinement on the computational cost(s) and comparison of convergence
rate with computation increase rate with irregular nodes distribution
This however, is for the case of simple geometry problems. In general, the computational time for
FEM increases greatly along with the mesh complexity. On the other hand, for MMs, the CPU
time rate does not increase much with the complexity of the domain due to the nodal feature. In
this regard, the higher convergence rate of MMs is clearly an advantage over FEM.
We now study the same problem using the SNCI method (see section 5.1.4.4 p.103). Taking the
weak formulation for the 2D dimensional heat conduction equation∫
Ω
δ(∇T )Tk∇TdΩ−
∫
Ω
δT T fdΩ+
∫
Γ2
δT T q¯dΓ+
∫
Γ3
δT ThTdΓ−
∫
Γ3
δT ThTadΓ = 0 (6.15)
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Giving the following final matrix system
KT = F (6.16)
where
KIJ =
∫
Ω
(∇ΦI)Tk∇ΦJdΩ +
∫
Γ3
hΦTI ΦJdΓ (6.17)
and
FI =
∫
Ω
ΦTI fdΩ−
∫
Γ2
ΦT q¯dΓ +
∫
Γ3
hΦTI TadΓ (6.18)
The domain Ω is partitioned in k Ωk smoothing domains for each field nodes such as Ω =∑N
k=1 Ωk. Using nodal integration we write
KIJ =
N∑
k=1
K
(k)
IJ (6.19)
with
KIJ =
∫
Ωk
(∇ΦI)Tk∇ΦJdΩ +
∫
Γk3
hΦTI ΦJdΓ (6.20)
Γk represent the boundary of the smoothing domain for node k. We apply the smoothing operation
on the nodal field gradient [57, 58] over the cell associated with the node k such as
∂ΦI(xk)
∂x
=
∫
Ωk
∂ΦI(x)
∂x
W (x− xk)dΩ (6.21)
W is the smoothing function which is chosen as
W (x− xk) =
{
1
Ak
∀x ∈ Ωk
0 ∀x /∈ Ωk
Ak =
∫
Ωk
dΩ (6.22)
Here, Ak is simply the smoothing area of the cell Ωk. Equation 6.21 becomes
∂ΦI(xk)
∂x
=
1
Ak
∫
Ωk
∂ΦI(x)
∂x
dΩ =
1
Ak
∫
Γk
ΦI(x)njdΓ (6.23)
where nj is the normal to the boundary segment γk. We can use Gauss integration along each
segment of the boundary Γk of the smoothing domain Ωk or a simple trapezoidal rule to reduce the
computational cost. The integration cells are built using the mid point technique from a Delaunay
triangulation. Figure 6.14 (left) shows the cells built over a Delaunay triangulation using our
Matlab code.
Similar cells can be built over quad elements, however in our procedure we first build a triangula-
tion out of the quads mesh, then the integration cell. Figure 6.14 (right) shows the cells obtained
from such meshes. Building the cells from quad elements is not the best solution because when
the nodal distribution is irregular, the triangulation produced is of poor quality.
Figure 6.15 shows the temperature field solution obtained with EFG using nodal cell integration(NI-
EFG).
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Figure 6.14: Integration cells (black) built over Delaunay triangulation (blue) of irregular 30 nodes
(left). Quad mesh (middle) and cells built over the triangulation built from quad mesh (right)
Figure 6.15: Temperature distribution obtained with NI-EFG and the analytical solution. Irregular
distribution of 30 field nodes. L2 error= 6.0× 10−3.
Figure 6.16 shows the y-component of the gradient of the temperature field with L2 = 0.03. Our
test confirmed that better accuracy for the function field as well as for the gradient is obtained using
a smoothing nodal integration. However the process of building the cell involves the generation of
a triangulation (mesh) which is in contradiction with our motivation of prospecting for meshfree
methods solution.
6.2 2D high gradient heat conduction
We consider the heat conduction problem [280] over a rectangular plate (0.5 × 6) with the heat
source
b(x, y) = 2s2sech2(s(y − 3))tanh(s(y − 3)) W.m−2 (6.24)
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Figure 6.16: y component of the Temperature gradient obtained with NI-EFG and the analytical
solution. Irregular distribution of 30 field nodes. L2 error= 3.0× 10−2.
and the following boundary conditions
T (x, 0) = −tanh(3s) ◦C, and T (x, 6) = tanh(3s) ◦C (6.25)
∂T (−0.25, y)
∂x
= 0 ◦C, and
∂T (0.25, y)
∂x
= 0 W.m−2 (6.26)
The weak formulation of such a problem for EFG is given in section B.1, page 206. This prob-
lem presents a high temperature gradient at the vicinity of y = 3. The parameter s controls the
gradient of the temperature field at y = 3. The bigger s is, the higher the gradient. The challenge
in the numerical method is catching the pattern of the gradient of the temperature in the vicin-
ity of y=3.Such problems require the use of a very small mesh size h to capture the variation of
the gradient using a linear shape function. We use the Penalty method to enforce the essential
boundary condition with αp = 108. The general weak formulation of the problem is given in 6.44
where Q(x,t)= b(x,y) for the present case. Figure 6.17 and 6.18 shows the temperature field and
gradient field obtained with meshfree EFG as compared to that obtained by the analytical solution
for the parameter s = 50. With FEM, in obtaining the gradient of the approximated temperature,
Figure 6.17: Comparison of the temperature field obtained with EFG (left) and exact solution
(right). s=50 and αs = 2.0
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Figure 6.18: Comparison of the gradient temperature field obtained with EFG (left) and exact
solution (right). s=50 and αs = 2.0
we encounter the same problems as obtaining stress and strain from primary unknowns. Within
elements, the stress and in this case the temperature gradient is constant. Post-processing tech-
niques are usually applied to provide a smooth gradient at precise locations within the elements.
In meshfree, the approximation of the gradient at a particular nodal location is obtained directly
from nodal approximation using the derivative of meshfree shape function. The resulting gradient
is much smoother compared to FEM and no post-processing is required.
We set the parameter s = 10. Figure 6.19 shows that Galerkin meshfree methods using both MLS
and RPIM shape function provide better accuracy compared to the regular FEM Q4 with 4 × 4
Gauss points. This becomes more apparent for the approximated gradient. Regular background
cells with 2 × 2 Gauss points are used for the integration of the Galerkin form. To evaluate the
gradient error, we use the equivalent gradient energy norm or equivalent energy
ee =
√∫
Ω
(gexact − gnum)k(gexact − gnum)dΩ (6.27)
Where g is the temperature gradient. As the preliminary studies have demonstrated, RPIM SFs
Figure 6.19: Convergence of L2 error norm and gradient energy norm. s=10 and αs = 2.0
with higher continuity RBF provides the best accuracy. For MLS, higher basis size m such as
quadratic also provides improved accuracy for such stiff problems. The convergence rate as shown
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in figure 6.20 is also much higher for EFG. We now set s=50. Figure 6.21 shows the results
Figure 6.20: Comparison of convergence rate for the L2 error norm, gradient norm and CPU cost
obtained, for the convergence of the L2 norm. Figure 6.22 shows the influence on setting the s=50
on the Gradient L2 error norm and the computational cost in second (s).
Figure 6.21: Convergence of L2 error norm(left) and gradient energy norm(right). s=50 and αs =
2.0
Figure 6.22: Influence of refinement h on Comparison of convergence rate for the L2 error norm,
gradient norm and CPU cost
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We also study the impact of refining local nodes around the high gradient area. We use a band of
higher density nodes around y=3. The same distribution of 10 × 60 nodes is used for FEM and
EFG. We vary the density h of 30 nodes in a band area around y=3 as depicted in 6.23.
Figure 6.23: Refinement pattern
Figure 6.24, which shows the influence of refining the density h of nodes within the local area. A
higher density of nodes in the region of high gradient provides better accuracy for both FEM and
EFG.
Figure 6.24: Convergence ofL2 error norm and gradient energy norm with local refinement around
y=3. s = 50 and αs = 2.0
A convergence rate similar to FEM is obtained for the L2 error on the temperature field. It is worth
noting that EFG still exhibits a higher rate of convergence for the gradient error norm (figure 6.25).
This shows that the refinement of local density nodes works similarly as in FEM. However as the
density of nodes become smaller, the selection of nodes for the support domain between areas with
a strong density gradient can be tricky. In RPIM, this can lead to poor conditioning of the moment
matrix which adversely impacts the accuracy of the results. Another pitfall lies in the underlying
grid for quadrature. As the local density varies, the integration cell must adapt in a similar pattern.
Failure to do so can dramatically reduce the accuracy and convergence. In the case of complex
refinement topology, although the meshfree approximation does not rely on mesh, the need for an
adapted background cell for integration introduces similar issues as mesh refinement. This further
emphasises the importance of the quadrature issue for EFG method.
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Figure 6.25: Refinement pattern (left) and rate of convergence (right)
6.3 3D heat conduction problems
In respect of the features of meshfree methods highlighted in the previous chapter, it seems that
a huge advantage of meshfree methods over mesh based methods is their ability to be extended
to tackle 3D problems with less effort. Building a 3D mesh for practical problems is not an easy
task. At first sight, the nodal approach seems to be a strong argument for method such as EFG.
Imposing essential boundary conditions in 3D becomes a complicated task for meshfree SFs that
do not possess the delta property. Either with the penalty method or Lagrange multipliers, the
boundary surface integration for complex boundary surfaces in 3D will considerably impact the
computational cost of the methods.
Figure 6.26 illustrates the nodal distribution and background cell associated over a 3D slab domain
Ω for a heat conduction problem.
Figure 6.26: Example of 5 × 5 × 5 3D regular distribution of field nodes and fitted background
integration cell
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As a first benchmark for 3D problems, we study the following Laplace problem
∇2(T ) = f ∀(x, y, z) ∈ Ω = [0, a]× [0, b]× [0, c] (6.28)
where f is the source such as
f = (
1
a2
+
1
b2
+
1
c2
)pi2 sin(
pix
a
) sin(
piy
b
) sin(
piz
c
) (6.29)
Together with the following essential boundary condition
T (0, y, z) = T (a, y, z) = T (x, 0, z) = T (x, b, z) = T (x, y, 0) = T (0, y, z) = 0; (6.30)
The exact solution of such problems is given by
T (x, y, z) = sin(
pix
a
) sin(
piy
b
) sin(
piz
c
) (6.31)
Figure 6.27 shows a comparison of the temperature distribution obtained with the RPIM MQ and
the analytical solution of the problem. The Penalty method is used to enforce the Dirichlet bound-
Figure 6.27: Comparison of temperature distribution through a slice view between RPIM MQ(left)
and analytical solution(right). 20× 20× 20 regularly distributed field nodes. 3x3x3 Gauss points
per integration cell.αs=2. L2 error =5.04 ×10−4
ary condition. The usual settings for the meshfree shape function are used: αc = 3, Q = 0.95
and αs = 2 . Figure 6.28 shows the convergence of EFG and RPIM for regular and irregular
nodal distributions. We use cubic weight function with m=10 for MLS and MQ RBF for RPIM.
Both methods work well with the RPIM being more accurate. This is mainly due to the use of the
penalty method to enforce approximately the essential boundary condition in the case of the MLS
SF. However for highly irregularly distributed nodes, we found that the convergence is much less
as compared to nodes that are regularly or even irregularly distributed with minor perturbations.
Figure 6.29 shows the effect of increasing the density of the nodal distribution on the total com-
putational time(blue) and the time required for applying essential boundary condition(red). This
hilights the fact that in EFG, the increase in computational cost for 3D problem, doesn’t really
come from the treatment of the boundary surface condition. The intgration over quad cell in 3D
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Figure 6.28: Comparison of convergence of L2 error for EFG MLS and RPIM. 3x3x3 Gauss points
per integration cell.
Figure 6.29: Computational time(s) vs h refinement
necessitates to, at least, double the Gauss points. This result in serious increase in computational
time.
As a second benchmark for 3D heat conduction problems, we consider the homogeneous Dirichlet
Laplace problem on a unit cube which can be exemplified by the following equation
∇2(T ) = 0 ∀(x, y, z) ∈ Ω = [0, 1]× [0, 1]× [0, 1] (6.32)
Together with the following essential boundary conditions
T (0, y, z) = sin(piy) ∗ sin(piz); (6.33)
T (1, y, z) = 2 sin(piy) ∗ sin(piz); (6.34)
T (x, 0, z) = T (x, 1, z) = T (x, y, 0) = T (x, y, 1) = 0 (6.35)
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The exact solution of such problem is given by
T (x, y, z) =
sin(piy) ∗ sin(piz)
sinh(pi
√
2)
(
2 sinh(pi
√
2x) + sinh(pi
√
2(1− x))
)
(6.36)
Figure 6.30 shows the final temperature distribution obtained using 5× 5× 5 regularly distributed
field nodes. The solution is re-interpolated using MF RPIM MQ interpolant over 25 × 25 × 25
sampling points. The final L2 error is 0.02. Figure 6.31 shows the convergence for EFG and RPIM
Figure 6.30: Temperature distribution through a slice obtained with RPIM MQ with 5x5x5 regu-
larly distributed field nodes. 3x3x3 Gauss points per integration cell.αs=2. L2 error =0.02
for both the regular and irregular distribution of nodes. Figure 6.32 shows the effect of increasing
Figure 6.31: Comparison of convergence of L2 error for EFG MLS and RPIM. 3x3x3 Gauss points
per integration cell.
the nodal distribution density on the total computational time and the time required for applying
essential boundary conditions.
Finally, we consider the Laplacian problem with the following Neumann boundary condition.
ux(0, y, z) = ux(1, y, z) = uy(x, 0, z) = uy(x, 1, z) = 0 (6.37)
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Figure 6.32: Computational time(s) vs h refinement
and
uz(x, y, 0) = cos(pix) cos(piy); anduz(x, y, 1) = 0 (6.38)
Figure 6.33 shows a comparison of the temperature distribution obtained with the RPIM MQ with
a 10 × 10 × 10 regular distribution of nodes, and the analytical solution. The solution is re-
interpolated at 25×25×25 using the same RPIM interpolant. Similar results are obtained for this
Figure 6.33: Comparison of the temperature distribution with Neumann type boundary condition,
through a slice view between RPIM MQ (left) and analytical solution (right). 10×10×10 regularly
distributed field nodes. 3x3x3 Gauss points per integration cell.αs=2. L2 error =8,7×10−3
problem.The error obtained for a 10× 10× 10 is 8.7× 10−3.
6.4 Transient homogeneous heat conduction problem
In MEMS design, transient thermal problems are of a great interest as many thermal actuators are
mechanical-thermal based. Heat conduction is also of prime importance for many packaging pro-
cess characterization. The transient phenomenon that is observed during the analysis of diffusion
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problems will ultimately reach a steady state beyond a certain point in time. In some cases this
steady state is modelled by the Laplace or Poisson equation.
The governing equation for a transient heat conduction problem in a homogeneous and isotropic
solid body region Ω is
ρC
∂T
∂t
− k∇2T −Q(x, t) = 0 ∀x ∈ Ω (6.39)
T is the temperature scalar field, k the thermal conductivity of the material, ρ the material density
and c the heat capacity (Jkg−1k−1). Q(x, t) is the source term which corresponds to the rate of
heat flow(W) generated per unit volume and per time unit at the location x. Again we define the
boundary conditions as follows:
T = T , ∀x, y ∈ Γ1 (6.40)
∂T
∂n
= q · n, ∀x, y ∈ Γ2 (6.41)
k∇T · n = h(Ts − Ta), ∀x, y ∈ Γ3 (6.42)
With Γ = Γ1 ∪ Γ2 ∪ Γ3. As we deal with the initial boundary value problem (IBVP) we also
impose the initial condition T |t=0 = T0. Ts = T (Γ, t) is the temperature at the surface of the
solid and T∞ denotes the temperature of the surrounding environment. The weak formulation can
be obtained using weight residual or minimization of energy principle.∫
Ω
∇w · (k∇T )dΩ+
∫
Ω
[
w
(
ρc
∂T
∂t
−Q
)]
dΩ−
∫
Γ2
w · q¯dΓ−
∫
Γ3
wh(Ts−Ta)dΓ = 0 (6.43)
Enforcing the essential boundary condition using the penalty method gives the final weak form∫
Ω
∇w · (k∇T )dΩ +
∫
Ω
[
w
(
ρc
∂T
∂t
−Q
)]
dΩ−
∫
Γ2
w · q¯dΓ
−
∫
Γ3
wh(Ts − Ta)dΓ +
∫
Γ1
wα(T − T¯ )dΓ = 0 (6.44)
Discretisation needs to be performed for both time and space variables. In the case of space
variables only, we first obtain the so-called semi-discrete approximation of the weak formulation
equation 6.44. In this semi discrete form, the solution is expressed as
T h(x, t) =
N∑
j=1
Φj(x) · Tj(t) = Φ(x) · T (6.45)
and
∂T h(x, t)
∂t
=
∂
∂t
N∑
j=1
Φj(x) · Tj(t) =
N∑
j=1
Φj(x) · ∂Tj(t)
∂t
= Φ(x) · T˙ (6.46)
Where
φ(x) = {φ1(x), φ2(x), . . . , φn(x)} (6.47)
T = {T1(t), T2(t), . . . , Tn(t)}T (6.48)
and
T˙ = {∂T1(t)
∂t
,
∂T2(t)
∂t
, . . . ,
∂Tn(t)
∂t
}T (6.49)
Where Φj are the regular basis functions in the space Vh. A separation of variable is applied.
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The shape function is used to interpolate the spatial variation while the time variation is related to
the nodal variables. Substituting the solution into the semi-discrete weak formulation leads to the
following system for T h.∫
Ω
∇ΦI · (k∇ΦJTJ)dΩ +
∫
Ω
[
ΦI
(
ρcΦJ
∂TJ
∂t
−Q
)]
dΩ−
∫
Γ2
ΦI · q¯dΓ
−
∫
Γ3
ΦIhΦJ(TJ − Ta)dΓ +
∫
Γ1
ΦIαΦJ(TJ − T¯ )dΓ = 0 (6.50)
equivalent to the final system
CT˙ +KT = F (6.51)
With
CIJ =
∫
Ω
ΦIρcΦJdΩ (6.52)
K =
∫
Ω
∇ΦI · (k∇ΦJ)dΩ−
∫
Γ3
ΦIhΦJdΓ +
∫
Γ1
ΦIαΦJdΓ (6.53)
F =
∫
Ω
ΦIQdΩ +
∫
Γ2
ΦI · q¯dΓ +
∫
Γ3
ΦIhTadΓ +
∫
Γ1
ΦIαT¯dΓ (6.54)
C is called the capacitance matrix. It contains the product of the density ρ and the specific heat. At
this stage only spatial discretisation has been achieved and the discretisation regarding time can
be done by partitioning the time interval [0,T] into N equal intervals [tk, tk+1] of length ∆t = TN .
There are many established time-marching numerical methods available to deal with time-dependent
behaviour. Amongst them, the most popular are the explicit and implicit methods. The general ap-
proach it to consider the slope at the initial point Tt and the slope at an intermediate point Tt+θ∆t.
They are used to obtain the function at the end of the time step Tt+θ∆t. The general 2 points FD
scheme is expressed
θ
(
∂T
∂t
)
t+∆t
+ (1− θ)
(
∂T
∂t
)
t
=
Tt+∆t − Tt
∆t
(6.55)
Using equation 6.51 for instant t and t+ ∆t, we have
(1− θ)CT˙t = (1− θ)(Ft −KtTt) (6.56)
and
θCT˙t+1 = θ(Ft+1 −Kt+1Tt+1) (6.57)
Substituting 6.56 and 6.57 into 6.55 gives the following general form of discrete equation(
C
∆t
+ θKt+1
)
Tt+1 =
(
C
∆t
− (1− θ)Kt
)
Tt + θFt+1 + (1− θ)Ft (6.58)
Depending on the values of θ, the formulation leads to different form. When θ = 0 we obtain the
explicit forward difference scheme or Euler method(
C(Tt+1 − Tt)
∆t
)
+KtTt = Ft (6.59)
This scheme is known as "Forward-difference" because it arrives at the new value of the temper-
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ature, Tt+∆t by moving forward along the tangent at the previous point Tt. The new temperature
values are calculated from the old ones and there is no Tt+∆t in the right hand side of the equation
6.59;thus the term explicit. When θ = 0.5, it leads to the Crank-Nicholson formulation(
C(Tt+1 − Tt)
∆t
+
1
2
Kt+1
)
Tt+1 +KtTt =
1
2
(Ft+1 + Ft) (6.60)
If θ = 2/3, the Galerkin form is obtained(
C(Tt+1 − Tt)
∆t
+
2
3
θKt+1
)
Tt+1 +
1
3
KtTt =
2
3
Ft+1 +
1
3
Ft (6.61)
When θ > 0.5, the scheme is stable for all ∆t. Finally for θ = 1, the slope at the future temperature
Tt+∆ is used. It leads to the implicit method(
C(Tt+1 − Tt)
∆t
+ θKt+1
)
Tt+1 = Ft+1 (6.62)
The implicit method is unconditionally stable. This equation has to be solved for k = 0, 1, · · · , N−
1 with uhk being the approximation of u(t) at the time step tk = k∆t. This is a similar formulation
that FEM uses [63]. The value of θ has important implications for the stability of the scheme.(
C
∆t
+ θKt+1
)
Tt+1 =
(
C
∆t
− (1− θ)Kt
)
Tt + θFt+1 + (1− θ)Ft (6.63)
Using the Crank Nicholson scheme for instance gives the complete discretised system necessary
to compute T ht+∆t
(
1
2
∆tKt+∆t + C)Tt+1 =
1
2
∆t(Ft+1 + Ft) + (C − 1
2
∆tKt)Tt (6.64)
In the case of a linear problem the conductance matrix does not vary with time.
We consider the following transient heat conduction problem in the 2D domain Ω = [0, pi]× [0, pi]
governed by the following IBVP
ut = uxx + uyy, ∀x ∈ Ω, t > 0 (6.65)
u,x(0, y, t) = u,x(pi, y, t) = 0; (6.66)
u(x, 0, t) = 0, u(x, pi, t) = 0; (6.67)
u(x, y, 0) = cos(x) sin(y) + cos(2x) sin(2y), (6.68)
The analytical solution for this problem is given by
u(x, y, t) = e−2t cos(x) sin(y) + e−8t cos(2x) sin(2y); (6.69)
Figure 6.34 show the temperature distribution at t=0.1 s obtained with MLS shape function with
cubic weight function, for ds=1.5 and 30× 30 regular node distribution. The L2 = 8.7× 10−4.
Using both C-N and Galerkin scheme show that the method converges quite quickly as the time
step decreases. Figure 6.35 shows the result for MLS(bleu) and RPIM-MQ(green). From our test,
a time step around 0.01 s gives the best results.
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Figure 6.34: Comparison of analytical solution (left) with EFG solution (right) at t=0.1s for
∆t=0.001s. L2 error is 0.08%
Figure 6.35: Influence of time step ∆t on convergence of solution with EFG solution
Figure 6.36 shows the convergence for 0.1s for the EFG with MLS. Similar convergence is ob-
tained with RPIM method. Overall, meshfree based on weak formulation works well for transient
heat conduction problem. No increase in computational cost over regular mesh based methods
have been found through our tests. This is mainly due to the fact that the separation of variable
allow to treat the time derivative in equation 6.39 in similar manner as it is done in FEM.
6.5 Time dependent heat conduction with temperature dependent thermal proper-
ties
MEMS design deals with a great number of temperature dependent problems. Heat conduction
phenomena in which heat capacities and thermal conductivities depend on temperature are part of
the many design process of MEMS. From the characterisation of sensors, to the use of thermal
material properties for MEMS design, modelling heat conduction for complex associations of
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Figure 6.36: Convergence of L2 error norm at t=0.1s for ∆t = 0.01s.
material with non-linear thermal properties is of great interest for MEMS designers. The study of
thermal effects is important in MEMS design as fluctuations in ambient and operating temperature
have a drastic impact on strain measuring circuit [1]. Thermal properties for material use in MEMS
fabrication or smart materials are not linear function of temperature. We demonstrate an approach
for non-linear thermal properties that can be used for Meshfree weak based methods.
We consider the 2D Heat conduction problems with temperature dependent heat capacities and
thermal conductivities over a domain Ω. IT is described by the following equation
ρC(T )
∂T
∂t
−∇(k(T )∇T )−Q(x, t) = 0 ∀x ∈ Ω (6.70)
T (x, t) = T (x, t), ∀x ∈ Γ1 (6.71)
k(T )
∂T
∂n
= q(x, t) · n, ∀x ∈ Γ2 (6.72)
k∇T · n = h(Ts − Ta), ∀x ∈ Γ3 (6.73)
and
T (x, 0) = T0(x), ∀x ∈ Ω (6.74)
Using Kirchhoff transformation we can write
u(x, t) =
∫ T
Tr
k(T )dT (6.75)
we can rewrite 6.70,6.71,6.72 and 6.74 into
γ(u)
∂u
∂t
−∇2u−Q(x, t) = 0 ∀x ∈ Ω (6.76)
withγ = ρC/k called the reciprocal of thermal diffusivity.
u(x, t) = u(x, t), ∀x ∈ Γ1 (6.77)
∂u
∂n
= q(x, t) · n, ∀x ∈ Γ2 (6.78)
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∇u · n = h(Ts − Ta), ∀x ∈ Γ3 (6.79)
and
u(x, 0) = u0(x), ∀x ∈ Ω (6.80)
We consider the thermal properties of several materials such as silicon (Si), zirconium(Zr), tanta-
lum (Ta) and tungsten(W) in the temperature range 100 to 1200 K. For simplicity, we assume that
constant density is given at 20◦C being 6570, 19300 and 16600 kg.m−3 respectively. But a simi-
lar strategy can be adopted in dealing with the variation of this property with temperature. Figure
6.37 gives the thermal properties, heat Capacity in J.Kg−1.K−1 and the thermal conductivity in
W.m−1.K−1 for the materials at different temperatures samples.
Figure 6.37: Specific heat capacity C for zirconium, tungsten and tantalum at different temperature
sampling values
Figure 6.38: Thermal conductivity k for zirconium, tungsten and tantalum at different temperature
sampling values
This set of data can be obtained from any material suppliers such as Plantsee [221]. From equation
6.75, u(T) appears as a monotonically increasing function due to the fact that k(T) is always
positive. Finding an explicit form for u(T) is always possible on the opposite of T(u) unless k(T)
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is of linear form. We approximate k(T) using a piecewise linear function
k(T ) = ki+1 +
ki − ki−1
Ti − Ti−1 (T − Ti−1), ∀T ∈ [Ti−1, Ti[ (6.81)
Ti, i = 1...N are temperature sampling values from the material model (see figure6.37 and see
figure6.38). We take the temperature reference Tr = 100k and substitute k(T) from equation 6.81
into 6.75, it gives the following recurrence form for u(T)
u(T ) = ui−1 + ki−1(T − Ti−1 + 1
2
(
ki − ki−1
Ti − Ti−1
)
(T − Ti−1)2 (6.82)
We use 7 samples values for Ti and compute the Kirchhoff variables u(T ) as shown on Figure
6.39.
Figure 6.39: Kirchoff variable u(T ) values for Zr, W and Ta at different temperature sampling
values.
Having computed the values of Kirchhoff variable for each temperature samples, we can calculate
the reciprocal of thermal diffusivity γ which corresponds to each u(Ti). Figure 6.40 shows the
computed reciprocal values of thermal diffusivity for the different material considered.
In order to obtain γ(u) at each iteration, a piecewise linear approximation is used. From equation
6.81 the inversion formula for T(u) can be derived. For ui−1 ≤ u < ui we have
T (u) = Ti−1 +
(
Ti − Ti−1
ki − ki−1
)[
−ki−1 +
√
k2i−1 + 2
(
ki − ki−1
Ti − Ti−1
)
(u− ui−1)2
]
(6.83)
At each iteration, the resulting temperatures un are compared to the prior estimate of the nodal
temperatures. If the difference between the prior and resulting temperatures is acceptable, as
defined below, then the analysis iterations can conclude. If the difference is unacceptable, then the
thermal conductivity and radiation heat rates are recalculated based on the newly assumed nodal
temperature estimates and the problem is solved again. The iteration procedure is continued until
the temperature increment at nodes is sufficiently small such as ∆Tn ≤ a. We use the average
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Figure 6.40: Reciprocal of thermal diffusivity γ for Zr, W and Ta at different temperature sampling
values.
differences between new and old values of un.√√√√ 1
Ni
Nin∑
i=1
(
1−
newuni
olduni
)2
<  (6.84)
The tolerance criterion  must be carefully set to ensure convergence. In the following,  is taking
as 1.0×10−5 ≤  ≤ 1.0×10−4
The problem domain Ω considered is a square plate of 0.12 × 0.12 m, top, bottom and right
surfaces are subject to a prescribed temperature. Left surface is under a prescribed flux. The
initial boundary conditions are given by the exact solution of such a problem
Texa(x, y, t) = (104.43 + 4.43 cos(0.01t)) e
(10(x+y)) (6.85)
The source function is taken as
Q(x, y, t) = ρC(T )
∂T
∂t
− k(T )
(
∂2T
∂x2
+
∂2T
∂y2
)
− ∂k
∂T
[(
∂2T
∂x2
)2
+
(
∂2T
∂y2
)2]
(6.86)
Figure 6.41 shows a comparison of the temperature profile obtained at t=300s with meshfree
method and the analytical solution using 5 × 5 regularly distributed nodes. result are pretty good
and congruent to those obtain for linear problems. Figure 6.42 shows the results obtained for a
5 × 5 nodes distribution for L2 error norm(red curve on the left) and the gradient of the error
norm(right). MLS cubic shape function is used for this test. The red blue and black curve are
respectively the L2 error for ∆t = 0.001, 0.1 and 0.5.
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Figure 6.41: Comparison of the temperature at t=300 s, obtained by meshfree method (left) and
the analytical solution (right)
Figure 6.42: Convergence of L2 error norm
Figure 6.43 represents the evolution of teh reciprocal diffusivity γ, the temperature (middle) and
its gradient(right) at the center of the plate. Red curve represent the analytical solution and blue
cruve the approximated solution obtained by EFG using MLS with cubic spline weight function.
A similar result with a 10 × 10 nodes distribution is shown on figure 6.44. Different Error norm
are used.
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Figure 6.43: Variation of thermal diffusivity γ (left), temperature at center point of the plate
(center) and the temperature gradient (right)
Figure 6.44: L2 error norm (Black), L1 error norm (blue),Relative norm (red).
This show the applicability of global weak based methods for Non-linear temperature problems
which are recurrent in MEMS design. However due to the computational cost, it appears difficult
to integrate the present method for real time haptic feedback without further improvement or
simplification.
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6.6 2D elasto-dynamic problems
Elasto-dynamics dealing with solids and structures experiencing vibration under the action of dy-
namic forces which vary with time are also an important study area for MEMS actuators design
and MEMS packaging. Using equilibrium equation between stress and external forces, the govern-
ing equation for dynamic equilibrium gives the following linear 2D strong form in tensor notation,
for elasto-dynamic problems
σii,j + bi = mu¨i + cu˙i, (6.87)
Where m is the mass density and c the damping coefficient. Obviously u¨i = ∂
2ui
∂t2
is the accelera-
tion and u˙i = ∂ui∂t is the velocity. The boundary condition is given by
ui = u¯i on Γu (6.88)
σijnj = t¯i on Γt (6.89)
and the initial Bcs for the displacement and the velocity are given by
u(x, t0) = u0(x), ∀x ∈ Ω (6.90)
u˙(x, t0) = v0(x), ∀x ∈ Ω (6.91)
Using either the Lagrangian principle of least action(see sectionB.3) or minimising principle along
with the penalty method to enforce the boundary condition, the following constrained Galerkin
form is derived ∫
Ω
δuTmu¨dΩ +
∫
Ω
δuT cu˙dΩ +
∫
Ω
(Lδu)T (DLu)dΩ
−
∫
Ω
δuT bdΩ−
∫
Γt
δuT t¯dΓ +
∫
Γu
δuTα (u− u¯) t¯dΓ = 0 (6.92)
In order to discretise the above equation, because the trial function for the displacement is a func-
tion of space and time, we make a separation of variables. For any time t the displacement uh and
its time derivatives are function of spatial coordinates. Thus using the meshfree shape functions
we can write
uh(x, t) =
n∑
j=1
Φj(x)uj(t) = Φ(x) · u (6.93)
∂uh(x, t)
∂t
=
∂
∂t
n∑
j=1
Φj(x)uj(t) =
n∑
j=1
Φj(x)
∂uj(t)
∂t
= Φ(x) · u˙ (6.94)
and
∂2uh(x, t)
∂t2
=
∂2
∂t2
n∑
j=1
Φj(x)uj(t) =
n∑
j=1
Φj(x)
∂2uj(t)
∂t2
= Φ(x) · u¨ (6.95)
With
φ(x) = {φ1(x), φ2(x), . . . , φn(x)} (6.96)
u = {u1(t), u2(t), . . . , un(t)}T (6.97)
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Substituting equation 6.93, 6.94 and 6.95 into 6.92 gives
∫
Ω
δ
(
n∑
I=1
ΦIuI
)T
m
(
n∑
J=1
ΦJ u¨J
)
dΩ +
∫
Ω
δ
(
n∑
I=1
ΦIuI
)T
c
(
n∑
I=1
ΦI u˙I
)
dΩ+
∫
Ω
(L
(
n∑
I=1
ΦIδuI
)
)T (DL
(
n∑
J=1
ΦJuJ
)
)dΩ−
∫
Ω
(
n∑
I=1
ΦIδuI
)T
bdΩ−
∫
Γt
(
n∑
I=1
ΦIδuI
)T
t¯dΓ +
∫
Γu
(
n∑
I=1
ΦIδuI
)T
α
((
n∑
J=1
ΦJuJ
)
− u¯
)
t¯dΓ = 0 (6.98)
and thus
∫
Ω
(
n∑
I=1
ΦIδuI
)T
m
(
n∑
J=1
ΦJ u¨J
)
dΩ +
∫
Ω
(
n∑
I=1
ΦIδuI
)T
c
(
n∑
I=1
ΦI u˙I
)
dΩ+
∫
Ω
(
(
n∑
I=1
BIδuI
)
)T (
(
n∑
J=1
DBJuJ
)
)dΩ−
∫
Ω
(
n∑
I=1
ΦIδuI
)T
bdΩ−
∫
Γt
(
n∑
I=1
ΦIδuI
)T
t¯dΓ +
∫
Γu
(
n∑
I=1
ΦIδuI
)T
α
((
n∑
J=1
ΦJuJ
)
− u¯
)
t¯dΓ = 0 (6.99)
Using the linearity of operators and the fact that the equation holds for any value of δu, we obtain
the system
MU¨(t) + CU˙(t) + (K +Kα)U(t) = F (t) + Fα(t) (6.100)
with K the global stiffness matrix, M the global mass matrix, C the damping matrix and F the
global force vector.
MIJ =
∫
Ω
ΦTI ·m · ΦJdΩ (6.101)
CIJ =
∫
Ω
ΦTI · c · ΦJdΩ (6.102)
KIJ =
∫
Ω
BTI ·D ·BJdΩ (6.103)
KαIJ =
∫
Γu
ΦTI · α · ΦJdΓ (6.104)
With α penalty factor matrix.
FI =
∫
Ω
ΦTI · bdΩ +
∫
Γt
ΦTI · t¯dΓ (6.105)
and
FαI =
∫
Γu
ΦTI · α · u¯dΓ (6.106)
Kα and Fα are the added terms for the stiffness matrix and force vector to enforce the essential
boundary condition through the penalty method. U¨ , U˙ andU are the global acceleration, velocity
and displacement vectors that collect the nodal values.
U¨ =
{
u¨1(t), u¨2(t), . . . , U¨N (t)
}T
(6.107)
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U˙ =
{
u˙1(t), u˙2(t), . . . , U˙N (t)
}T
(6.108)
In order to lead the discretisation regarding time, the explicit or implicit scheme can be used.
Explicit schemes are conditionally stable and the trade-off between accuracy, stability and com-
putation time needs to be made. For this reason the implicit approach is preferred as it has an
unconditional stability for large time steps. There are several well-known approaches such as
Newmark-β, Wilson-θ or Runge-Kutta methods. We use the Newmark-β on the system of equa-
tion 6.100. Using Taylor series on the velocity U˙ and the displacement vector U , we have
Ut+∆t = Ut + ∆tU˙t +
∆t
2
U¨t +
∆t
6
...
U t + . . . (6.109)
U˙t+∆t = U˙t + ∆tU¨t +
∆t
2
...
U t + . . . (6.110)
Using either the extended mean value (Cauchy) or the Newton truncated series allow to express
Ut+∆t = Ut + ∆tU˙t +
∆t
2
U¨t + β∆t
3 ...
U t (6.111)
U˙t+∆t = U˙t + ∆tU¨t + γ∆t
2 ...
U t (6.112)
Assuming linear variation of the acceleration component over ∆t such as
...
U t =
U¨t+∆t − U¨t
∆t
(6.113)
gives
Ut+∆t = Ut + ∆tU˙t +
(
1
2
− β
)
∆t2U¨t + β∆t
2U¨t+∆t (6.114)
U˙t+∆t = U˙t + (1− γ) ∆tU¨t + γ∆tU¨t+∆t (6.115)
The variables β and γ control the stability of the method as well as weighting of the damping
effect into the main equation. From equation 6.114 we obtain
U¨t+∆t =
1
β∆t2
(Ut+∆t − Ut)− 1
β∆t
U˙t −
(
1
2β
− 1
)
U¨t (6.116)
Substituting equation 6.116 into 6.115 leads to
U˙t+∆t =
γ
β∆t
(Ut+∆t − Ut) +
(
1− γ
β
)
U˙t +
(
1− γ
2β
)
∆tU¨t (6.117)
Finally, substituting equation 6.116 and 6.117 within 6.100 gives
(Mα1 +Cγα2 +K)Ut+∆t = M
(
α1U t + α2U˙ t + α3U¨ t
)
+
C
[
γα2U˙ +
(
γ
β
− 1
)
U˙t +
(
γ
2β
− 1
)
∆tU¨t
]
+ Ft+∆t (6.118)
with
α1 =
1
β∆t2
; α2 =
1
β∆t
; α3 =
1
2β
− 1 (6.119)
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Thus we obtain the final system
(Mα1 +Cγα2 +K)Ut+∆t = M
(
α1U t + α2U˙ t + α3U¨ t
)
+
C
[
γα2U˙ +
(
γ
β
− 1
)
U˙t +
(
γ
2β
− 1
)
∆tU¨t
]
+ Ft+∆t (6.120)
with
α1 =
1
β∆t2
; α2 =
1
β∆t
; α3 =
1
2β
− 1 (6.121)
The choice of parameters β and γ leads to different versions of the Newmark methods. The method
is conditionally stable for β ≥ γ2 ≥ 14 . When γ < 0.5, damping is introduced. For γ = 0.5 β = 14
or β = 16 , it leads to the average acceleration and constant acceleration method respectively. For
γ = 32 and β =
8
5 we obtain the Galerkin method.
6.6.1 Natural Frequency (Modal) analysis
All things vibrate, from audible sounds coming from musical instruments, cars, airplanes, build-
ings, to the subtlest vibration of microstructures such as nano-tube or quartz lattices. Vibration
is not ideal and often unavoidable. It can cause a gradual weakening of structures and the dete-
rioration of metals components. The most disastrous consequences occur when a power-driven
device, such as a motor for example, produces a frequency at which an attached structure naturally
vibrates. This event is called resonance. When a vibration causes resonance in an object, destruc-
tion will result unless it has been designed to withstand the stress. Engineers must design objects
such that resonance does not occur during the regular operation of machines. This is a major ob-
jective of natural frequency (modal) analysis. Ideally, the first mode has a frequency higher than
any potential driving frequency.
Modal analysis requires more degrees of freedom in the model than the number of frequencies
(modes) being calculated. Thus, simplified "test" models may not provide meaningful result if the
discretised model is very coarse. Many MEMS sensors such as the gyroscope or accelerometer use
the principle of vibration, thus for this reason this type of problems constitutes a good benchmark.
In modal analysis, in order to obtain the natural vibration frequencies we consider the system
equation 6.100 with no damping and body forces.
MU¨ +KU = 0 (6.122)
The displacement is assumed to be a harmonic function of time
u(x, t) =
[
u′(x) sin(wt+ φ)
v′(x) sin(wt+ φ)
]
(6.123)
As usual, using the meshfree approximation at any nodes x, we can write
u(x, t) =
n∑
k=1
(
φk 0
0 φk
){
u′k
v′k
}
sin(wt+ φ) = Φ(x)U ′ sin(wt+ φ) (6.124)
With n the number of nodes within the support domain of the shape function at the sampling point.
w is natural pulsation and φ the phase. Vector U ′ contains the displacement components in x and
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y directions. We substitute equation 6.124 into the 6.122 and simplify the expression to obtain
(K − w2M)U ′ = 0 (6.125)
We assume λ = w2 to obtain the final equivalent eigenvalues equation system
(K − λM)q = 0 (6.126)
λ are the eigenvalues of the system and q the corresponding eigenvectors. Solving the eigenvalues
system 6.126 gives the i=1...N frequencies such that fi = wi/2pi and their associated modes
which correspond to the eigenvectors qi We consider the same beam system studied in section5.5
page.114. The mass density of the beam material is ρ = 1kg.m−3.
A comparison of natural frequencies for the first 10 modes using FEM, EFG with MLS and RPIM
shape functions is given in table 6.1. For the MLS and RPIM, we use an irregular distribution
of 231 nodes (21×11) and αs = 2.5. For FEM a regular distribution with QUAD element is
used. The perturbation parameter for the irregular distribution of nodes is set to 3.5 (see equation
7.21 p.173). Once again both FEM and meshfree methods algorithm are tested using our own
developed Matlab code. The reference solution correspond to a FEM solution with 10K DOFs.
Figure 6.45 shows the displacement modes obtained with regular distribution FEM with Quad
element and EFG using irregular distribution of nodes. They are plotted using our Matlab script.
Natural mode frequencies (Hz)
Modes ref FEM 19x9 EFG MLS EFG RPIM
1 4,412 4.457 4.359 4.339
2 22,419 22.739 22.2142 22.209
3 28,602 28.6246 28.416 28.348
4 51,549 52.6026 51.146 51.240
5 83,306 85.68 82.682 82.893
6 85,398 85.71 84.817 84.674
7 116,189 120.59 115.241 115.374
8 140,260 141.466 139.247 139.191
9 143,190 147.017 142.295 142.120
10 159,189 163.701 158.221 157.800
Table 6.1: Natural frequencies for first 10 modes for beam free vibration.
The results on table 6.1 show a good agreement between MF method’s results and reference solu-
tions even with irregular node distribution. Both RPIM and EFG perform better than the regular
QUAD bilinear FEM element.
6.6.2 Forced vibration analysis
We now study the same beam system but under dynamics load. The problem is the same as in
section 5.5, but this time the parabolic load at the free end is a function of the time. For this
problem we use the Newmark method for the time integration and the final system of equation is
given by 6.6. For this problem we compare the solution of weak formulated meshfree methods
with the one obtained with our FEM code on Matlab, using 10× 21 QUADs bilinear element. We
first consider a dynamic relaxation problem with a constant parabolic load. Figure 6.46 shows the
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Figure 6.45: 2D cantilever beam free vibration modes using FEM and EFG
displacement of the beam at the middle point of the free end under a step load. The solution is
obtained with a 11×5 regular node distribution. Linear basis is used for MLS shape function with
a regular distribution of nodes of 10 × 21, and αs = 2.5. As expected, the solution reaches the
equilibrium position of the elastic beam problem of section5.5. Figure 6.47 shows a comparison
of the displacement through time obtained using EFG (blue) and FEM (black). Figure 6.49 shows
a close up comparison of the EFG , FEM and analytical solutions around the mid end tip of the
beam. Figure 6.48 illustrates how both methods converge slightly differently to the final displace-
ment. We can observe that FEM rather overestimated the solution whereas the EFG undervalued it
through the final step of the iteration process. As we can, see on figure 6.49 the solution converges
very well to the exact solution. The errors for FEM and EFG are 2.3% and 0.7% respectively. This
again illustrates the capability of EFG to be more accurate for the same DOF.
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Figure 6.46: 2D cantilever beam displacement a free end under step load obtained with EFG.
21× 11 regular node distribution. αs = 1.5.
Figure 6.47: 2D cantilever beam displacement a free end under step load obtained with EFG (blue)
and FEM (black). 11× 5 regular node distribution. αs = 2.5.
We now study the response of the beam to the following linear decreasing loading P (t)
P (t) =
1000(1− t); ∀t ∈ [0, 1[0; ∀t > 1 (6.127)
Figure 6.50 shows the response of the beam. Same parameters as for the previous case are used.
On figure 6.50, we can observe that the response of FEM and EFG is similar. The oscillation
appeared to be out of phase.
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Figure 6.48: Convergence to the solution displacement(red) at the free end mid-point under step
load, obtained with EFG (blue) and FEM (black).
Figure 6.49: 2D cantilever beam displacement a free end under step load obtained with EFG (blue)
and FEM (black). 11× 5 regular node distribution. αs = 1.5.
Figure 6.50: 2D cantilever beam displacement a free end under pulse load obtained with EFG
(blue) and FEM (black). 11× 5 regular node distribution. αs = 2.5.
Figure 6.51 shows a comparison for EFG with MLS linear basis for a 242 regular and irregular(αifc =
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0.4) distribution of nodes. As shown, the method is robust for irregular node pattern. Similar re-
Figure 6.51: 2D cantilever beam displacement a free end under pulse load obtained for regular
(blue) and irregular distribution of nodes (red)
sults are displayed on figure 6.52 for the RPIM-WEN C6 SF.
Figure 6.52: 2D cantilever beam displacement a free end under pulse load using RPIM-WEN C6.
obtained for regular (blue) and irregular distribution of nodes (red)
6.7 Conclusion
In this chapter, we focused on the implementation of EFG for benchmark problems for potential
haptic MEMS simulation applications. We covered thermal oriented problems in 2D and 3D.
We also covered elastic-dynamic deformation of a beam model which is a regular component in
thermal based sensor and other MEMS structures. This allowed us to further highlight the pitfalls
and drawbacks in the implementation of the methods.
Overall, the adaptive constellation of nodes compared to the rigid mesh used in conventional FEM
provides flexibility and the possibility to conform to complex geometries even in 3D. The gener-
ation of the constellation of nodes is computationally inexpensive compared to the building of a
mesh. Methods using random or quasi random such as Niederreiter [203] or Sobol [265] algo-
rithm to minimise the clustering effect, can be used. However the inherent absence of constraints
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also comes with an absence of support for the data structure that usually provides the mesh. The
computation of the influence domain and the process of finding the nodes belonging to the support
domain for a point of interest ends up being computationally expensive as the number of field
nodes used to discretise the domain grows. On the other hand, the use of hierarchical structures
and geometry in mesh methods is highly beneficial for such procedures.
Due to the node based approximation and absence of mesh-link geometry, discontinuities in the
geometry, laminated components materials and nonlinearities require special treatments. These
problems are not as straightforward as they usually are in FEM, where the support of elements for
describing the physical properties through the geometry provides a comfortable solution.
The h-refinement is not facilitated by the fact that it is easy to add node to the original constellation
without any impact on the pre-existing state of problem data. Again, the absence of mesh results
in the lack of a structure to perform the procedure. Nonetheless, in EFG, grid to support the
integration can be used to this extent along with bucket algorithm.
Another disadvantage of MF methods due to the absence of mesh, lies in the use of lists and search
algorithms among dynamic list of nodes. There are many tasks which require the use of such list
and search processes. In order to control the computational cost of MF algorithm, attention needs
to be paid to the solution to deal with each of these lists. This can be accomplished with dedicated
automated algorithms (bucket algorithm, Delaunay tessellation). Because the size of these lists re-
main relatively compact, it does help to treat them efficiently. Figure 6.2 provides a comparison of
the features of EFG methods with FEM. Paradoxically, if MF based on weak form methods never
Characteristics FEM Weak form Meshfree (EFG)
Mesh Needed Grid for integration
Shape functions Based on pre-defined Based on local nodes over
elements support domains
Discretised system Banded, symmetric Banded, depending on the
Stiffness matrix method used, not symmetric
Imposition of standard procedure for Require special treatment
Essential Bcs FEM. Easy for many meshfree SF
Computation speed Linked to DOFs and More costly than FEM,
nb of quadrature points Slower for MLPG
Accuracy/ More accurate than FDM More accurate than standard
Adaptive analysis complicated for complex 3D FEM. / easy
Stage of Mature technology Infant
development
Commercial Many Few
software
Table 6.2: Comparison of FEM and EFG features
rely on mesh for the building of their approximation functions, some geometric data structures or
support for particular steps in the computation of the solution, such as integration or node search,
is required. Hence it relies on the use of meshing tools such as Delaunay triangulations, Voronoi
diagram or cell-tree. Due to the impact of integration on the overall computation, we study the
collocation form of meshfree in the next chapter, as a way to mitigate the computational cost.
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Chapter 7 Meshree methods based on strong formulation:
Collocation Methods
In the previous Chapter we studied and applied the meshfree SFs within the weak formulation
framework. A huge part of the computational cost of these methods is dedicated to the integration
requirements. For MLPG, the management of subdomains and intersections with boundaries is a
costly task. Integration over subdivisions of the local domain is used to ensure the compatibility
but this will increase the computational cost. EFG on the other hand, is faster but relies on the
use either of background grid or Voronoi cell in the case of SCNI. If the first one does not need
to conform to the boundary or shape of the domain, there is still some extra computation charge
dedicated to the integration of the SFs. A fine grid with enough Gauss points is necessary for the
accurate integration of non-polynomial form of meshfree SFs. In the case of SCNI, the Voronoi
cell is built over a cell. Despite of the increased accuracy in the gradient of the field solution,
this still requires a mesh. Hence it defies our purpose i.e methods that can remove the need to
build the physics model over a mesh and all the related re-meshing procedures. For this reason,
we investigate meshfree methods based on Collocation methods and compare them with weak
formulated ones.
7.1 Collocation method
Methods based on the strong formulation have been studied intensively in the past. One of the
most famous is the finite difference method (FDM) which since the early 70’s have been use in
many areas to solve engineering problems. In order to approximate strong-formulations of PDE
and obtain a set of linear equations, a collocation method is applied at the field nodes which serve
as sampling locations.
If we consider the residual formulation of a PDE over a domain Ω (appendix A p.204):∫
Ω
RWidΩ i = 1, ...,M (7.1)
The idea of the collocation method also called point collocation method is to satisfy the PDE
equation only at certain "points" distributed over the domain Ω. In the collocation method the
Dirac delta function is used as the weight function
Wi = δ(x− xi) (7.2)
Knowing that ∫
Ω
f(x)δ(x− xi)dΩ = f(xi) (7.3)
The collocation process produces a set of discrete equations (one for each collocation points) of
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the form:
R(u1, ....uM , xi) = 0 i = 1, ...,M (7.4)
Where ui being the collocation points at which the partial differential equation is now required to
be satisfied by forcing the residual to vanish at this location. Here we can see how the collocation
method meets the Finite difference method in their formulation. The FDM is simply a collocation
where the derivative at each collocation point is replaced by a finite difference scheme.
The system of equations A.5 p.204 with the collocation method results in the discrete equations
which enforce the residual to vanish at M distinct collocation points xi
Rs(uˆ(xi)) +Rb(uˆ(xi)) = 0 (7.5)
Point collocation method is the starting point for numerical techniques such as the finite difference
method (FDM). The finite difference is simply the collocation method with the derivatives at each
collocation point formulated by finite difference approximations. In this case the basis function is
locally defined.
Many meshfree strong-form methods have been developed so far. They are more or less the same
collocation method used with different type of shape functions. We can cite the Hp-meshless
cloud method [157,158], the finite point method(FPM) [173,207–210], the Vortex method, which
mainly is dedicated to solve engineering flow problems [60, 61, 136, 145, 152, 271], the RPKM
point collocation method [8]. The general finite difference method (GDFM) and its recent special
form like the multiquadric finite difference method [257] are other methods as well. Finally the
meshfree collocation method [132, 133, 171, 172] using RPIM SFs. Liu also apply the collocation
framework with PIM SFs [171, 172].
7.2 Meshfree collocation implementation procedure and issues
We consider the following 2D Poisson problem governed by the strong formulation
∇2u+ u = (2 + 3x)ex−y ∀xI = (x, y) ∈ [0, 1]× [0, 1] (7.6)
with the following essential boundary conditions
u(0, y) = 0; ∀xI = (x, y) ∈ Γu1 (7.7)
u(x, 0) = xex; ∀xI = (x, y) ∈ Γu2 (7.8)
The derivative boundary conditions (DBCs) are given
∂u(1, y)
∂x
= e1−y; ∀xI = (x, y) ∈ Γdb1 (7.9)
∂u(x, 1)
∂y
= xex−1; ∀xI = (x, y) ∈ Γdb2 (7.10)
Using meshfree SFs (section 4.2 p.59), the unknown field function solution is expressed at a col-
location point xI
uh(xI) = Φ
T
I uI (7.11)
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and its derivative
∂uh(xI)
∂x
=
∂ΦTI
∂x
uI ;
∂2uh(xI)
∂x2
=
∂2ΦTI
∂x2
uI ;
∂uh(xI)
∂y
=
∂ΦTI
∂y
uI ; (7.12)
∂2uh(xI)
∂x∂y
=
∂2ΦTI
∂x∂y
uI ;
∂2uh(xI)
∂y2
=
∂2ΦTI
∂y2
uI (7.13)
As usual ΦI is the shape functions vector at xI and uI the vector of the nodal values of the
unknown field function. Hence, using collocation method, we obtain the following discretised
system of equation for node xI[
∂2ΦTI
∂x2
+
∂2ΦTI
∂y2
+ ΦTI
]
uI = (2 + 3xI)e
xI−yI (7.14)
Applying the equation for each node xI of the domain leads to the regular matrix system
KIu = fI (7.15)
For the Nu nodes xI ∈ Γu We have the following independent equations
ΦTI uI = 0; ∀xI = (x, y) ∈ Γu1 (7.16)
ΦTI uI = xe
x ∀xI = (x, y) ∈ Γu2 (7.17)
We can enforce the following Dirichlet boundary conditions by direct interpolation (see section
5.2.4 p.110). For a node xI ∈ Γu1 or Γu2 we can replace respectively the Ith line of the system
equation 7.15 by either the system equation 7.16 or 7.17. When the Sfs used possess the Kronecker
delta property, it is even easier as for a nodes xI ∈ Γu the system matrix entry K(I, I) = 1 and
fI = u¯I with u¯ being the essential boundary condition values at nodes xI .
For the derivatives boundary conditions (DBCs) at the Ndb DB-nodes xI , we have to enforce the
following independent equations
∂ΦI
∂x
uI = e
1−y; ∀xI ∈ Γdb1 (7.18)
∂ΦI
∂y
uI = xe
x−1; ∀xI ∈ Γdb2 (7.19)
This can be done by replacing the Ith line in the system of equation 7.15 by one of the two
equations 7.18 or 7.19. However, this does not enforce the DBCs properly at the nodes xI . We
will highlight this issue in the following section.
The code used for all our tests in this chapter has been developed using Matlab and is available for
further development. We use the following norms as the error indicator in our tests
e =
√√√√∑Ni=1 (uei − uhi )∑N
i=1 (u
e
i )
(7.20)
Where uei is the nodal exact value and u
h
i the approximated values using the collocation method. In
order to control the irregularity of the nodal distribution, we use Irregular factor (Ifc) k to control
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the magnitude of perturbations for the different nodes distribution such as
x = xreg + dx × k × αrand; y = yreg + dy × k × αrand (7.21)
Where (x, y)reg are coordinates for a regular distribution of 441 nodes, dx and dy the nodal spacing
in x and y directions and the random number αrand ∈ [−1; 1].
The issue with the collocation method is its tendency to be unstable. The problem lies in the
implementation of the natural boundaries conditions or derivative boundaries conditions (DBCs).
In order to illustrate this phenomenon, we study the problem governed by equation 7.6 along
with its BCs. In order to compare the effect of improper treatment of the DBCS on the solution
accuracy, we compare to the same problem but we replace the DBCs in equation 7.22 with the
following essential BCs
u(1, y) = 2e1−y; u(x, 1) = −xex−1 (7.22)
In both scenario the analytical solution of the problem is given by
ue(x, y) = xe
x−y (7.23)
We use 5× 5, 11× 11, 21× 21 and 31× 31 regular distributions of nodes. We use RPIM SFs MQ
with αc = 3 and Q = 1.03, EXP with αc = 0.03 and WEN4 wit δ = 50 as described in section
4.3 p. 74. Figure 7.1 shows a comparison of the convergence of the collocation methods with and
without DBCs for a regular distribution of nodes.
Figure 7.1: Convergence of RPIM collocation methods with and without DBC for regular distri-
bution of nodes. αs = 2
It is clear that the presence of DBC seriously affects the accuracy of the method and its conver-
gence. A similar study is done with a irregular distribution of nodes. Figure7.2 shows the results.
In the case of nodes irregularly distributed, the situation is worse and the instability of the methods
is greater. The difference between the case when there is the presence of DBCs and the one with
only Dirichlet conditions (DC) is more important.
Figure 7.3 and 7.4 shows that, as the density of nodes increases, better results are achieved by
keeping the size of the support domain to a certain relative size to the characteristic length of the
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Figure 7.2: Convergence of RPIM collocation methods with and without DBC for irregular node
distribution. αs = 2
domain. This can be done through the increase of the dimensionless parameter αs.
Figure 7.3: Influence of αs on error of RPIM collocation. Regular distribution of 11× 11 nodes.
In our case a range of αs ∈ [3, 4] seems optimal which confirms the results of our preliminary
studies of section 4.3 p. 79. Thus figure 7.5 shows the results using αs = 3.5 for the simulation
of the case with only DC.
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Figure 7.4: Influence of αs on error of RPIM collocation. Regular distribution of 21× 21 nodes.
Figure 7.5: Convergence of RPIM collocation methods without DBC for regular and irregular
node distributions.αs = 3.5
Figure 7.5 shows now a much similar convergence for regular and irregular distributions is ob-
tained with αs = 3.5. Figure 7.6 gives the results obtain for the formulation with the DBC.
Comparing figure 7.5 and 7.6 still shows that presence of DBC results in a decrease of accuracy. It
also results in sensitiveness to the irregularity of the node distribution with rather unstable results.
To illustrate this, we study the standard deviation σ of the error for different irregular 441 nodes
distributions. Here, we consider irregular factor Ifc of 0.3 and 0.6. σ is computed over more than
10 samples error values for each set of parameters. Tab 7.1 shows the results.
From tab 7.1, it shows that an increase in the irregularity of nodes distribution affects methods with
DBCs more. For DC boundaries, an increase in support domain size through αs helps to reduce
the sensitivity of the methods to the irregularity of nodes distributions. For αs = 3.5 the method’s
error dispersion is in order of the error obtained for regular nodes distribution. In the case of
presence of DBC, increasing the support domain does not improve the result much. Nonetheless,
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Figure 7.6: Convergence of RPIM collocation methods with DBC for regular and irregular node
distributions.αs = 3.5
Error for reg distrib Standard deviation σ
Irregularity factor 0 0.3 0.6
alpha_s 2 3.5 2 3,5 2 3,5
DC
Wen4 6,08E-04 3,02E-05 8,38E-05 2,67E-05 0,000329 2,95E-05
MQ 0,001 4,97E-05 0,000252 6,00E-06 0,000372 7,82E-06
EXP 0,0052 9,89E-05 0,000409 4,75E-05 0,001541 2,38E-05
DBC
Wen4 0,0101 0,006 0,007655 0,020572 0,066495 0,081581
MQ 0,0017 0,0017 0,033158 0,000537 0,011614 0,410756
EXP 0,0648 0,0167 0,148696 0,006457 0,080262 0,005542
Table 7.1: Comparison of standard deviation for irregular distributions of nodes with different
irregularity factors and for different αs
failure to impose DBC correctly is responsible for a loss of accuracy in all cases.
7.3 Derivative boundary condition(DBC) treatment
Several techniques [162] have been developed to solve the problem:
• Adding fictitious points along the derivative boundary. Along the derivative boundaries,
a set of fictitious points is added on the outer region surrounding the derivative boundary
domain. This leads to the establishment of two sets of equations for each derivative bound-
ary node(DB-node). There is one for the DBC and a second one for the governing system
equation. This method is termed fictitious point(FP) method.
• Use of additional derivatives variables for the DB-nodes to enforce the DBCs. The deriva-
tives of the function are added in the basis. This methods are referred as Hermite interpola-
tion [159].
• Increasing the density of node along the derivative boundaries. An example was introduced
by the work of Lizka for his Hp-cloud method [158].
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• Using local weak formulation at the DBS nodes in order to use the natural way of im-
plementing derivatives boundary condition. This technique is called mixed weak-strong
(MWS) form [160,163]. This method is a combination of the local weak-form(see section5.2
p.104) and the strong-form. The local weak form allows to naturally satisfy the DBCs.
7.3.1 Fictitious points (FP)
The fictitious points method or FP method consists in augmenting the DOFs by adding along the
derivative boundaries, a set of imaginary points. These fictitious points are added on the outer
region surrounding the derivative boundary domain. For each DBC nodes, there are now two
sets of equations. One is used for the DBC and a second one for the governing system equation.
Through our test we found that a reasonable distance from the DBC for a fictitious point xfp
should be dfp = λ.n · ds when n is the vector normal to the boundary and ds the vector of the
characteristic length of the domain dsT = dsx, dsy. dsx and dsy are the average nodal distance in
x and y direction. For each DBC node xI on the DBC, a FP is added ad the distance dfp from the
boundary. We found that best results are achieved for λ ∈ [0.5, 1].
Using FP method on the Poisson problem governed by equation 7.6. For instance, we consider
a 121 nodes distribution regularly dispatched as 11 × 11 over the square domain Ω. Fictitious
point are dispatched along Γdb1 and Γdb2 such that there is NFP = 22 added DOFS. For the
N fields nodes xI within the domain the system of equation is normally assembled using the
procedure described in section 7.1. The only difference is that the shape function values at FPs are
considered when they are involved in the support domain of a sampling point. Hence the original
system matrix (KI)N×N becomes a (KI)N×(N+NFP ). For each DBC point, the appropriate DBC
equation is added in the system of equation at associated FPs line. NFP lines are added at the
system matrix KI , hence giving the final system (KI)(N+NFP )×(N+NFP ) incorporating the DBC
conditions at each DB nodes.
Considering the Poisson problem of section 7.1 with DBC. We now control the number of nodes
in the support domain. The number of nodes within the support domain for col-RPIM is kept
constant at around 30-40 nodes, except for the compactly supported RBF, WEN-C4 where the
number of nodes is slightly less. For WEN-C4, the best results have been obtained for a number
around 20-25 nodes. For MLS SFs, the number is kept around 8-10. The IFC is set to 0.5. For
RPIM-MQ, αc = 3 and for RPIM-EXP, αc = 0.01. It has been observed that, as the density of
nodes increases, the number of nodes in the support domain (e.g. αs) has to also be increased
in order to get better accuracy. Figure 7.7 shows a comparison of the error convergence obtain
with and without the use of FP, for regular nodal distribution. Figure 7.8 shows similar results for
irregular set of nodes. In both cases we control the number of nodes in the support domain. Once
again, MLS and WEN are rather unstable for irregular nodal distribution. Paradoxically, the effect
seems to be stronger when the density of nodes increases.
7.3.2 Modified shape functions with derivatives independent variables
Another method to enforce derivative boundary conditions in Meshfree strong-form methods is to
consider the normal derivatives of the field function at the DB-nodes as independent variables in
the function approximation. This is referred to the Hermite collocation method (HCM). Taking
the RPIM formulation (see section 4.2.4 p.68) as the starting point, we add the normal derivatives
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Figure 7.7: Convergence of collocation methods with direct and FP DBCs implementation meth-
ods for regular nodal distribution
Figure 7.8: Convergence of collocation methods with direct and FP DBCs implementation meth-
ods for irregular nodal distribution
as extended degrees of freedom at the DB-nodes. We can write the new approximation including
the normal derivatives at the DB-nodes
uh =
n∑
i=1
Ri(x)ai +
m∑
j
pj(x)bj +
nDB∑
k=1
∂RDBk
∂n
ck (7.24)
Taking the normal derivative of the field function at a DB-node and using the chain rule, we have
∂RDBk
∂n
= nxk
∂RDBk
∂x
+ nyk
∂RDBk
∂y
(7.25)
n is the unit outward normal vector to the Derivative boundary and nxi and nxi are projections of
the normal along x and y directions at the DB-node. ai , bj and ck are 3 sets of coefficients to be
determined. n, m and nDB are the number of nodes in the local support domain, polynomial terms
for augmentation and the number of DB-nodes within the local support domain respectively. We
recap that for the RBFs
Ri(x) = R(‖x− xi‖) (7.26)
RDBk (x) = R(‖x− xDBk ‖) (7.27)
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We write equation 7.24 in the following matrix form
uh(x) = BTa0 (7.28)
BT being the vector of basis function
BT =
{
R1 · · · Rn ∂R
DB
1
∂n · · ·
∂RDBnDB
∂n 1 x y · · · pm(x)
}
(7.29)
and the vector a
aT0 =
{
a1 · · · an b1 · · · bnDB c1 · · · cm
}
(7.30)
Similarly to the standard RPIM interpolation scheme, determining the coefficient can done by
enforcing the interpolation (equation 7.24) to pass by each node within the support domain
ul = u
h
xl
=
 n∑
i=1
Ri(xl)ai +
nDB∑
j=1
∂RDBj
∂n
bj +
m∑
j
pk(xl)ck

l=1,...,nDB
(7.31)
At the DB-nodes we have
∂uDBl
∂n
=
 n∑
i=1
∂Ri(xl
DB)
∂n
ai +
nDB∑
j=1
∂2RDBj (xl
DB)
∂n
bj +
m∑
k
∂pk(x
DB
l )
∂n
ck

l=1,...,n
(7.32)
In order to obtain a unique solutions for the sets of coefficient’s equations, the following additional
constrains are used [162]
n∑
i=1
pkai +
nDB∑
j=1
pkbj = 0; ∀k = 1, . . . ,m. (7.33)
Using equation 7.31,7.32 and 7.33, one can now write the matrix form
U =

Us
∂UDB
∂n
0
 =
 R RDB PmRTDB RDDB PDB
P Tm P
T
DB 0


a
b
c
 = Ga0 (7.34)
Where G is a generalized form of the moment matrix presented earlier in section 4.2.4 p.68. P Tm
is the regular polynomial moment matrix. Obtaining the coefficient a0 necessitates the inversion
of the G matrix. G is usually symmetric and invertible.
a0 = G
−1Us (7.35)
Replacing this into equation 7.28 gives
uh(x) = BTa0 = B
TG−1Us = ΦTUs (7.36)
We obtain the SF vector ΦT = BTa0 = BTG−1 such
ΦT =
[
φ1 · · · φi · · ·φn φH1 · · · φHnDB φp1 · · · φpm
]
(n+nDB+m)×l
(7.37)
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We can use these shape functions to retrieve the approximated field function
uh(x) =
n∑
i=1
φiui +
nDB∑
j=1
φHj
∂uDBj
∂n
(7.38)
And similarly for its derivatives
∂uh(x)
∂x
=
n∑
i=1
∂φi
∂x
ui +
nDB∑
j=1
∂φHj
∂x
∂uDBj
∂n
(7.39)
The existence of G−1 ensure no singularity in computing the HRPIM shape functions. HRPIM
has been reported to be effective in dealing with arbitrary nodal distributions [159]. In calculating
the SF, direct inversion of the Moment matrix can be avoided.
Φ(x)G = BTG−1G (7.40)
thus
GTΦ(x) = B (7.41)
Due to the non-singularity of G, this operation can be done using a standard linear solver.
Unlike for the EFG where the compatibility of the shape function is required over the whole
domain, in collocation methods, it is only needed over support domain. A simpler form of MLS
such as the weight least square (WLS) method can also be used to build SFs. It can be also
derived in Hermite interpolation form. Similarly to MLS, they do not possess the delta function
property, which is not a problem for collocation method where we use direct interpolation method
for essential boundaries conditions. The HWLS procedure is fully described in [162].
7.4 benchmark tests
The following tests have been implemented in Matlab code and C++.
7.4.1 1D truss benchmark test
We consider the 1D truss bar problem governed by the equation
EA
d2u
dx2
+ b(x) = 0 (7.42)
with the essential boundary condition u(0) = 0 and the DBC or force boundary condition
du(L)
dx
= −k cos (kpi) (7.43)
With E the young modulus and A the cross section of the beam. u represents the solution for the
axial displacement. The body force b(x) is in the x direction. For simplicity, in the following test,
we use E=1.0 and A = 1.mm2. The length of the beam L is taken 1mm. The following source
term is considered
b(x) = −(kpi)2 sin (kpix) (7.44)
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The analytical solution of this problem is given by
ue = − sin (kpix) (7.45)
In order to compare the effect of Hermite interpolation for the construction of SFs, we compare
the results obtained from problem with the following DC imposed at x=L
u(L) = − sin (kpi) (7.46)
Both problems have the same analytical solution given by equation 7.45. In the following we
consider k = 2.4.
We first study the h convergence of collocation methods with MLS and WLS SFs, WEN4 RPIM,
EXP RPIM and MQ RPIM. For now we consider the problem with only Dirichlet condition (DC).
For WLS and MLS, the cubic spline weight function is used. Through this first test, no difference
with the use of other weight functions such as quartic, new quartic or exponential has been found.
αs = 1.5 with an average of 3 nodes per support domains. We consider the regular distribution of
5,20,30,40 nodes. Figure 7.9 shows the results obtained. As previously observed for data fitting
Figure 7.9: Convergence of RPIM, MLS and WLS for αs = 1.5.
and applications through weak formulation based methods, MLS works better than RPIM for a
small number of nodes within the support domain. Here, the non-convergent behaviour of the
RPIM can be explained by the overly small number of nodes present in the support domain. In
order to verify the preliminary results from chapter 4.3, we now study the impact of different αs
on the accuracy (error %). A 31 regular nodes distribution is used for this test. Table 7.2 gives
the average number of nodes within a support domain for each values of αs For MLS and WLS,
αs 1,5 2 2,5 3 3,5 4 4,5 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
Nb nodes 3 4 5 6 6 7 8 9 10 12 13 15 16 17
Table 7.2: Average number of nodes in support domain for different values of αs
second order basis is used to compare the results for this two methods. As shown on figure 7.10,
both methods give similar results. Increasing the parameter αs brings more nodes in the support
domain. However it tends to decrease the accuracy of both MLS and WLS approximation when
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Figure 7.10: Impact of αs on the accuracy of MLS and WLS and RPIMs collocation methods
Figure 7.11: Impact of αs on the condition number of the moment matrix of MLS,WLS and
RPIMs SFs
too many nodes are involved. As mentioned in section 4.3.2, MLS works well for a relatively
small number of nodes within the support domain Ωs. Figure 7.10 shows that in order to keep the
accuracy when more nodes are introduced, the order of the basis needs to be increased. It appears
that there is a limit where increasing the order of the basis as well as the support domain size has a
negative impact on the condition number of the Moment matrix. When the number of nodes is too
low for the order of the basis the matrix can be close to singular if the precision is limited. In our
case, the strategy of controling the number of nodes limit the computation charges so it should be
preferred. In practice, increasing the order of the basis should be the solution to avoid the nodes
elimination algorithm for instance.
Similar tests are carried out for the RPIM SFs. As expected, RPIM collocation provides better
accuracy as more nodes are introduced within the support domain. As shown on figure 7.10, the
EXP SFs gives the best accuracy then MQ or WEN RBFs. However condition number of the
Moment matrix (figure 7.11) is much bigger but still remains manageable. This test illustrates
the sensitivity of the methods to the number of nodes within the support domain and translates
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to a tendency in practice to be rather sensitive to nodes irregularity when no treatment is done.
Optimization should be imposed by controlling the nodes within the support.
We now use an irregular set of nodes with irregular factor Ifc = 0.6. Based on the previous
tests, we control the number of nodes within the support domain. For MLS and WLS number
of nodes are 5-6 and for RPIMs between 12-14. Figure 7.12 show the results obtained. Through
Figure 7.12: Convergence of RPIM, MLS and WLS collocation methods for irregular distribution
of nodes.
this test for irregular distribution of nodes, all the methods provide acceptable convergence and
accuracy provided that control of support domain and parameters are done. The RBFs seems to
provide slightly more accurate solution as well as less sensitivity to the irregularity of the nodal
distribution.
A noticeable feature about WLS and MLS is that the basis order should be higher for collocation
methods. For irregular set of nodes when second order derivative is needed in the strong form,
3rd or 4th order basis provides optimal results. By controlling the number of nodes we can
decrease the basis if too few nodes are present in the support domain to avoid encountering badly
conditioned Moment matrix as shown in the previous test (figure 7.11).
The condition number of the moment matrix benefits also from controling the number of nodes
in support domain (figure 7.13). Because compatibility over the whole domain is not needed for
Figure 7.13: Convergence of RPIM, MLS and WLS collocation methods for irregular distribution
of nodes.
collocation methods, and the fact that WLS requires less computation while providing similar
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accuracy, WLS can be selected for the application to reduce the computation of SFs.
We now compare some of the methods that deal with DBC correction, e.g. Direct implementation
(DBC), FP, and HCM type SFs. We study the effect for the col-RPIM -MQ for regular (figure 7.14)
and irregular nodal distributions (figure 7.15). MQ-DC refers to the solution of the equivalent
problem obtained with only Dirichlet boundary conditions. MQ-DBC is the solution obtained by
a direct replacement of the ith line of the system matrix by the derivative condition equation at the
ith nodes. This means no particular treatment is operated.
Figure 7.14: Convergence of col-RPIM MQ for different DBC implementation methods. Regular
nodal distribution, MLS and WLS collocation methods for irregular distribution of nodes.
Figure 7.15: Convergence of col-RPIM MQ for different DBC implementation methods and reg-
ular nodal distribution
We can observe that both FP and HCM improve the error by enforcing DBC more accurately.
Similar results are obtained for HRPIM-EXP. Figure 7.16 shows the results for regular nodal dis-
tribution and figure 7.17 for irregular distribution. The FP methods give good results considering
the ease of implementation and small computational cost added by the methods. Both correction
methods works well for this 1D dimensional problem. However these results need to be con-
firmed for higher order problems. Overall, RPIM techniques are quite stable for irregular nodal
distribution and can provide even better result for irregular sets.
On figures 7.14, 7.15, 7.16 and 7.17, it can be observed that as the nodal density increases, the
accuracy of the methods for direct implementation of DBC improves as well. This is another
technique that can be used to improve the enforcement of DBC by adding a higher nodal density
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Figure 7.16: Convergence of col-RPIM EXP for different DBC implementation methods and reg-
ular nodal distribution
Figure 7.17: Convergence of col-RPIM EXP for different DBC implementation methods and Ir-
regular nodal distribution
close to these boundaries. In case of regular nodal distribution it also corresponds to a technique
that relies on adding regular nodal layers close to the boundary. This why we can observe a good
increase in accuracy for the DBC methods, for regular nodal distribution on figure 7.14 and 7.16.
We also tested the methods for WLS SFs. Figure 7.18 and 7.19 shows the convergence of error
for regular and irregular nodal distributions respectively.
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Figure 7.18: Convergence of col-WLS for different DBC implementation methods and regular
nodal distribution
Figure 7.19: Convergence of col-WLS for different DBC implementation methods and Irregular
nodal distribution
Both WLS and HWLS have been found to be rather unstable for an irregular set of nodes. This
phenomenon is made worse when the number of nodes within the support domain is not controlled.
The main issue with HCM and adding derivatives at the DBC nodes in the basis is that it requires
managing additional lists of data. Detection of boundary nodes within a domain of influence is
added to the regular task previously described in the process of building shape functions. If the
order of the derivative in the strong form is N, there is also the need in the case of HRPIM to
calculate the normal derivative of order n+1 to compute normal moment derivatives (equation
7.32 p.179). Hence the building of these SFs is more complex and more costly.
7.4.2 Two dimensional Laplace problem
We consider the 2D heat conduction represented by the potential problem in section 6.1, page
131.We first compared the convergence obtained for different Sfs with collocation (CO) for both
regular and irregular set of nodes. Figure 7.20 illustrates how an irregular node distribution impacts
the accuracy of the methods. Through this test, the Co-MLS shows less accurate results for both
regular and irregular sets of nodes. It has also been found to be unstable for irregular sets. Small
changes in the nodal distribution affects the accuracy. Node control tends to improves the accuracy
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Figure 7.20: Comparison of convergence of Collocations methods for regular and irregular distri-
butions of nodes.
but the presence of the DBC degrades the behaviour of the methods. RPIM SFs on the other hand
are much more stable. Figure 7.21 shows the improvement when using fictitious point methods
for dealing with the DBC imposition. As depicted by figure 7.21, FP method greatly improves the
Figure 7.21: Comparison of convergence of Collocations methods using Fictitious points for reg-
ular and irregular distributions of nodes.
accuracy by imposing the DBC condition more accurately than the directed collocation method.
However no benefit was found on MLS for irregular set of nodes.
We now compare the collocation methods results with EFG using both MLS and RPIM SFs as
well as FEM using QUAD element. We developed our own FEM Matlab code in order to compare
the different methods. Collocation methods use Fictitious point (FP) to deal with the DBC. Figure
7.22 shows a comparison of the convergence of collocation methods with EFG and FEM. h denotes
the average refinement of nodal spacing. Figure 7.23 compares the computational time for the
different methods.
Figure shows that collocation methods are faster than the weak formulation based methods. This
is due to the absence of integration. However the RPIM SFs were tuned for accuracy. Optimised
support domains were used for better accuracy, hence the Meshfree SFs were more costly to com-
pute. This is mainly due to the number of nodes involved, resulting in a bigger Moment matrix.
This causes the collocation methods to be slower than the standard QUAD FEM. A trade-off has
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Figure 7.22: Comparison of the convergence of error for different collocation methods and FEM
Figure 7.23: Comparison of computational time for collocation method and FEM
to be made between accuracy and speed. We now set the parameters in a way to reduce the com-
putational time of the Meshfree SFs by limiting the support domain. Figure 7.24 shows the results
for the Collocation RPIM MQ-FP.
Figure 7.24: Comparison of the convergence of col-RPIM PF with optimised paramter for accu-
racy (FP1) and computational time (FP2)
The Col RPIM MQ FP 1 represents the collocation method using RPIM MQ with parameters
optimised for accuracy whereas Col RPIM MQ FP 2 stands for the fast computation version.
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As shown in Figure 7.24, reducing the number of nodes within the support domain reduces the
accuracy. However figure 7.25 demonstrates a huge improvement in computational time with the
methods being now slightly faster than the FEM one.
Figure 7.25: Comparison of computational time for FEM and collocation MQ for fast computa-
tion.
This are good results, as here the FEM QUAD algorithm does not involve time consuming mesh
management. The FE bilinear SFs over isoparametric elements are simple and fast to compute.
They tend to produce very good results for Elliptic problem such as the Laplacian. Hence, the
collocation demonstrates in this case, good potential in treating such problems accurately and
quickly. In practical problems with much more DOFs and moving boundaries the collocation
would have the advantage of not needing mesh compared to the FE.
7.4.3 Transient heat conduction
We consider the Heat transfer problem governed by equation 6.65 page 152. We use the standard
Crank-Nicholson(CN) scheme to perform the time derivation. Using the collocation procedure on
equation 6.65 gives the following recurrence system(
C − ∆t
2
K
)
U t =
(
(C +
∆t
2
K
)
U t−1 (7.47)
With U t and U t−1 being the nodal values vector at t−1 and t. The matrix C and K are the stiffness
matrix and the damping matrix obtained using collocation procedure where the nodal matrix at xI
is given by
KI =
n∑
j=1
∂2φj
∂x2
∂2φj
∂y2
; CI =
∑
j=1
φj (7.48)
With n being the number of nodes within the support domain of the collocation point xI . The
boundary conditions are applied using standard collocation procedure. Figure 7.26 shows the tem-
perature solution at t = 0.12s obtained with collocation MQ with 441 regular nodes distribution
with a time step of 0.001s. The method shows very good convergence with an error of 0, 001%.
Figure 7.27 displays the variation of error through time. The average error over all sampling times
is 0.06%. We use the parameter defined during our study for a steady state conduction problem in
section 7.4.2.
The time period where the solution is less accurate corresponds to when the temperature field is
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Figure 7.26: Temperature field at 0.12 s obtained with Col RPIM-MQ. 441 regular nodes distribu-
tion. Error = 0.001%
Figure 7.27: Variation of error through time with Col RPIM-MQ. 441 regular nodes distribution.
Average Error=0.06%
rapidly changing. Once the temperature field is more stable the solution provides accuracy of a
good order similar to the one observed for steady state problems. We study the influence of the ∆t
on the accuracy. Figure 7.28 shows that ∆t = 0.01s is sufficient for reaching good accuracy. Finer
time steps do not noticeably improve the accuracy. Similar results are obtained using other Sfs.
We now study the convergence of the solution for different nodes density. Regular distribution of
6× 6, 11× 11, 21× 21 , 31× 31 and 41× 41 nodes are used. Figure 7.29 shows the results, and
demonstrates that the accuracy increases along the node density.
For the RPIM Sfs no benefits were found by adding polynomial basis.
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Figure 7.28: Influence of δt on the error. Col RPIM-MQ. 441 regular nodes distribution
Figure 7.29: Convergence of the Error. Col RPIM-MQ
Figure 7.30: Comparison of accuracy for different Sfs. 21× 21 regular distribution of nodes
However it has been found that in order for the RPIM to produce acceptable accuracy and stability,
a controlled number of nodes n ≥ 20− 24 for RPIM-EXP and MQ works well. We also study the
effect on accuracy of the imposition of DBC using FP technique. Figure 7.31 shows the results
obtain for an irregular set of 441 nodes.
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Figure 7.31: Comparison of accuracy for different Sfs with fictitious points. 21 × 21 irregular
distribution of nodes
For Col-RPIM-MQ, using FP techniques to impose DBC for both regular and irregular distribution
of nodes improves the accuracy significantly. This also results in a greater stability and robustness
of the method overall. More nodes (≈ 30 − 32) in the support domain seems to provide better
accuracy in this case. Slightly less benefits is observed for the CSRBF-WEN C4 functions.
In the case of col-RPIM-EXP a bigger parameter αc = 0.3 works better for irregular distribution
of nodes. Using fictitious points for DBC does not significantly improve the accuracy in the case
of irregular node distribution. In the case of MLS, no improvement has been found on the accuracy
and overall the method does not works well for irregular nodal distribution.
7.4.4 Non-linear time dependent 2D heat conduction problem
We consider the problem from section 6.5 where heat capacities and thermal conductivities depend
on temperature. The PDE for this problem is given by equation 6.70 154. Using the similar
Kirchhoff transformation (equation 6.75), the problem is transformed into
γ(u)
∂u
∂t
−∇2u−Q(x, t) = 0 ∀x ∈ Ω (7.49)
withγ = ρC/k called the reciprocal of thermal diffusivity.
u(x, t) = u(x, t), ∀x ∈ Γ1 (7.50)
∂u
∂n
= q(x, t) · n, ∀x ∈ Γ2 (7.51)
and
u(x, 0) = u0(x), ∀x ∈ Ω (7.52)
We first use collocation discretisation for the i = 1...N nodes and the explicit forward difference
(see section 6.55 p. 151) approximation for the time derivative of equation 7.49. We obtain the
following form
θ∇2uni − γ′
uni
∆t
= −(1− θ)∇2un−1i − γ′
un−1i
∆t
−Q(x, (n− 1 + θ)∆t) ∀x ∈ Ω (7.53)
With γ′ = γ(θuni + (1 − θ)un−1i ). The initial and boundary condition(IBC) equations 7.50-7.52
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become
uni = u(xi, n∆t), ∀xi ∈ Γ1 (7.54)
∂un
∂n
= q(xi, n∆t) · n, ∀xi ∈ Γ2 (7.55)
and
u0i = u
0
i , ∀x ∈ Ω (7.56)
where uni and u
n−1
i correspond to the nodal values of u(xi, n∆t) and u(xi, (n−1)∆t) respectively.
∆t corresponds to the time interval between each time iteration. Using the MF approximation 7.11
on 7.53 and the IBC 7.54-7.56 gives
θ∇2
N∑
j=1
φiju
n
j −
γ′
∆t
N∑
j=1
φiju
n
j = −(1−θ)∇2
N∑
j=1
φiju
n−1
j −
γ′
∆t
N∑
j=1
φiju
n−1
j −Q(x, (n−1+θ)∆t)
(7.57)
φiju
n
j = u(xi, n∆t), ∀xi ∈ Γ1 (7.58)
∂φiju
n
j
∂n
= q(xi, n∆t) · n, ∀xi ∈ Γ2 (7.59)
and
u0i = u
0
i , ∀xi ∈ Ω (7.60)
φij being the shape function for the j
th nodes in the support domain evaluated at the sampling
point i.e collocation point xi.
As described in section 6.5, we start the iteration by assuming that unj = u
n−1
j in order to compute
the reciprocal thermal diffusivity γ′. We use θ = 0.5 (crank-Nicholson) for the time derivative.
γ is interpolated using a piecewise linear function ∀u ∈ [uk;uk+1[
γ(u) =
γk+1 − γk
uk+1 − uk (u− uk) + γk. (7.61)
With γk and uk being the values obtained at the sample points for the material properties chart.
Figure 7.32 shows the error for both the temperature field and its gradient obtained with the col-
RPIM MQ (red) , WEN-C4 (blue) and EXP (black) obtained for a regular set of 36 nodes distri-
bution.
Similar observations to the previous problem can be made. Results similar to those obtained
through the weak formulation methods.
7.4.5 2D elastostatic beam problem
We consider the same problem as in section 5.5, a Beam under a parabolic load at his free end.
The governing equation of this problem is given by equation 5.1. Figure 7.33 shows the deflection
of the consider beam obtained with the Col-MLS for a set of 121 irregular nodes. Using the
constitutive equations and stress-displacement relation, the strong form equation5.1 for the plane
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Figure 7.32: temperature field and gradient error
stress problem can be written in terms of displacements.
E
1− ν2
(
∂2u
∂x2
+
1− ν
2
∂2u
∂y2
+
1 + ν2
2
∂2v
∂x∂y
)
+ bx = 0
E
1− ν
(
∂2v
∂y2
+
1− ν
2
∂2v
∂x2
+
1 + ν
2
∂2u
∂x∂y
)
+ by = 0 (7.62)
With b = {bxby}T the external body force vector. Using equations7.11 and 7.13 We have for a
field node {
u
v
}
=
n∑
i=1
[
φi 0
0 φi
]{
ui
vi
}
(7.63)
{
∂u
∂x
∂v
∂x
}
=
n∑
i=1
[
∂φi
∂x 0
0 ∂φi∂x
]
; (7.64)
With n is the number of nodes included in the support domain of the collocation point. ui and vi
the nodal displacement at the ith nodes in support domain. Higher order derivatives are obtained
in similar manner. We can now write the following discretised system of equations for each field
node.
E
1− ν2
n∑
i=1
∂
2φi
∂x2
+ 1−ν2
∂2φi
∂y2
1+ν
2
∂2φi
∂x∂y
1+ν
2
∂2φi
∂x∂y
∂2φi
∂y2
+ 1−ν2
∂2φi
∂x2


ui
vi
 =

bx
by
 (7.65)
This gives the system matrix for each collocation node xI
KIU = FI (7.66)
In this problem the DBCs correspond to prescribed traction forces t¯. These stress boundary con-
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Figure 7.33: Beam deflection obtained with Col-RPIM-MQ with 121 irregular set of nodes. Error
in displacement = 2.6× 10−4%.
ditions on Γt can be written
t =
{
t¯x
t¯y
}
=
[
nx 0 ny
0 ny nx
]
σxx
σyy
τxy
 (7.67)
With n= {nx, ny} the normal vector at the boundary Γt at the DB-node. t¯x and t¯y are the pre-
scribed tractions force components in x and y coordinates. Using the stress-displacement rela-
tionship equation 5.8 gives the following strong form for the stress boundary condition at each
DB-nodes.
E
1− ν2
(
nx
(
∂u
∂x
+ ν
∂v
∂y
)
+ ny
1− ν
2
(
∂u
∂y
+
∂v
∂x
))
= t¯x
E
1− ν2
(
ny
(
ν
∂u
∂x
+
∂v
∂y
)
+ ny
1− ν
2
(
∂u
∂x
+
∂v
∂y
))
= t¯y (7.68)
Using the collocation procedures similarly to obtain the system equation7.65, we have the follow-
ing 2 equations at each DB-node.
E
1− ν2
n∑
i=1
 nx ∂φi∂x + ny 1−ν2 ∂φi∂y nxν ∂φi∂y + ny 1−ν2 ∂φi∂x
nyν
∂φi
∂x + nx
1−ν
2
∂φi
∂y ny
∂φi
∂y + nx
1−ν
2
∂φi
∂x


ui
vi
 =

t¯x
t¯y
 (7.69)
Compared to weak form based meshfree methods, the collocation methods are much more sensi-
tive to the nodes included in the support domain. It appears that in general, increasing the number
of nodes is a requirement to obtain good accuracy.
Figure 7.34 (right) shows the influence of the number of nodes in the support domain for the col-
MLS on accuracy. As shown on figure 7.34 (left), it is necessary to use at least a cubic basis to
obtain accurate results. Through our studies, it has been found that a cubic basis gives the best
compromise for the Col-MLS between speed and accuracy. Augmenting the basis leads to the
need to include more nodes in the support domain. On average the collocation method already
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requires more nodes in the support domain to obtain accurate results than the weak formulation
based methods. It has to be noted that when the basis is small or when insufficient nodes are within
Figure 7.34: Influence on the approximation error of the number of nodes in the support domain
(left) and the size of the basis(right)
the support domain, the moment matrix is ill conditioned with a condition number ≈ 8.3× 1025.
This results in poor accuracy and a higher computational cost to build the shape functions. The
increase in overall computational time is not significant when a proper domain size is set.
Surprising, col-MLS provides very good accuracy for small distribution of nodes between 12-400.
This can be observed on figure 7.35 for regular set of nodes and on 7.36 for irregular nodal distribu-
tion The phenomenon of better accuracy for small distribution of nodes is much less pronounced
for Col-RPIM. It can be observed however for the col-RPIM-EXP. However as the number of
sampling point increases, the accuracy decreases. An increase of the support domain size does not
impact this effect. It seems that the interpolant becomes less accurate as its support gets smaller
with a denser set of data.
Figure 7.35: Comparison of the convergence for different collocation methods for regular node
distribution
A more standard behaviour is observed for col-RPIM (see figure7.35 and 7.36. However the
accuracy of the method is far inferior, which is the opposite of what we observed for Poisson/
heat conduction problems. This definitely does not help in choosing one of the method. For
mix thermo-elastic problems, using the more efficient interpolant for each energy domain might
produce a better overall result. For RPIM the increase in the number of nodes improves the
accuracy as observed before. However too few or too many nodes in support domain degrades
the accuracy of the solution.
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Figure 7.36: Comparison of the convergence for different collocation methods for irregular node
distribution
Another feature is the capability for both method to work well for irregular nodal distribution as
shown on figure7.36. This is especially the case for the col-RPIM where results are better for
irregular nodal distribution than for regular ones where the accuracy tends to degrade when the
density of nodes is too important. The collocation method seems to hilight the quality of the
interpolant more than the weak formulation.
The choice of parameters is much more sensitive than for weak formulated methods. It has been
found that the col-Wen-C4 works much better with polynomial enrichment, especially for irregular
set of nodes. But no improvements for the MQ or EXP SFs were found through the experiment.
As shown on figure 7.35 and 7.36, using FP does not provide better results for this problem, except
for dense set of nodes.
Overall, better results are obtained for control support domain and when we use FP. The col-MLS
surprisingly works very well. However col-RPIM works does not work so well and parameters
need to be tuned differently than for previous problems. For instance, we found that alphac ≈ 6
for MQ and αc = 0.01 for EXP seems to provide better results. Figure 7.37 shows a comparison
of the computational time for the collocation methods with FEM using Quad bilinear element.
Regular nodal distribution is used for the comparison.
Figure 7.37: Comparison of the computational time for different collocation methods and FEM.
We can observe that FEM is faster than the collocation methods. The reason is that the number
of nodes used to build the SF is much more important for collocation methods. However using
precomputing at the nodes creation stages allows us to decrease the overall computational time
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by a great magnitude. Because collocation based methods are truly meshless where nodes can be
moved easily without the need to recompute all the Sfs. Hence using Precomputing of Sfs makes
the collocation methods much faster than FEM as shown on figure 7.37 for MLS and MQ. As
shown on figure7.35, the collocation method is also competitive in term of accuracy with FEM.
7.4.6 2D elasto-dynamic problem
Considering an isotropic materials, the strong form for dynamics analysis is given by equation
6.87 witch in 2D can be written
E
1− ν2
(
∂2u
∂x2
+
1− ν
2
∂2u
∂y2
+
1 + ν2
2
∂2v
∂x∂y
)
+ bx − ρ∂
2u
∂t2
− c∂u
∂t
= 0
E
1− ν
(
∂2v
∂y2
+
1− ν
2
∂2v
∂x2
+
1 + ν
2
∂2u
∂x∂y
)
+ by − ρ∂
2v
∂t2
− c∂v
∂t
= 0 (7.70)
Where ν, ρ, E and c are the Poisson’s ratio, the mass density, the Young modulus and damping
coefficient respectively.
Using collocation procedure and the meshfree approximation given by equation7.68 we can write
the following discretised system of equations at each field node xI , I = 1...N .
MI u¨(t) + CI u˙(t) +KIu(t) = FI(t) (7.71)
Where u(t) = {uIvI} is the vector of nodal displacement. KI is the same system matrix obtained
in equation7.65 and MI and CI being respectively the nodal mass matrix and the nodal damping
matrix written
MI = −ρΦI ; CI = −cΦI (7.72)
With ΦI the vector of SFs evaluated at collocation node xI . Applying this discretisation at all
N nodes and stacking all this 2N nodal system of equation gives the final system equation of the
problem
Mu¨(t) + Cu˙(t) +Ku(t) = F (t) (7.73)
The same forced vibration analysis problem found in section 6.6 is considered. Figure7.38 shows
the results obtained for a pulse load by the Col-MLS using 121 irregular nodal distribution.
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Figure 7.38: Solution of forced vibration problem using Col-MLS with
We obtained very accurate results using the MLS interpolant similar to the one from section 6.6
7.5 Conclusion
Compared to methods based on weak formulation the collocation method shows a number of
advantages. Due to their strong-formulation, there is no need to perform numerical integration
unlike for methods based on weak formulation. It results in an ease in the implementation of these
methods. Collocation meshfree methods are computationally more efficient than their counterpart
based on weak-form. Not requiring numerical integration and hence also the grid for the numerical
quadrature provides these methods a true "meshfree" feature.
There are several issues encountered when using collocation methods. First the discretisation oper-
ates directly on the strong form of the equation problem. Unlike integration, which is a smoothing
operator, differentiation is a roughening operator and usually magnifies errors in the approxima-
tion scheme. This is often the cause of instability in the solution. The other problem of collocation
methods is the presence of DBCs. When the boundary conditions of the problem are all of Dirich-
let type, the collocation method produces accurate and stable results both for regular and irregular
sets of nodes. However, presence of the Neumann or robin boundary conditions can deteriorate
the quality of the solution in a significant manner causing it to become unstable. When DBCs are
discretised using direct collocation method to obtain the separate set of equations, the discretised
system of equation can behave like an ill-posed problem where a small input error can become
dramatically amplified.
The issue lies in the presence of the derivative of the field function in the boundary condition
(DBC). How well the DBC is imposed greatly determines highly the accuracy of the method.
Several techniques [162] can be used to partially alleviate the problem. Among them, the fictitious
point method provides a cheap solution in terms of computational charge but it does not always
work well. Methods based on adding derivatives at the DB nodes in the basis of the shape function
are another solution. One main drawback lies in the use of list and search algorithm among this
dynamic list of nodes. For instance in HCM, one has to look for the presence of boundary nodes
within the nodes list that corresponds to one support domain in order to enrich the basis with the
derivative of the field at these nodes. This class of methods also complicates the building of SFs
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resulting in an increase of the overall computational cost.
Lastly mixing the strong form with local weak form to use the advantage of the natural way of
implementing the Neumann conditions in the local weak form is probably the most efficient [166].
However it brings back the problem inherent to local weak form which are the cost of integration
and local support domain management.
Methods to stabilise collocation methods like adding higher order differential terms in the strong
form equations have also been developed [209, 210]. However the error cannot always be con-
trolled and a suitable technique might work for one problem but not for another of the same type.
Overall, compared to weak formulation based methods, the collocation ones are more unstable.
We found them less accurate. RPIM works well for heat conduction problem whereas MLS better
for the elastic application. The issue is that the strong form requires a higher order derivative of the
shape function. This inevitably results in some added errors as the accuracy of the interpolation
drop with the increase of the derivatives order. On the other hand, weak formulation tends to
smoothen the error and require Sfs derivative of one less order than the PDE one. The conclusion
is that collocation is less robust and unstable. We also found that collocation methods require
much attention regarding the choice of parameters. Once again the Weak formulation is more
forgiving on this aspect. The size of support domain is αs is one example. In EFG, the generic
range can be defined for the whole range of applications and rarely degrades the quality of the
results in a dramatic manners. This is not the case for collocation methods and the difference
between un-optimised and optimised support domain size is important. For some problems like
the non-linear one, it is one of the primary criteria.
Nevertheless, strong-form based MF methods have a huge advantage, which is the absence of
integration. In most cases despite the instability, when the parameters are set right, the methods
work very well with irregular nodal distribution. They are faster than both global and local weak
formulation based methods and even the FEM. The most computationally demanding part remains
in the MF SFs calculation. In this aspect, they are more costly than for weak formulation based
methods because they require their derivative up to the order of the PDE and usually more nodes
in the support domain to obtain quasi similar accuracy.
Although benchmarks for complicated shapes were not covered in this thesis, applying the meth-
ods for simple benchmarks highlighted the capability of the methods to handle irregular nodes well
with no difficulty in implementation. Hence, due to the absence of the need for an integration sup-
port structure and that there is no requirement on nodal location, the adaptivity to complex shape
can be deduced. However an implementation for complex MEMS multi-structure with several
material layers would be necessary to validate collocation methods as a potential solution.
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Chapter 8 Conclusion and future work
8.1 Conclusion
In this thesis, we have presented the concept of using haptic technology for thermal management
in the design of MEMS. The first part is devoted to the study of the specifications and the imple-
mentation of a demonstrator for the haptic thermal management of MEMS design tool. A solution
in the form of haptic texturing for thermal feedback through a haptic channel provided encourag-
ing results. The study of CD constraints and the requirement for an accurate physical model has
pushed us to select a mesh based model such as FEM and FDM to render simulated temperature
field and induced body deformations. The implementation of a demonstrator has highlighted the
limitations in the use of regular mesh model such as FDM or FEM for the simulation of the physics
of the model for real time haptic interaction.
To circumvent these limitations, the second part of the thesis was devoted to exploring a new
methodology to model MEMS physics component in the VE. Meshfree methods were targeted as
a potential solution. A careful review of mesh free methods and benchmark tests were conducted
to determine the potential of these methods for incorporation in haptic, and to solve the mesh
limitation for the update rate. Other potential benefits such as a better flexibility to conform to
complex domains for haptic deformations and shape modifications were targeted. Table 8.1 page
203 gives a summary of the main features of meshfree methods compared to FEM.
From our studies, meshfree methods provides good results in term of accuracy compared to the
standard FEM. Weak formulation based methods are more accurate but are computationally more
costly, whereas collocation methods are faster but unstable. Overall, except for certain applications
such as moving boundaries or topology modifications, these methods do not provide benefits over
the standard FEM. In our case it could benefit for the thermal exploration with cutting process and
isothermal drawing and rendering. Based on the features of the different methods, we propose
a compromised solution based on a multi-layer thread which should be implemented using the
collocation method for the real-time thermal modelling. A loosely coupled techniques with a
spring model and mix collocation-local weak form for the elastic deformation induced by the
thermal stress, could speed up the computation and ensure accuracy.
Through the work carried out in this thesis, the use of meshfree methods as a solution for the
physical model of objects in VE does not appear justified anymore. One of the main reasons is that
meshes provide too much of a structure for other parts of the system such as graphical rendering
and collision detection. Meshfree methods simply do not provide enough benefits to move away
from the use of the mesh for the virtual model analysis. Another issue with meshfree techniques
is the difficulty in treating multi-layer materials and structures, which forms the basis for MEMS
design. The thermal behaviour of laminated materials is of prime importance in design as well as
for mitigating failure such as delamination in backing process. Contrary to FEM where the mesh
provides a structure to support material properties through the geometry, in the case of meshfree
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methods, the purely nodal approximation based on area of influence brings more difficulty and
requires special treatment for the implementation of multi-layer materials.
FEM is now a mature technology considered by the engineering community and the industry as
the standard simulation and design tool. On the other hand, meshfree methods are still considered
to be in an infancy stage, and in the past 20 years, much effort has been dedicated to making
this technique reliable for engineering commercial package applications. With the appearance of
enrichment methods such as PUFEM, XFEM and GFEM [14,183], the need for meshfree methods
has been questioned in the research community and the effort invested to make them robust has
significantly dwindled. The partition of unity allows the enrichment with special functions as it
can be done in the basis with EFG, releasing the dependency on the mesh imposed by regular FEM
for cracks or singularities problems. However they are constructed over regular FEM mesh.
8.2 Future work
The rapid advance in parallel computing and general-purpose processing on graphics processing
units (GPGPU) computing solution has allowed to make great breakthroughs in real time sim-
ulation and cutting interaction with deformable soft tissue for virtual surgery tools [42, 67, 68].
The model can rely on either a mesh based or a meshless method. Implementation of meshfree
models using efficient GPGPU acceleration solution such as CUDA C++ combined with paral-
lel architecture should be able to help with satisfying the real time update criteria in our haptic
application.
Another direction is to use iso-geometric methods(IGM) [126] which rely on the same informa-
tion the CAD system uses to create geometry for analysing fields such as the temperature and
displacement. IGMs use NURBS [258], T-splines [22] or hierarchical THB-splines [137] which
are the cornerstone for the mathematical representation of shape in modern CAD system. A good
overview of iso-geometric analysis methods(IGAMs), benefits and the issues with implementa-
tion can be found in [202]. Iso-geometric BEM [251,262] requires only a boundary discretisation
which greatly reduces computational cost and can circumvent mesh generation by using CAD
discretisation for analysis. From an industrial standpoint the coupling of the CAD model and the
physics model is a great feature for virtual prototyping. This allows for significant time reduction
in the design process cycle and optimization problems [180, 198, 290].
In our case, building approximations using IGAM with surface discretisation would allow a uni-
fication of the physic model, the CD and the force rendering, hence merging both CAD and the
simulation process in a haptic environment. For these reasons, IGAM combined with GPU com-
puting seems to be a very appealing solution to model the virtual prototype in our haptic tool for
MEMS design and simulation.
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Appendix A Weight residual method
The weighted residuals method (WRM) involves the approximation of the functional behavior of
the dependent variable in the governing differential equation [83,122,159,307]. When substituted
into the governing differential equation, the approximate form of the dependent variable leads to
an error called the "Residual". This residual error is required to vanish in a weighted average
sense over the domain. If the weighting functions are chosen to be the same as the element shape
(interpolation) functions used in the element approximation functions, the method of weighted
residuals is referred as the Galerkin’s method.
Let us consider a general problem over a domain Ω and its boundary ∂Ω = Γ defined by the
following partial differential equation
L(u(x))− f(x) = 0, ∀x ∈ Ω
G(u(x)) = g(x), ∀x ∈ Γ (A.1)
Where L and G are differential (We can restrain to partial differential operators for our applica-
tions) operators. F and g being given functions. We suppose that the approximate solution is of
the finite series form
uˆ =
N∑
i=1
Φiai (A.2)
Where Φi are the basis functions also called trial function, ai the unknown coefficients and N the
number of basis functions used. The basis functions should satisfy conditions such as admissibility
, which refers to their capability to satisfy the essential boundary conditions and other continuity
requirement. Usually, uˆ does not satisfy the differential equation together with the boundary
conditions A.1
L(uˆ(x))− f(x) 6= 0, ∀x ∈ ΩG(uˆ(x))− g(x) 6= 0, ∀x ∈ Γ (A.3)
We can define the residuals
Rs(uˆ) = L(uˆ(x))− f(x) 6= 0, ∀x ∈ ΩRb(uˆ) = G(uˆ(x))− g(x) 6= 0, ∀x ∈ Γ (A.4)
Then the residual is forced to be zero in an average sense by setting the weighted integrals of
residuals to zero over the domain and boundaries domain.∫
Ω
Wi(x)Rs(uˆ)dΩ +
∫
Γ
Vi(x)Rb(uˆ)dΓ = 0 (A.5)
Wi and Vi are called weight functions for the corresponding residual. In the case where the
approximate solution is chosen to automatically satisfy the boundaries conditions the system A.5
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simplifies into ∫
Ω
Wi(x)Rs(uˆ) = 0 (A.6)
Using the equation A.2, we can expand the system of equations A.6, which gives a system of n
equations of n unknowns ai∫
ΩW1(x) [L(uˆ(x))− f(x)] dΩ +
∫
Γ V1(x) [G(uˆ(x))− g(x)] dΓ = 0∫
ΩW2(x) [L(uˆ(x))− f(x)] dΩ +
∫
Γ V2(x) [G(uˆ(x))− g(x)] dΓ = 0
...∫
ΩWN (x) [L(uˆ(x))− f(x)] dΩ +
∫
Γ VN (x) [G(uˆ(x))− g(x)] dΓ = 0
 (A.7)
The approximate solution makes the residuals vanish. In the case where the residual would be
null, the approximated solution would be the exact solution of the problem. The weight residual
method transforms PDE into a set of integral form equations. This form is equivalent in a certain
way to the functional obtain through variational formulation. Equation A.5 is called the discrete
weak formulation which can be seen as the discrete part of the weak formulation of the continuous
problem. The solution corresponding to this weak formulation is called the weak solution of the
problem A.1. This is because the formulation weakens the continuity order requirement on the
approximate function by moving part of it on the weight function using integration by parts. The
approximate solution will converge to the exact solution (unique and continuous) of the problem
when n → ∞ if Wi and the basis functions Φi are linearly independent and if the basis function
Φi is smooth enough. The integral formulation is interesting in the way that it smoothes the
error resulting from approximation of finite series formulation and also helps in terms of stability
and accuracy [83, 162]. The choice of the weight function affects greatly the performance of the
method.
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Appendix B Weak formulations
B.1 Weak formulation for 2D heat conduction
We consider the 2 dimensional Poisson equation over the domain Ω with its boundary ∂Ω.
k∇2u− f(x) = 0; (B.1)
Together with the boundary conditions
u(x, y) = u¯(x, y) ∀x ∈ Γu (B.2)
∂u(x, y)
∂n
= u,ini = q¯ · n ∀x ∈ Γq (B.3)
In the case of heat conduction, equation B.2 corresponds to the Dirichlet boundary condition type
where u¯ is the temperature field function imposed directly at the boundary. Equation B.3 is the
Neumann or natural type of boundary condition with q¯ being the heat flux function. f(x) is the
internal heat generation source. Γu and Γq are segments of the boundary ∂Ω such that Γ = Γq∩Γu.
ni represents the components in the Cartesian coordinates(x,y) of the unit normal ~n to Γ2.
The weak formulation can be derived using WRM or the energy principle. For simplicity we
assume that the medium is isotropic (k is a scalar). Using the WRM on the Poisson equation leads
to ∫
Ω
[
k∇2u− f(x)] vdΩ = 0 (B.4)
With v weight function. Integrating by part gives∫
Ω
∇(vk∇u)dΩ + k
∫
Ω
∇v∇u =
∫
Ω
vf(x)dΩ (B.5)
Using the divergence theorem gives rise to the symmetric weak formulation of the 2D Poisson
equation ∫
∂Ω
vk∇u · ndΩ + k
∫
Ω
∇v∇u =
∫
Ω
vf(x)dΩ (B.6)
The weak formulation makes the treatment of Neumann type boundary condition B.3 straightfor-
ward. Substituting this into the first term of equation B.6 leads to∫
∂Ω
vq¯ · ndΩ + k
∫
Ω
∇v∇u =
∫
Ω
vf(x)dΩ (B.7)
It is termed weak form as it smoothens the requirement on the trial function and moves it upon the
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test function. The constrained Galerkin form using penalty method is given as follows∫
Ω
δ(∇u)T∇udΩ−
∫
Ω
(δu)T fdΩ−
∫
Γq
q¯δudΓ +
α
2
δ
∫
Γu
(u− u¯)T (u− u¯)dΓ = 0 (B.8)
α = (α1, α1, · · · , α1) is the diagonal matrix containing the penalty factor.
B.2 Weak formulation for the elasto-static problem
The strain energy is expressed as
U =
1
2
∫
Ω
σijijdΩ (B.9)
A more general form exist in the case of nonlinear behavior where the strain tensor field has to be
expressed in term of increment depending on the type of non-linear behavior of the material [112].
The integration of the plastic increment has to be included in the formulation
U =
∫
Ω
∫

σddΩ (B.10)
We express the work done by external force by
W =
∑
i
Fiui =
∫
Ω
f buTdΩ +
∫
Γ
f tuTdΓ (B.11)
With f b being the internal body force and f t being the surface traction force. If the applied force
in B.11 is conservative, then equation defines the negative value of potential energy generated by
the applied loads. The applied load is considered conservative if it is independent of deformation,
so that the work done by a system of applied forces in traversing any closed path in displacement
space has to be zero. The total potential energy Π of the structure is the difference between the
strain energy and the work done by the applied loads
Π = U −W (B.12)
We consider an arbitrary virtual change in displacement δu, using the concept of variation of func-
tional (stationary point) to the equilibrium equation to reformulate the static equilibrium equation
B.2 ∫
Ω
[σij,j + bi] δudΩ = 0 (B.13)
Using integration by part gives
−
∫
Ω
σijδui,jdΩ +
∫
Ω
biδuidΩ +
∫
Γ
σijnjδuidΓ (B.14)
Where nj is the normal outward to the boundary surface Γ. Using the traction boundary condition,
we obtain
−
∫
Ω
σijijdΩ +
∫
Ω
biδuidΩ +
∫
Γ1
t¯iδuidΓ = 0 (B.15)
Now if we consider the virtual work based on equation B.11 using the concept of variation of
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functional due to the virtual change in displacement δu
δW =
∫
Ω
f bi δuidΩ +
∫
Γ
f ti δuidΓ (B.16)
Using B.15, choosing the virtual displacement kinematically admissible δu = 0, ∀x ∈ Γ2 we
can write using the Gauss theorem,
δW =
∫
Ω
biδuidΩ +
∫
Γ1
tiδuidΓ =
∫
Ω
σij,j + biδudΩ +
∫
Ω
σijijdΩ (B.17)
From equation B.13, the first term on the right hand side is vanishing and leads to the following
form for the virtual work
−
∫
Ω
σijijdΩ +
∫
Ω
biδuidΩ +
∫
Γ1
tiδuidΓ = 0 (B.18)
The first term on the left hand side of this equation can be interpreted as the virtual work done
by the internal stresses δWI . We can group the other terms under the work done by the external
applied force and surface traction δWE . Then, we simply obtain the following form for the virtual
work equation
δW = δWI + δWE = 0 (B.19)
The virtual work principle, by reversing the integration process implies equation B.15 and B.13
which must hold for kinematically admissible virtual displacements. This equation and the prin-
ciple of virtual work hold only if the stress field is statically admissible.
B.3 Weak formulation of elasto-dynamic problem
For a system of elastic solids and structures the Lagrangian functional can be defined as the sum of
the kinetic energy T, the strain energy Π and the work done by external forces Wf over the whole
domain Ω.
L = T −Πs +Wf (B.20)
The kinetic energy T is expressed as
T =
1
2
∫
Ω
ρu˙T u˙dΩ (B.21)
For solids and structures of elastic materials, the strain energy of the system can be expressed as
Πs =
1
2
∫
Ω
TσdΩ (B.22)
And the work done by external forces can be obtained by
Wf =
∫
Ω
uT bdΩ +
∫
Γt
uT tdΓ (B.23)
Γt is the boundary of the solid on which traction forces t are operating.
Consider the structural elastic problem. For a time dependent load l the response of the system
will be time dependent. With the particle moving, velocity u,t created results in the generation of
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kinetic energy T . Taking the first variation of it gives
δT =
1
2
∫
Ω
ρδuT,tu,tdΩ (B.24)
Now to reformulate this equation in terms of virtual displacement, we consider Kinematically
admissible displacement such that δu(x, 0) = δu(x, tf ) = 0. Now integrating equation B.24 over
the time interval gives ∫ tf
ti=0
δTdt =
∫ tf
ti=0
1
2
∫
Ω
ρδuT,tu,tdΩdt (B.25)
Integrating by part and using the condition on displacement gives∫ tf
ti=0
δEkdt = −
∫ tf
ti=0
1
2
∫
Ω
ρδuTu,ttdΩdt = −
∫ tf
ti=0
d(u,tt, δu)dt (B.26)
With d(u,tt, δu) being the kinetic energy bilinear form. Now considering a system under conser-
vative load and using the Lagrangian principle of least action
δ
∫ tf
0
[Π(z)− T (z,t)] dt = 0 (B.27)
Rewriting this equation using the bilinear form or variational form for each quantity leads to
δ
∫ tf
0
[a(u, δu)− l(δu)− d(u,tt, δu))] dt = 0, ∀u ∈ E. (B.28)
Lagrangian principle of least action provides the variational equations of structural dynamics.
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